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SHADOW WARRIORS, the latest, greatest

and most ambitious martial arts coin-op

I
game now rages onto your computer

interactive scenic backdrops. The secrets

J
of the Ninjitsu assassination techniques

J have been handed down since the

Mediaeval wars..now they live on in the

jungle of the American metropolis. A thousand

years of the Ninjitsu secrets at your fingertips...

Take your techniques to the streets

...the hero of the nineties.
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Natural and responsive player movement and
*- with the most simple of one-touch joystick

control ensures exciting

and authentic soccer

action. Realistic

close-ball control,

computer aided

i team control

and the micro's

I
constant "flow

)
of play"

monitoring all

add up to make
this the easiest

!
and the most

rewarding

soccer game
ever devised (or

the home computer
TAKE ON THE WORLD!



The hit coin-op game bringing espionage <

and action with 9 levels of thrills and
excitement. Innovative game features with

a host of differing scenarios from high-

powered sports cars to underwater guerilla

warfare. Rescue a beleaguered nation

from the oppressive regime of the 'Council

for World Domination*.

ESPIONAGE EXTRAVAGANZA

FEATURING 9 LEVELS Of HIGH ACTION!

The "POWER UP" coin-op hit from Data East

brings super-action to your micro --

screen. Join the

resistance

fighters in their •

crusade against

the awesome
powers of King

Crimson - the manic

scientist, and his

Crimson Corps -

mere earthlings

transmuted into

treocherous

fighting machines-
* armoured

, lethal circular

saws, airborne

figMers, mechanized

snakes and many more.
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PARADROID
You've read the diary of how
it began, now check out the

fina review as Andy
Braybrook's 16-bit version of

the 64 classic finally arrives.

With loads of decks crammed
full with marauding robots,

you must clear them a

before mak-
ing your way
to the next.

IN THIS

MONTHS GTGA:
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EA's ong-awaited

Che jfcfculy a (Ehrwucfe
July 15 1920

MURDER!
Sleuth is called in to
investigate foul play at
Spookhill Priory

.

NOVICE

mXUELL
WOODY &

UELL5
ESTATE AGENTS

HARRIS ON
AdcUng
Machine
BUY B j=|T

U.S. Gold's answer to Agatha Christie involves

solving the crime of the title. By picking up vital

evidence and interrogating

people, the evidence will slow-

ly fit together.

space opera arrives at

last, with hun-

dreds of plan-

ets awaiting

your every

move.

Sierra's answer to

Don Johnson, Sonny

Bonds, returns to

once again face the

Death

Angel.

U L Amiga Action



RALL RATING

THANK YOU, THANK YOIL
tee we are, one p\ old and si tegi/ig you atfk best news andmm

leading Mga gaming. Since out list issue, m toe seen over thee Med
games, tan^ \m such classics as Relator and kk Of 11 to such forgettable

dioss asM Centuiy and Castle Warrior A/of to mention gamesM we had hoped

tomm 'next month ' (famous words, toe!), including ta Wars Cops, add oiti-

COLONEL
I

One of the many Sierra games reviewed this

month and, arguably, one of

their best. Can you solve the

mystery?

M (haf we ye managed to tome

one o\ (he more iniomk games mags out and (fie main reason ioi lis isM
lhou( your \za/uab/e input and cikm, /Imiga /Acf/on would be [lie same today as

it ms fwelve monk ago, However by listening to your wrds of wisdom, we've

smooflied any rough edges and - hopeful^ - have become (he magazine you want to

mi % a very bg (Mr you to you for your help • we couldn'f \\we done it without

you.

And now for something com-

pletely different - a game
based on the oddball seven-

ties' comedy series. Join

Gumby in his quest or

brain cells in this

madcap shoot'em-up.

A cross between Virus and Resolution

101, dare you take

part in Millenium's

futuristic TV game

NEUROMANCER
William Gibson's

cyberpunk classic

appears on

the Amiga,

courtesy of

Electronic

Arts.

Steve Bak returns with an

updated version of his old 64
platform classic, Hercules. With

twelve arduous tasks ahead of

canher,

Yolanda break

her curse?

Amiga Action U -/



MESH
CHE, CHE, CHE,
This has got to be a wind up'

Actual Screenshots/CRL s next

licence is a game based on none

other than Ernesto Che Guevara 1

Famous for wearing a beret and
causing uproar in Bolivia, Che
apparently kept a diary of his

battles and it is these that CRL are

basing the game on The game is

a battle simulator with your

ultimate aim being to take over

Bolivia s capital La Paz Well,

that's baout it really - what can we
say! I mean, who can we expect

next? Amm - the game of a

tortured soul? Adolf - an everyday

story of a friendly Nazi' Expect a

review when it is released soon.

priced 24 95

Yes. you thought you had
destroyed Morgul didn't you? After

batting through each of Turrican's

danger-filled stage, you actually

thought that the confrontation with

the evil dream demon would be

the last you saw of him Not so,

because the evil demo will be
making a welcome comeback
near Christmas in Turrican II The

same programmer is behind the

game, and Turrican II is rumoured

to feature improved graphics,
' sound and • get this - an

even bigger play area Details are

sketchy at the time of writing, but

more news as and when we rceive

Better known as Chase H.O. II,

S C I is being programmed by Ice

software, the team benmd Turbo

Outrun The origins -op took

the basic c ; - i boe's i

of Chase ar^a a:

weapons
weathe^e c

i

- •

-
.

-

ai w: seen

. d be one

to look out for Assu the roies

of the two cops once again six

criminals are on the run and it is

up to you to round them up and
brmg them to justice To aid you,

police helicopters drop larger

guns and add-ons down to you.

but the enemy are armed too. so

watch out Apart from that, the

basic gamepiay is the same, witn

three turbos ai vour disposal and

-s of tunnels and

-oads M be out soon,

Bad wmather conditions plague your arrests,

and send your patrol car skidding all over
the place- However, the many
enhancements that are dropped from your
back-up chopper may make life easier.

ly Quid
-
-

Ep the ga^ was
previc .: ,

Programmed by me sa

behind Retaiiator Ed c s a

massive space opera win you
fending off the unwanted
attentions of a deadly alien

species {these were the Rexxons

m the original game, but what
they are called now I have no
idea So far. the game is looking

very nice, with the same smooth

graphics that made Retaiiator so

Zee's conversion of S.C.I may be
in its early stages, but already
the graphics are looking quite
close to those of its arcade
counterpart*. Th<

considerably larger than that of

Chase, and, likewise, there
more weapons to collect
rogue vehicles present

i

challenge.

Once again, prepare to do
battle with the army of the evil

dream demon - who knows, this

time he may stay dead!

Yee-haw! It s that

rootin' tootin
roustabout Billy

The Kldl Step
Into the spurred
boots of the
West's youngest
gunflghter when
eve/ Nine s

dventure hits

the streets soon.

pretty and more m-dec
gamepiay - what s more, there s

loads of blasting, too' Whether it i

be next Eiiiew is anybody s

gjess. but if fl be out soon, priced

/-five quid mark

. Level Nme return to

what looks to

oe t game yet - a western

romp Starring B ly The Kid
Featuring some of the best
graphics to env - [he Level

Nme stable. Biiiy Tne Kid features

everything you expect to

encounter in a Western -

gunfights. brawls, women, and
beans (actually, we aren't to sure

aboul that last one) And, that too.

will be out soon priced at the

twenty quid mark

Another up and coming Ocean
title is Realtime s long-awaited
Battle Command. This time
round, though, the gamepiay is

deeper and more involving.

Martin Kenwright and Co. s

Retaiiator won them more than
a few fans when it was
released, but with Epic they
take their smooth filled vectors
into space so that, instead of
taking on bogeys you are
battling things that resemble
them!
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Hlili^j
EA FLIES

UNDONE
Imagine a lime where space
technology ias advanced so far

that the ships resemble insects

Where mighty battlecruisers are

built \n the image of centipedes

and the smaller, attacking ships,

like scoprions Well, this is what to

expect from Electronic Arts

newest releaee. Magic Fly. Written

by Jeff Lawson, Magic Fly is a

space adventure in which you are

a member of the titular attack

squadron Orgainised crime has

reached a worse proportion than

ever before, and your squadron

has been put to gether to wipe it

out Thus, a number of missions

have been given to you which.

when completed, will gradually

wipe out the space mafiosa.

Featuring smooth 3D graphics

and fast shoot'em-up action,

Magic Fly is billed for an Aug.

release, priced at £24 99 The
review will, hopefully, be in next

month's issue so keep watching

this space

Jeff Lawson, programmer of
Spitfire 40, returns with a space
game not for anachrophobics •

Magic Fly.

A NEW CONCEPT
It s been a while since we've
heard from Titus, but now they

have returned with two new all-

action titles The first. Action

Concept is being billed as the

biggie, and is a combat simulator

m which one or two players must

use their stealth and cunning to

destroy various enemy bases A
full range of options gives your

men individual personalities and

this makes them all act differently

under dangerous conditions, but

the basic aim of the game is to

keep them together as a strong

fighting force and wipe out each

of the enemy's bases on the

numerous levels The graphics

use a system not dissimilar to that

of the old Ultimate games, and
your antics are viewed ori the

scrolling play area

helicopters and c_

scree
is have used car - ?~e

s a success, oe ou
.mber of seauds a

different locations with different

enemy sprites For instance, while

the battle-weary grunts fight in out

in me first of the series.

Commando War. later expansion

oisks will see cavemen battling

agamst dinosaurs and the

elements, and Conquistadors
fightmg off the unwanted
attentions of the Aztecs. All in all,

the^e are seven scenarios in the

offmg. each housing armies or

groups with the aforementioned

individual personalities. It'll be out

soon, priced at 19.95, with the

expansion disks following hot on

its neeis

Following that, expec '

sequel to Fire And Forget cs er

no surprises here' - Fi'e A

Forget II ' Adopting ' --=

combat vehicle that .:- drove

the first J Fcge-

The De

The player-controlled yellow
squad enter the blue's army's
base. You are given controll
over one of the teams and must
wipe out any opposition.

mm-
t

* * 1 *** * 3
veaponry can be collected.

[he original, fuel isn't

3u *€ "~:ted so you don't have

:o ecting it as you go as
- "{ -s: game Not a lot else is

at present, but expect a

ew wtnm the next two months.

Using whatever vehicles and supplies you can
find along the way, your team must be prepared to
face anything ranging from blizzards to massive
gun turrets.

One addition your vehicle has over that of the first

game is that it can now fly. However, Kerosene is

needed to keep it airborne and if you don't collect

any you'll be stuck on the ground again.

wms ELITE'S NEW BATCH
TO THE SKIES
Fresh from the success of Klax

and those Robot Monsters.

Domark's latest venture is a flight

sim Based on the MiG-29, the

Soviet Union's most advanced
plane, you must embark on one of

many missions and make your way
up through the ranks The game is

viewed - as with most 16-bit sims -

m full 3D and Domark are boasting

that the game will be better than

any other of Its kind The game's

title is at present MiG-29 Fulcrum,

but expect this to change before

the game's Christmas release.

Just when you thought that all the

big films had been snapped up
for conversion, Elite grab the

licence to one of this year's

biggies. Gremlins II - The New
batch. Heralding the return of

Gizmo. Billy and Co .
Gremlins II

is set in a large office block.

where Billy and his girlfriend go to

work Along the way. Gizmo turns

up. gets exposed to water and
food and - voila' - mass chaos!

What form the game will take

isn't known, but Toposoft are

doing the 8-bit versions and is

expected to be an arcade

/adventure
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I
Origin.il. Uniq

Roger Dean
Design

THE BEAST IS BACK!
THE SEQUEL TO THE TOP SELLING AMIGA GAME OF 1989

THE CONFLICT CONTINUES
"

^^^ ^^^^^^
Your deadly struggle for freedom against the dark forces of the Beast Lord is now but a
painful memory. You try to forget the anguish of the past by concentrating on your prize

for success in the bloody battle: the return of your humanoid body.

But as you slowly adjust to your newly-won physique, the pain you thought gone is about
to return . . . The Beast Mage has kidnapped your sister! She must be rescued before she
falls foul of his dark arts. You journey to a hostile alien world to face the malevolent hosts
of the Beast Mage and interact with more friendly characters to learn of your unfamiliar
surroundings.

You must fight your way through many enemy-infested levels collecting and using
weapons and objects to aid your crusade towards conf ict with the Beast Mage . . . before
he makes your sister his own!

Screen Shots from the Amiga version

SEEING IS BELIEVING



Following the below average Wipe

Out, Gonzo Games* next release

is based around the latest hip

sport - Street Hockey Viewers of

the Tango adverts and other hip

cats will already know what it's all

about, but for the uninitiated the

game is basically ice hockey
played on roller skates. The game
is viewed in 3D, with the whole ot

the pitch onscreen at once, and
you are given complete control of

the whole team as they skate

around after the puck/ball In

addition, hazards, such as fire

hydrants get m your way, and the

other teams you encounter are

after your legs as well as the ball.

The game will be released in

October, priced at 19.95.

Ice Hockey on wheels and twice
as fast and violent • lets hope
that Gonzo s Street Hockey
plays every bit as fast as the
real thing.

Already a big hit on the 64 and
PCs. Chuck Yeager's Advanced
Flight Trainer is now heading for

an Amiga near you. Featuring

eighteen planes, each with their

own reactions and specifications.

the game involves intricate stunt

flying a la Blue Angels by
Accolade All of the game s

graphics are viewed in filled 3D
and the game comes packaged
with an audio tape strarring Mr.

Yeager himself, offering words of

wisdom. It'll be out in time for a

review next month, so stay tuned.

James Clarke's graphics for

the end of level tank seen (1)

before they see action and
(2) after...

Mentioned in last Month's U S G
preview. U N Squadron is sta/1

to shape up rathe ten-

stage horizontal scroller. UN s

nigh-on perfect converse :• the

Capcom com-op ana s De>ng

written by Jon Prince, with

graphics taken directly from the

com-op. The game can be played

by one or two players and they

must team up to make their way
trough each of the levels, with the

eventual idea being to take out

the massive end-of-level

armament To aid you in this task,

destroying a complete wave of

planes or tanks reveals a useful

icon hcih, once collected, boosts

your plane' s power or weaponry.

Your battle begins with your

chosen charcter waiting m a

weapons shop From here, three-

way missiles and powerful shields

can be bought (cash permitting)

to make your task easier

However, like your ship's shields.

these only last a limited amount of

Before you begin each level, any money you have collected through
killing the enemy can be cashed in at a shop. Owned by a
predictably wide-eyed Capcom salesman, extra items including
three-way-firing missiles and shields can be purchased.

time and should your ship be
blown out of the sky. you will lose

ne of your three credits At

present, the game is looking very

close to the com-op. with plenty to

blast and collect The end-of-level

planes in particular look especially

nice, but there are still a few
tweaks here and there to add. It'll

be out within the next month,
priced at U S G s usual 24 95

Chuck Yeager comes face to

face with Ned Leaner, the 16-bit

conversions' programmer.

The horizontally-scrolling action
is a little similar to that of P~tT.

but U.N. Squadron throws more
varied assailants at you than
the ageing Jaleco cotn-cp.



(Lett) The graphics team
working on Saragossa
consists of sin people
Ray Coffey, Jack Wilkeley,

David Pocket Price, Mike
TJ Hopoker, and new guy
Phil O'Brien - and at
present they are currently

putting together the
various nasties our hero
will encounter.

tecause or me programmers aauianon at mr. Jinci-rny

Bob Monkhouse, that la the name Saragossa s hero has

Idled with. Ray's graphics show Bob in his magnetic suit, f± ^ )

{Bight) Because of the programmers adulation of Mr. Sincerity

himself,

been sa<

display it

idd/ed

ing the many positions he can assume in It.

(Above) When exploring the zero

gravity ship. Bob can leap from
wall to wall in one jump • but
should anything get in his way
he will be sent bouncing from
pillar to post, costing him
valuable energy.

Space trav is taken to r g'.mted

is cars are ' day. and o ..' ng a

"XiWte b : :
' g mis.: : i, yo .* ship

)s suddei. . stopper ieao n tfw

'ul'fl ol a flip's :; . eyar : The

-east, for :ne SLjden r )we'

lure is ur#no,vn, but yo 1

. we .

hunc^^mat the r^Hon forTne

problem lurks in one oMhe
seemingly abandoned si m ihn'

are floating around y r
i So.

donning one of four space suits,

you prepare to solve the n yste'y

of Saragossa. ^H ^m 1

Programmed by Dave Laws<

and Jake Glover, the tear :>eh r

Gold Of The Aztecs. Saragossa is

a flick-screenprcaae/a : venture

set m the dcom-laden loat ng

scrapyard. Cc. itroll -;: "": games
as yet unna'- ed hero.

. >u must
board each o ; he four si cs and
search their tit ckstor the

the power Ic :;s. Howevc each
ship has differenf properties;

"'©y rr gnetic or lectnc. anc
> ach particular luil react:

Jiffererv . toe •'
: - surf,: .

>-:

. feir in : ance, em a pi. '

sh'D wf st w^ r,r": 1 avy i
r

:

gr i v 1 1 v >uit .a^jesul^H you

b ;aki i
the

5"-CTjre ancwanlng mto^mply
SDace Likewtse^wearinoa sui

moi- I 'or entenrv. a pi-:

ba?: whilst ^nip ng a

full of magnet'^Bwers will |

mjyou being^HiShe i by the

pull" g forces thus

sate

e of wrflb
g of A/tecs

ating

iO^'W of

near .^g
»gnlng<>'

one

wei-.-mg the coBB t su ' yot

u a*e

m
hipsily enter ea ;h of the foawip

Once in. the game opens up

no less iriis*i ioi epa t

nes Whilst v. armc; : -nagr !«;

it. y u c£ - .'i alo ; :he v. ills

: jnce " corf :o cc er

list destroying alar - ''hilst -a
aviiy-gua'i!' -. suit, e sp r :es

art lancj- : nd expa* jad

- ng sn im-uf

ea i stag* t the t

wi- the te, i finisr

be >re oncer
Sa gossa. b it tr

DF : rtt ll are t reac

pc witt '.he ' «h&(

enTBritif flflwi'ge. 35 With

Aztecs^Dave (ex of Imagine
neber t They were

re^jon^^Wor two of the biggest

•_ -lit of our lime -

mdersnatcn and Psyclapse) and

Jake me using a Maccmgtosh-

bateed system to put the game
nether. As of yet. there s no

release date, but more news as we

Fir. a y. Strider. f e eponymous
ro i

conve'

unoflic .

Stride •

U.S Gold s Capcom
m is making a return m an

seqnpi celled - wait for it

creatin^Pmassive^rnd ,pe b-

E3Q2EB
In case you haven't noticed,

Britain is in the throes of Dick

Tracy fever, a condition only

rivalled by Batmania a few months

ago Warren Beatty stars in and
directed the new film, and the

range of co-stars rivals that of the

Caped Crusader with Madonna.
Al Pacino and - wow, gadzooks •

Dick Van Dyke, all playing the

private eye's crooked enemies.
And. as sure as eggs is eggs, a
computer version of the film is

now on the way. thanks to Titus

and their new Disney tie-in label.

The new label will house three

new styles of software with

entertainment. kiddy and
educational titles al on the

production line and. along with

Dick Tracy. Spielburg's new
chiller. ArachnophoDia. a film

about giant spiders, and Disney's

Duck Tales are all due for

computer game conversions
However. Dick Tracy will be the

firs! game to appear, and is a

three-stage romp featuring all the

baddies that are in the film.

There's no release date yet, but

we hope to bring you a review

before Christmas.

You've seen the film, worn the
undies, now play the game...

THE RETURN Of THE

I

No. we're not on drugs, it's just

that one of the office faves, Helter

Skelter, is in the process of being

updated and improved. The
Assembly Line, the team behind

Xenon II and E-Motion. were
responsible for the first game, and

this sequel will add not only new
monsters, and advanced graphics

- however, we are assured that the

addictive gameplay that made the

fnrst game so playable will still be
there Audiogenic will once again

be the company releasing the

game, and the game is expected

to be an August release. More
news as we get it.



Previewed way, way back m AA,

the Amiga incarnation of the

superb 64 blaster, Armaiyte Is

now neanng completion.

Originally converted by Bht

Software, the game had suffered

numerous delays and the game's
proposed release date had
started to stretch into the realms

of Dick -Special and Retahator.

Now, however, the game's
programming has been taken

over by Digital Arts and Sounds
Digital who are collaborating on
the project The game's graphics

have been drawn by Ian Hading

and the emphasis nas been on

keeping the metallic look and
tidiness of the original 64 version,

and the sound has oeen improved

to take advantage of the Amiga's

improved sound Next month has

been given for the game s

release, so expect a review then.

Whilst on the subject of

Thalamus, Armaiyte and Dig 1 '
a

Arts t a nk!) 06 Ra .

cc 3 quite

ce The -

.
• -

isnooard ano the rious

controls, but the actual road ana

roadside objects are all depicted

using filled vectors. The game will

have three difficulty levels in the

final version, and will see you
racing against a number of other

competitors whilst negotiating a

wide range of dangerous weather

conditions and treacherous

corners Once again. Digital Arts

are at the helm, and the game is

expected sometime in August.

Finally, with Armaiyte nearly

complete, plans are already afoot

lot 'ne seauel. with Arc
Developments providing the

conversion More news as we get

ft

Q8 at present doesn t feature any hazards and is basically the bare
bones of the final game. When the game is released, expect more
roadside details.

Use has been made of the
Amiga's extra memory, and a lot

of the backdrops have now been
animated. For instance, the gun

turrets now turn to track you,
rather than just fire blindly.

Likewise, the game now sports
an Aliensesque intro sequence.
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lestrategy gam€ in which the player controls a single "MAUICR Assault

nk in one of 16 scenarios (missions) in the ultra war fought between two
iminant races in the N€W WORLD The latest phase of the North75outh war

been going on for over 10 years, with a stalemate eventually developing - a
standoff between armies massed over a long dug-in battlefront Such are ttic

defensive capabilities of each side, full scale attacks are suicidal, so any
offensive moves are. by necessity, small behind the lines" actions performed by

elite troops in specially designed vehicles The Mauler Is the latest such machine
- capable of being lifted in and out of hostile territory by fast stealth choppers
and armed with the most advanced weaponry the Northern scientists can tfcvise
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Rats! and treble Rats! If something

isn't done about the pollen around

here I think I'm going to die!

Having a big red nose to start with,

hay fever is no joke in the middle

of the Great Wood. I can make no

sense of the weather m this place

First I was told that it's always

Summer here, then I find that

clouds of pollen can arrive at any

time and recently I have read

about all the snow that fell one day

last year' Living deep in the Great

Wood has it's compensations, but

this crazy weather is taking some
getting used to. All this week I've

been cooped up indoors with the

window shut to escape the golden

clouds which are swirling around

the glade outside. Well at least it's

given me time to replay my
favourite games.

I received a letter from one
human who wanted to know why I

pay such scant attention to

DUNGEON MASTER when it is so

obviously a brilliant game. Well as

you must have at least one Meg of

memory to play this game, I had

decided that it wasn't fair to

'rabbit-on' about something when
only a small percentage of humans
have such a luxury. However
recent events have made me
change my mind. Most of the new
releases of the Sierra Graphic
adventures are now only available

to one Meg machines which

means that, 'like it or lump it' you

should really be rummaging deep
into your gold pouch to finance

this essential upgrade.

Having salved my conscience

that it's now fair to discuss

DUNGEON MASTER more deeply,

I should say that if you haven't

already played this game then I

envy you. You still have the thrill of

the best computer game ever

written still to come. Months of

discovery, action and sleepless

nights lie before you. A veritable

feast of fantasy and imagination

lies waiting to be discovered
behind the big black door which

leads to fourteen levels of

Dungeon Mayhem and Magic.
This is the game which brought

It's been a long time in the making, and it's still not here.

Oh where, oh where, is Amiga Chaos!

role-playing games out of the

wings and into centre-stage.

Animated monsters, digitized

sound effects, and real time

combat - all in 3D perspective. The

corridors of the Dungeon are also

filled with puzzles so devious that

during the early days of the game
the telephone lines to Mirrorsoft

were jammed with players

desperately seeking answers. Of

course things are not so tough now
for new players. Mirrorsoft sell a
book entitled SECRETS OF
DUNGEON MASTERY which is

crammed with advice and cryptic

clues for the befuddled adventurer,

and remember help from the

mighty Boggit is only a Dragon-
ride away for those in possession

of a first class stamp.

DUNGEON MASTER - The

Fans off Delphines Future
Wars may be interested to
hear that the sequel,
Operation Stealth, will be
distributed by U.S. Gold.

Quest Begins Here.

During the last week I

assembled a party of heroes to

return to the Dungeon and re-visit

the scenes of past battles. My
companions included the

Compost Heap from my garden,

Doctor Death and a very handy
Ninja Warrior called Shogun.

Apart from learning the essential

arts of monster-bashing, the first

level of the game is very easy.

Once you realise that successful

combat involves hitting the other

guy and then moving out of the

way before you are hit back
Things are just a matter of being

quick on your feet. The only other

essential piece of knowledge is

that your most powerful weapon is

a closing door'. By luring the

opposition into a doorway and
then pressing the door button

you'll find that Mummies and
Screamers can be reduced to

pulp m a couple of quick bonks!

Level 2 is the point at which the

slow, but poisonous. Rock
Monster makes its appearance. In

the Gem Room, the Rock Monster

guards a corridor of locked cells,

inside one of which is a treasure

chest. Beside the door of each
cell is a blue crystal set into the

rock. Pressing the crystal creates

a blue magical beam which
transports the chest to another

cell. To obtain the chest you must

repeatedly press the nearby
button and then move to the new



location of the chest and again

press the crystal outside the new
door. Eventually the chest will

transported out of the last cell and

appear in the corridor where you

can pick it up Open the chest and

grab the Mirror of Dawn which it

contains. Turning to face the

opposite wall you will find a blue

eye-shaped device set in the rock.

Place the mirror over this eye to

reveal the final secret of the Gem
Room.

So much for the Mirror of

Dawn, next month we'll continue

our descent into the darkness.

You may recall that I mentioned

a few months ago that SILICA

SHOP was doing a wonderful job

of protecting our morals by
refusing to sell games from the

LEISURE SUIT LARRY series, as in

their opinion they would tend to

deprave and corrupt us Well I'm

pleased to report that a reader has

contacted me to say that he has

recently bought a LARRY game
from the SILICA SHOP stand at a

recent Computer Show which I can

only assume means that they have

reconsidered their stance on these

risque, but funny games.
Assuming that this is the true

situation, I can only thank SILICA

SHOP for changing their mind and

risk thinking that perhaps there is

some hope for all of you poor

benighted humans after all. Larry

fans will be interested to hear that

a book called The Leisure Suit

Larry Bedside Companion is to be

released in September and there

is also talk of a possible film and

TV series.

Well so much for the news that

has filtered into the Great Wood,
now let's take a look at this month's

Lonely Head's Column!

Getting 'Suited-Up' in Space
Quest I

I've been trying to succeed in this

game for centuries, but still

no luck Space Quest I is a

complex game which requires

great concentration, so will you
please tell me what the hell you

are meant to use the suit for? And
the little gadget which lies behind

the door?

Johnny Marr, LUMLEY

Well let's think very hard about this

complex situation. The spaceship

is overrun with enemy robots and

you are standing in a room next to

the airlock which leads to the

hanger where an escape craft is

sitting. In this room is a space suit,

and a console which has a button

on it to open the airlock door And
you want to know what to do? Why
not wear the suit, grab the object,

press the button - AND GET THE
HELL OUT OF IT! As for the

gadget, don't stop to worry as to its

purpose at this time. By the way I

assume have already pushed the

button on the other console with the

flashing lights which opens the

hanger bay doors No, I thought

you hadn't. Stupid boy

A Blue Plate Special for

Larry II

Could you tell me how to escape
from the plane m Larry ll I've got a

parachute, I've made Ken the Bore

leave me alone and I've poured
hair rejuvenator all over the lock. I

can r break the lock

with the cheese knife and I can't

get into the Rest Room because
they are always full. Please help or

I'll be forced to bury my head in a

cabbage patch.

Jason King, Brighton

Well I'm surprised that pouring Hair

Rejuvenator over the lock didn't

open it. That seems a very sensible

suggestion, Can't think why I didn't

think of it myself. Why didn't you go
the whole hog and stuff a few
cheese sandwiches in the keyhole

while you were at it. Give me
strength! On the other hand if you

had bought sandwiches you
wouldn't have been hungry enough

to buy the Blue Plate Special lunch

from the Airport Cafeteria. That

little delicacy contains a hair-pin

which some 'yucky' cook managed
to drop m it - fatal to eat but useful

for lock-picking. Don't ask me how

you are going to get into a lock

that's stuffed full of food and hair

oil.

A Nightmare Retreat for the

Army

/ am stuck in the fab game
Personal Nightmare When you go
to bed at night, how do you stop

the toy soldiers turning up and
killing

you?
PS What is the Garlic used for?

I. Chambers, Surrey

Look. I know this game is hard, but

that is the easiest bit Above the

bar downstairs there is a bugle

which you can nick when everyone

has gone to bed for the night

When the soldiers turn up you
simply blow the bugle to make
them disappear. If you don't know
how to blow the retreat, you could

try copying the Atari ST user who
tried to solve the problem by
turning the bugle round the other

way and blowing the Charge.
Everyone knows that Garlic keeps

Vampires away. At least everyone

except the writer of this game,
because in this case it keeps you

safe from the Werewolf.

Feeling Flattened in

Drakkhen?

Dear Boggit (I hope you don't

mind me calling you Dear?). As

Sonny Bonds is back! yes, those clever dudes at Sierra

have come up with yet another AA-rated game!



you can see from my address, I'm

not exactly just down the road

from your Domain and it certainly

isn 't easy to come by your words

of wisdom. The Falklands isn't the

end of the world, but you can see

it from here!

I am struggling to make
progress with DRAKKHEN. When
I bought the game it contained a

colourful leaflet describing the

game as involving dragons on a

volcanic island, but when you play

the game it is as flat as a

pancake. My characters are all

24th level, armed to the teeth and
with every spell in the book. I've

tried teleporting across the sea

without success and I can easily

deal with everything on the

original flat island, except for one

thing. I cannot get into the

Pyramid in the desert. Please tell

me how to get into the Pyramid

and how to get to the volcanic

island so I can gain the other

gems,

I'll go back to chasing
penguins till I get a reply

Dave Harrison, RAF Mount
Pleasant, Falklands

I've got a problem with this game •

the version that was sent to me
was in French, and as no self-

respecting Boggit would be seen

dead learning French it follows

that I didn't get very far. The disk

are now quietly rotting in my
compost heap at the far end of the

glade. In an effort to save Dave's

sanity (and some penguin from a

fate worse than death) I will offer a

piece of free software to the first

reader who sends me a solution to

his problem. But be quick!

Strange Gold Struck in

Dungeon Master

/ have been messing about with

the DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR
and I have discovered lots of

weird things such as pink rats etc.

But now I've come up with Gold

Rats! I can't even begin to explain

how or why this happens, but one

of the effects that I've found is that

you mustn 't throw anything at the

rats or the game will crash.

Also, when the bloody hell is

CHAOS STRIKES BACK coming

out for the Amiga? I've been
waiting patiently for a long time

and still haven't heard anything.

Ha! Passionate Patty was no match for Big n Bouncy
Boggit - I've completed it already!

Mirrorsoft said it would be out in

March, then April, then May. As
soon as you know anything I want

to know. OK?
Fear not and be as mean as

you want
Hackman Hobbs, Brighton

Well I'm sure that I warned you all

not to play with things that were

too complicated for the human
brain to understand, and now see

what you have done. I was playing

with some bottles of magic liquid

myself the other night and I ended
up with a troupe of pink elephants

dancing through my tree house

and out into the glade. Played hell

with my Petunia Patch, not to

mention my head the next

morning. I was confused by the

save game file you sent as I

couldn't figure why it didn't tie up
with the Level 6 you were
describing Then I realised you

had sent me a Save game at Level

4. Don't worry it only took me an

hour or three to get down there

Thanks a lot stupid!

As for CHAOS, well one thing I do
know is that Mirrorsoft has no
more idea when the game will

appear than you do The FTL

company are still rewriting

DUNGEON MASTER for every

conceivable computer they can

think of. I saw a CD version

running on the Japanese FM
Towns computer recently, so you

can see why things are behind.

Being unable to wait. I have
already played and completed
CHAOS on another computer
system (DONT ASK!) and I can

tell you that you'll enjoy it when it

does turn up. However, bitter

experience makes me sceptical

about any Amiga release dates so

far announced.

Legend's Many Wrinkles

/ am nearmg completion of

LEGEND OF THE SWORD, but the

following points have got me
stuck. I know the Dragon Slayer is

a teardrop, but where is it? Pagan

does not have it because I've

asked him What is the large egg
in the tree for, the one with 666
written on it? I can't make the eyes

on the Visage go red, so I can't

progress any further Also could

you tell me what in your opinion is

the best adventure for the Amiga?
Thomas Owens, Luton

This game has more wrinkles than

a dragon's armpit. Even with the

complete solution by your side it

takes a month of Sundays to

complete I have the complete
solution, but I don't have the

required number of Sundays so I

will quote from the crumpled scroll

and hope it hits the spot for you.

You should EXAMINE EGG,
EXAMINE NEST. TAKE FIGURINE
AND EXAMINE IT. This depicts an

evil wraith, the Guardian of the

Bloodstone. DROP FIGURINE,
WAIT, WAIT

The Visage problem involves

putting a crystal into it. I assume
this is the ruby crystal, but as

there are two ruby crystals - large

and small, I'll let you sort that out.

Pagan does have the teardrop,

but I suspect that you haven't

cleared up other problems first.

My scroll says:- EXAMINE WALL,
LOWER FIRST LEVER. LOWER
THIRD LEVER. WAVE WAND.
TAKE PAGAN. EXAMINE HIM,



Boggit's Domain is being
decorated next month, and
one of the additions is a
'toady of the month 1 game -

of which Herewith The
Clues is a classic example.

ASK PAGAN FOR TEARDROP. The

follow up to this game FINAL
BATTLE should be available any

day. perhaps that will keep you

quiet for another year.

Cutting a Rug with the Indy

Armour

I would like to say that the Indiana

Jones Adventure is brilliant, but as

it keeps cutting my head off

perhaps I shouldn't, I have
rescued my father, but I can 't get

that rotten suit of armour to cut the

ropes which bind us to the chair

as it cuts me instead. Where
EXACTLY do I place the two
chairs. I'll accept measurements
in inches, metric or X/Y co-

ordinates.

V. Abrahams, Woking

Before I answer I should really ask

you why you haven't bought every

copy of AMIGA ACTION as the

solution to this game was
published in an early edition.

Looking at your horrible scrawl I

suppose I'll have to accept the

fact that you have probably just

been released from prison or an

Tibetian Monestery.

The trick here is to move the

suit of armour earlier in the game.

In that case the axe will make a

mark on the floor, and then later,

when you need to position the

chairs, you will have a guide.

Unsolicited Thank-You Mail

/ just dropped in to see an old

friend. John Carter, who

acquainted me with the gift you
sent MORDOX as appreciation of

the maps he sent you,

Jolly decent of you I must say

old bean. MORDOX is a super

chap when you get to know him,

but he does have this odd habit of

running amuck screaming
"CROM!" and waving a bloody

great axe around. AH that raw
meat and Mead, don't you know
That and the unsavory company
he keeps. Good man m a tight

corner though.

Anyway he's gorn off on
another of his crazy quests and
Carter's stuck in front of his bloody

monitor again, living out some
ridiculous fantasy f I think his wife

would divorce him if she couki get

his attention long enough to sign

the papers

)

As I feel someone should wr to

and thank you I am writing on
behalf of all of us.

Myself. I've got to take some
men and sort out some cock-up

by the boffins on Atargatis

(something about 'Xenomorphs'

running not in the Mining Complex

). Must dash, shuttle's ready for

take-off

Major R. Sattertwaite

Yes. well I'm sure you are right.

Have a nice trip and don't walk

backwards into any dark rooms.

Dexterity problems with
Future Wars

/ have had my Amiga for a year

now and find most games very

difficult. The adventures I have
played so far are extremely

difficult if not impossible. The only

way I can progress is through

reading tips in the mags. I am
beginning to think that I must have

a lack of imagination. I am
currently playing FUTURE WARS
and you will gather that this will

probably be too hard for me.

I have obtained the 5 digit code
for the control box in the secret

passage where you have about 10

seconds to examine the box and
operate the buttons before the

roof lowers and splats you. I have

saved my position and tried

countless times to do this, but I

keep dying.

P. Halstead, Southport.

I have given your problem great

thought and my diagnosis is this;-

Your fingers are as numb as your

brain - Hee! hee! Well what did

you expect me to say? To stop the

roof lowering you must EXAMINE
PANEL, and then OPERATE 4.

OPERATE 0. OPERATE 3.

OPERATE 1. OPERATE 5. If you
accept defeat you could send me
your Save game and I'll do that bit

for you. God. what I do for these

humans.

Oscar Lewis from Marbella in

Spain has sent me a complete
solution to FUTURE WARS. Why
are you in Marbella Oscar? You
didn't have a hand in the Great

Train Robbery did you? If so
please send me your next solution

on the back of some five pound
notes.

H Doodeman of Holland
managed to stop kicking balls of

Edam Cheese around for long

enough to complete a set of Bards

Tale maps for me. It's not until you

see how many sheets of paper
they take up do you realise how
big this game is A big 'Hello' to

Havie and all our Dutch readers

Dave Parker of Leigh has sent

a load of Bards Tale and Ultima V
hints, plus a hst of the games he

has completed, and the times

taken. I quote- Bards Tale I
- 1

week, Demons Winter - 1 week,

Hillsfar - 2 hours!!' His comments
on DRAKKHEN and
BLOODWYCH USELESS.
Well, a short review, but to the

point. SHEEZ!

Question: When you see a

group of humans reading
computer magazines, how can
you tell which one is an Atari ST
owner?

Answer: He's the one moving

his lips!

Send your letters, problems (and

silly Atari ST User jokes!) with a

SAE. to>

Boggits Domain
29, Blackthorn Drive

Larkfield

Kent ME20 6NR
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STEVE DAVSSNOOXER 12 49

STORM ACROSS EUROPE 19 99
STRYX 12 99
STUNT CAR RACER 15 99
TEAM YANKEE 17 49
TEENAGE MUTANT
NINJA (HERO) TURTL ES 24 99
THE KEEP 16 49
THE LOST PATROL 15 99

THE PLAGUE 16 49
THEME PARK MYSTERY 1599
THIRD COURIER 15 99
THUNDERSTROKE 1649
TIE BREAK 15 99
TOWER OF BABEL 1649
TREASURE TPAP 15 99
TRIAD VOL 3 1949
TURRICAN i?49
ULTIMA * 1799
UMS Civil WAR 0«K I *f

UNNVTTED
I^TOUOOJUS

MJS *< r.* TIM*1 CO*«T^ t*»
MMI 91 MOOU EARTH *«

199
I *

WC*J)

XOJT
XENOMOWH
ZOMBi '4 46
ZORK 1 (INFOCONI ' 9 «9

Sega Megadrive
0*tictai UK Version DueMid-SepL Ord#rno^r

+ exfra Joypad FREE J59.39

Vfegadr^e Software
Amotd Pfc^ff'Go'* 1 R«v#r^* sf 5^ 'oo
FcjO^^ IntortdS 5:49 Spac«H«n«r; rrm
Gftouis nGroib H 91 Sut>? 4 HVQOi w
GoktonA>* 27 49 Sup^ TftwrtO#ft^0*

LasJBont* 27 49 l\/*rt»J
ttWDWW 27 43 Trui*©" 27 49
R*«&oj :?^ m*acmmmn ?3 9»

- Confidential. Our 32 page bi-monthly magazine is

reading tor those interested in adventures or ro»e playing games
Written by experts. Confidential has covered everything from

How to Host a Murder to Which F16 Fl*ght Simulator? Our
agents, led by the Master Spy known as 'The Boss
Upstairs", seek out the secrets ol RPG's. FRP's, MUG's.
PBM's, Leisure Suit Lany The Russians. EMra... A more
Note: You can subscribe lo Confidential without joining

(he clubs tor C15.00 (UK) by entering "CONFIDENTIAL
SUBSCRIPTION" on the order lorm

'Myth. Written by Magnetic Scrolls, authors of The Pawn,
exclusively tor members of Official Secrets Myth is a small

adventure set in Ancient Greece In it you'll meet The Ferryman,

cheat Death and face the nine-headed Hydra Myth includes the

famous Magnetic Scrolls parser and optional stunning EGA
graphics and *s included in the pnce of membership
Amiga Format said: "An excellent adventure witty, cunning

and just plain good tun* If you »*ed FWll you'll probably Mce this.

because they re very simriar m style: you may even prefer Myth,

•rs that good 1
"

Myth Ratings Crash 91V CU 90%, Amiga Format 87V. TGM 85%
• Drskkhen or Sim City (rrp 29.99}
Of Drakkhen, ST Action said: 'Drakkhen really impressed me
For me. the game was a subtle cross between my ail-time

favourite. Dungeon Master, and the SSI fantasy roie-playtng

games The graphics are superb
Overall, Drakkhen is an excellent RPG
one that w lake quite some time to beat"

and Z0ro said: Absolutely brilliant"

Of Sim City. ACE said: "S<m City is a
politicians * or a gamesplayer's
dream comparisons spnng fmmediately

to mma with Populous but Sim C*ty

seams to have much more depth and
C& VG ssid: 'Sim City is utterly tab'

• Htip-L/ne. Manned weekdays until

8pm and Saturdays with solutions to

most adventures

SONY 3.5' DISKS 65p
Annual UK Official Secrets Membership including

6 issues of Confidential, Myth Drakkhen or Sim
C*ty. Help L»ne and Special Reserve membership £29.99

Atari Lynx
officii uk union, m ttocfc now

AMIGA 500 Computer ...399.99

Two Jet Fighter Joysticks FREE
and F29 Retalialor Rainbow Inland Deluxe Paint 2,

E.F.I Po t. Robot Monsters. TV Modulator & Mouse.

PHILIPS 8833 stereo monitor 249.99
PHILIPS TV TUNER for monitor 49.99
MONITOR STAND fits over Amiga . .19.99

Lynx colour handheld, mams 4 CQ nQ
powrpacM. California Games JvJi^J

Software

Cava &«ia"9> z~ *? :*^*w :

E«C*=CfiB 23*

IFTHEGAME YOU ARE LOOKING FOR IS NOT IN THIS LIST PLEASE CHECK THE

MEGA-SAVERS BELOW PHONE US ON THE SALES LINE FOR A WIDER SELECTION

14 39

•1 M

~*8CV SOME OF THE GAMES SHOWN MAY NOT VET BE
RELEASED ALL GAMES ARE DESPATCHED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
mstfUtaalK UO Reg Office 2 South Block The Mailings.

SM*>ndg«worV* Herts CM21 3PG VAT f«g no 424 8532 51

PHONE 0279 600204
(SURCHARGE OF 50P PER GAME FOR TELEPHONED ORDERS)

•PLEAS E P PiNT IN bV6c K *C A P l"fALsV
"

Name & Address

Amiga Mega-Savers
ADVENTURE CONSTR KIT 13.99
ALTERED BEAST 7«
ARCHIPELAGOS 6,99
ARKANMO-^ 10 49
AUSTERLITZ iBATTLE OF) 11«
BAAL i-99
BALUSTIX M9
BALLYHOO (WFOC09IV »J9
BARBARIAN 2 PALACE* 9 49

BATTLE SQUADRON - 13.49

KHlbTAL M ilium
KULT

KICK OFF 5.99

BLACK CAULDRON .... 7*
BLACK LAMP ..._™„ 5Jt
BLOOO MONEY „ ?M
BLOOOWVCH 7 4t
BUGGY BOV S.4»
CAPTAIN BLOOD S»
CARRIER COMMAND ,~— 7.9t
CHESSMASTER 2000— .—Ml
CMROHOOUEST2 t,«
CLOUD KINGDOMS ™Hiimtimi i ' -W9

CONFLICT EUROPE ....* 9.99
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS nh 11 49
CORRUPTION (M SCROLLS) 9.9S
CUTTHROATS (INFOCOM) 11.99

XENON 2 6.99

DUNGEON MASTER (1 MEG) .

DYNAMITE DUX ..,...,...

EDDIE EDWARDS SUPER SKI
ELIMINATOR (1 2 AMIGAS; . -

ELITE
EYE OF HORUS
Pie FALCON

W» **t »?THtt tHtHtH I

.9.99

..7.49
.4.99

,4.49
9.99
5 99
1199

F16 FALCON MISSION DtSK 1 7 99
FISH' <U SCROLLS) 9J9
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 *EXP 10-99

FUN SCHOOL 2 12-6. 6-9 or 9*1 .7W
GU1LDOF TREVES 9.99
MAROPRIVIN M^^« 999

949
».7,49

POWERDRIFT4.99

MIT DISKS VOLUME 2
HOSTAGES
HYBRIS ~—
INDIANA JONES ACTION 1 \ 49
INTERNATIONAL KARATE • .. 7 49
IT CAME M DESERT ii MEG* TO 99
JiNXTER (MSCROLLS) ..™™_9 99
KICK OFF ™™-«-5 99
KIDGLOVES 749
KWO OF CHICAGO 11

J

LANCELOT (LEVEL 9l

LASER SOUAD
LEATHER OOOOCSS* S
LEATHERNECKS
LOMBARD RAC RALLf
LORDS Of THE
MENACE
tftCflOPROSE
MILLENIUM 2 2

NEVERMIND
NEW ZEALAND STORY
NKJEL MANSELL s gr- 9*X
NORTH AND SOOTH
PACLAND
PACMANU
PAWN (M SCROLLS)
PHOTON PAINT
POWER DRIFT
PURPLE SATURN OAY
ROCKET RANGER
SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SHOOUN(INFOCOU)
SIM CITY
SKYCHASE
SKYFOX
SPEEDBALL
STAROUDGR
STARGLIDER2
SUPER WONDERBOV
5WORDOFSOOAN
TEENAGE QUEEN STRIP POKER
THE PRESIDENT IS MISSiNG
THREE STOOGES iCINEMAWARE)
THUN0ERBIRD5
TWE A MAOIK (LEVEL 9)

TRIAD 2 (MENACE. BAAL TETRlS
TRIVIAL PURSUIT
TURBOCUP
TV SPORTS (US) FOOTBALL .„

TV SPORTS BASKETBALL
UMS UNIVERSAL MILITARY SIM

VOYAOER
WATERLOO
WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT
XENONJ MEOABLAST

9.99
•4r
• M
7 99

3»

Hi"4

.4.99

-949
*»
6 49

Ml
599

10.49

5 9-?

6 49

mi
..9.49

4 99
7 49
Mi
.9.99

.9.99
13.99

'5.25"7'3.5'

Post Code Tel. —
j
Computer

; Payable to:

I
Special Reserve or Official Secrets

j P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH

SHADOW of the BEAST 9.99

»• 4ltf'TltlMit -

! Existing members please

: enter your Membership No. |

Special Reserve £6 UK, £8 EEC. C10 World or

I
Official Secrets £29.99 UK, C34.99 EEC. C39.99 Work)

with Drakkhen I | „ with Sim City I I AUir . -

and Myth I 1 and Myth I 1
MWOM J

i

i PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE

Horn

5 49
,649

iv« DUNGEON MASTER 9.99
799
8 49

599
699
5.99

7.»
7.99

• 49
6 49
1V99
11 99
7.49

6 49
9.49

10.49
999
4JI

Krfffl

Hem

£

i

Software Pnces tnduoe UK of EEC Posug*
WorklsofTwirt o*de*3 pteas*? ado e 1 w p** *t*m

For no^$off«are 4e*r« such as pyttcfc ty oiam
CM*** aM 10S EEC or 25% World kx camagt

i
ordor* must oe pe<J 0v crtd« can)

ELITE 9.99

: Credit card expiry date

j
"CHEQUE -POSTAL OROER/'ACCESS/'VISA

IL



Kick Off II Complaint

I read with interest your review
of the eagerly anticipated Kick
Off II and seeing that the game
attained your highest ever
percentage (93%), I decided to

buy it . So, having popped out to

my local computer shop and parted
with the required dosh, I then
returned home to load up my new,

improved version of the classic
footy aim. On loading, I messed
around with the kit design,
changed the pitch conditions and
so on, then started a ten minute
a-side match against the computer
- and, ensuring a victory for
either side, I ensured that the
match would run into extra time
if neccessary. The match started
and all seemed normal. It was
nice to see the new kits and the

pitch backdrop changing to
indicate the playing conditions,

but, apart from that, there
didn't seem to be much change.
Then, the bugs started to appear.
Now I realise that you did in

ict mention that there were new

ones, but you didn't exactly
outline them very well did you? I

mean, does the fact that
sometimes when the ball goes off

for a corner at the top of the
screen, the screen then scrolls
down and makes the team take a

corner against their own goal
seem unimportant to you? Or that,

during play, the match would be
halted for a foul that wasn't
even onscreen? And, just to add
insult to injury, I held the
computer-controlled team to a

draw and waited for the extra
time to begin but instead the
game was declared a draw - no
extra time, nothing. OK, Kick Off

is an enhancement over the
predecessor. The goalies are now
excellent and don't fumble the
ball, letting in simple to save

goals when you least expect it;

and the defensive walls and free

?k systems are brilliant, but I

would have thought that Anco
uld have checked the game for

obvious bugs. Ones such as the
rtex bug make playing the game

annoying and can cost the
: team a much-needed goal

en they who should be
iving said this, do

you really tl Lnk that the game
deserved the highest percentage
you have ever given - I mean, it

scored 3% more than It Came From

The Desert - that can't be right

can it?

Patrick Rogers, Goole

AA When we were play testing Kick Off II
•

and the game was probably played more
than any other we have received, with whole

lunchtimes. evenings and even weekends
given to playing it - we did notice the bugs
you mentioned, along with a couple of

others, but to keep us playing for that long

warrants a VERY high score. You mention a

few of the improvements, but what about set

pieces, the new improved corner system and

the more accurate passing? When these are

taken into consideration and coupled with

the still playable basics of Kick Off. yes, we
do think that it was given a worthy
percentage As for It Came, when you
consider that we gave it 90% but had
completed the game after a day's solid play.

but are still playing Kick Off II to death (and it

looks like we will continue to) I think that

maybe the extra 3% was justified, don't you9

More Games Please!

I have read Amiga Action since
the very first issue and have
seen it mature into one of the
best games-orientated magazines
out. You coer everything that a

games player needs, with not only
several pages of news, but with

indepth features about certain
games, too. You also review 90%

of the games that come out (what

happened to the 100%, though?)
which is more than can be said
for some mags. However, amongst
this monthly review of everything
gamey going on on the Amiga there

are two annoying facotrs. No, it

isn't the Boggit, I understand
that adventurers, unlike myself
who is strictly a blaster and
platformer, need to be informed
of latest releases and helped
past tricky bits, it is the
graphics and sound pages. To be

blunt: please, please get rid of

them and increase the games
coverage. In the last issue, you
had a brilliant U.S. Gold preview
and loads of news and the mag
seemed all the better for not
having any sound of graphics bits
in it - most of my mates thought
so, too. So how about it? No
offence to Kevin and Ian, but
it's games we want, not pixels
and sound. What do you say?
Keith Price, Doncaster

.

AA: Hmmm, there seems to be a definite

50/50 split between our readers as to

whether these columns should stay When we

began them, they were both going to be
games-related with talks to the people
behind the grapics and sounds of our
favourite games, but we then decided that

this would be a bit limiting Thus, for the last

couple of issues, the features have been
rested so that we can take stock of things. As
of yet, though, we are still undecided as of

what to do. I'm keen to keep them on as they

can prove quite interesting even if you are

only a beginner to the world of graphics and
sound, but if you don t want them, it's your

mag. So. drop us a line and let us know - it's

in your hands now do you want more games
coverage or more extensive graphics and
sound pages?

An Old Hand Writes

I am by no means a newcomer to
the world of computer games and -

from what I have read by your
editor, Steve, we seem to have
gone through the same stages. I,

too, enjoyed Miner Willy's
platform romps, and enjoyed
guiding Wally Week through the
nightmare land of Pyjamarama, and
I adored Impossible Mission when
it first came out. However, one
thing that really bugs me is -

whatever happened to Great Giana
Sisters. When I red ST Action
when Steve wrote for it, he was
continually raving about this
brilliant Super Mario Bros, rip-

off, but when I went to buy it, I

was met by blank stares. So here
I am with a games collection
spanning some ten years, but I am
without the piece of software I

really want. I know I have
probably missed the mark and made
myself look daft by asking so
long after the game's reviews
have been and gone, but please,
please, please - what happened to
little Giana?
Dave Barnes, Leeds.

AA: Blimey, you are out of touch!
Giana was going to be released
eighteen months or more ago and
was probably the nearest thing
you were ever going to get to
Mario Bros. It was then going to

be followed up by Arthur And
Marth - Giana II, but, due to
copyright problems with Nintendo
- after all, the game was a basic
rip-off - the game had tc be
dropped due to its similarity to
Nintendo's game. Thus, after
appearing in the shops >t a

matter of weeks, was then
withdrawn. Luckily, I ve

got a copy, SC Z ~ alright!

•I



Serioualy, though, can anyone out
there let Dave know where he can
get an original copy of the game,

send your letters into us and
we'll forward them on. Sierra
Bias?OK, I have got a good
question for you. Why is it that,

whenever Sierra release a game
r the £miga, you Dodos will

automatically give it 8C or

over? Last month you gave them
three awards for Larry III,
Manhunt!.* SF, AND Hero's Quest!
Are you on their payroll or what?
Basically, Sierra bash out the
same style of game with different
characters added - hardly
inspired or original is it?

Carol Green*, Gloucester.

AA Oh, well fancy that, we give good
reviews to good games and we" re being paid

for it - makes you wonder why we bother,

doesn't it! Don t be so daft Yes, the Sierra

games use the same system, but they also

improve on it with every game, and if

someone can t get to grips with intricacies of

the Police Quest games, then they could be
catered for with the easier to get into Larry

series Their games score well because they

deserve to. There's nothing more to tt than

that Also, they shot signs of going off in a

different tangent, as seen with Hero's Quest

and Camelot, and, yes, they will get marked

highly if they are good It doesn't mean that

we are biased, just that we give credit where

credit is due After all. one month US Gold

got two AA awards, as did Electronic Arts,

but it doesn t mean that we get paid by them
• if we did. do you think that we'd put in the

bad to middling reviews of games like Heavy
Metal, Hoyle's Book Of Games and
Projectyle?

Licence To Print Money

One thing I have always wondered
is how do software companies go
about signing up licences for
films and coin-ops? With such big
companies behind movies, such as

Total Recall and Predator, do the
companies have a representative
within the movie industry who
spots a potential blockbuster and
then find out how to get the
rights to it? Or do the film or
coin-op makers approach the
companies - that would then
explain why only the big
companies get the best licences.
Sean Kennedy, Brighton.

AA Normally, it is the software house who
approaches the coin-op or film makers By

keeping an eye on the American press

(because all the big films are made and

shown there first), they can find out which

films are billed as being hot and potentially

good games, they then contact the company
and make a proposal. Likewise, with coin-

ops, if a company has converted a number
of a particular companies games
successfully, the coin-op manufacturer may
offer the said company the first refusal of any

new titles that they will be releasing -

Domark s Klax is a perfect example, as it

was developed alongside the coin-op If the

two companies have never worked together.

though, once again the software

development manager will approach the

company and it'll start from there

Budget Banished?

One thing that I have noticed is

that Amiga Action doesn t review
budget software. This is a great
pity as a lot of the past
classics are being released at

prices as low as a fiver, with
the top price being a tenner. For
instance, from the Klassix label

by U.S. Gold, I have purchased
Bionic Commando which I had
considered buying when it was
first released; Gauntlet II,

which is absolutely brilliant;
and Outrun, which for a tenner
represents excellent values -

there's no way I would have paid
twenty quid for it, though. I

even bought Smash 16 s Captain
Blood for a fiver when it was
released - a true bargain if ever
there was one! So come on guys,

get reviewing these budget gems,

that way we can get advance
notice of when they are coming
out

.

Scott Williams, Gwent.

AA The only reason we don't review budget
games is because of a lack of space If.

however, a really good game catches our

attention, rest assured we'll review it. Like

you say, there are some really good games
getting new leases of life, and the Klassix

games you mention are perfect examples of

this. Similarly, some of Mastertronic's 16 Blitz

stuff ranges from the good to the dire - and
we just haven t got the space to mention

these and re-review the old games However,

a regular budget column is being thought

about, so stay tuned

The Golden Shot.

the ct day I was out snapping
with my Mum and we saw an Amiga
Light From what I could see

It had two games wit and one

of them Icoiced e Space
Harrier. Z haver, t seen any

reviews for it yet, so I would be
very grateful for anything you
could tell me about it.

Lee Young, London.

AA: Judging by the description you give of

the games, I think it s the Golem gun you
have seen We received one for review not so
long ago and came away feeling very let

down The gun doesn't prove very accurate,

and the two games supplied - Gateway To

Ypsilon and Master Of The Town - proved
extremely dull in the long run. Ypsilon was a

3D shoot' em-up in which you had to protect

a small metallic sphere from harm at the

hands (paws7 ) of large dinosaurs, whilst the

other game sent you on a mission of

vandalism as you attempted to smash as
many objects m a street before the police

caught you. I think it sells for about fifty quid.

and, as such, is best avoided I hope that

helps.

Extremely Lost Patrol

Where, oh where, oh where, is the
Lost Patrc Yc . reviewed
absolutely ages age, d since
then I have been patiently
waiting its arrival. So, where is

it? Did the Cong get there first?
Or has it been pulled, destined
never to darken our Amigas?
Please tell me?
Ian Tadnor, Wimbledon.

AA Wait no longer because - wait for it! •

yes, The Lost Patrol has finally been released

- so what are you waiting for? March down
the shops and get it

That's all we've got space for again, but

keep your letters rolling in The place to send
your gripes, maons and - fat chance - praise

is:

Steve Merrett
Letters Desk
Amiga Action

Interactive Publishing

Europa House
Adlington Park

Adlington
Mr Macclesfield

Cheshire.

SK10 4NP

Before I go. though, this month's Best
Letter prize goes to Goole's very own
Patrick Rogers tor his Kick Off II criticisms

Oh well. I'm off - see you next month, same
time, same place...



xi-rzc

1 Waddte - Missed The Second

Penalty Against Germany
2 Peter England's Goalie.

3. Gazzas Surname
4 Jack Charlton's Plucky Team
5 Mo Johnstone's National Team

6 They Sang World In Motion.The

England Italia '90 Song
Tne Surname Of Both The Injured

England Captain And The Ex-

Manager

8 Argentina s Captain And Renowned
Volleyball Player

9. The Surprise Success Of The World

Cup, Eventually Knocked Out By

England.

All entries should be in for 30th or we
just bung them in the bin.

N B: Competition rules apply as usual,

please see contents page for details.

Reviewed last month, Treble Champions
proved to be a playable little management
number and, to celebrate Ms release.

Challenge Software, along with top sports

gear company, Hi Tec have got together in

order to produce this compo Up for grabs

is a superb Hi Tec tracksuit for the first

prize winner, whilst ten runners-up will get

a Hi Tec sports bag, and a further ten

winners will receive a copy of the game
OK, so what do you have to do to win

one of these cool prizes7 Easy, shown
below is the word Challenge and
stretcnmg across it are a number of footy-

related words By answering the questions

on your left, we want you to fill in the

blanks and then pop the entry form in an

envelope and send it to:

Challenge Comp. Amiga Action,

Interactive Publishing, Europa House,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire,

SK10 4NP

1 The;answers to the competition are:

I
1 CDDDD

12. LHDDDDD
"3. DAaDDDDDD
J
4. DDDLDDD

I
5 DDDDLDDD

|6. LEDDDDDD
17. DDDDN
8. DDDGHDDDDDCuGD

J9.
nnCEHDDD

Name

~

^-

»

»

T

—

1 Add rew »^> m_v » «

Post (

»

\fr

._/
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1 Daytir
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Commodore A500
Flight Of Fantasy

A500 BATMAN PACK

The Commode* A500 Batman Pack mufti

aurety ran* ai 00% 0* the mc*J popular com
puier packs tvtf' The pack features the

Commodor* Amiga 500 computer *<ih

mouM controller and TV modulator plus

(our lop software Mia* The software #n*

dudes Batman The l*ov*e' fl*d Goiham
C'Ty 0* the cunning (oker in Ocean % top

sartng una based on the D*oc*buft'*r Bar
man Mm New Zealand Story h»gh qualt

ty conversion ol the leading arcade game
Interceptor - Dog-*^ mm t*w F-16 a II

•S 'eaang fugnt i.m^iv 0e*uie Paint

11 top quai-Ty Am.ga grafts pac^aga
*n,ch sat the standard ky others 10 Wiow
Return the coupon «or further detail*

PACK INCLUDES:
AS00 Computer & Mouse £399.99

A520 TV Modulator £24.99

Batman The Movie C24.95

New Zealand Story £24.95

Interceptor £24.95

Deluxe Paint II £49 95

TOTAL RRP: £549 78

Less Pack Saving £150 78

PACK PRICE: £39940

MC
.A'

AMIGA 2000

For the more serious or professional applica-

tions user Commodore h&e a selection ol

systems based around the expandable Am>ga
2000, at prices from E1295+VAT The A2000
features a full 1MB RAM (expandable lo 9Mb),

9 system expansion slots, plus IBM com*
patib'lrty wtth the use of PC-XT or PC-AT
Dndgeboards Complete and return the

coupon, putting a tick

in the A2000box, lor

desaits ot A2O00 com-
pute* systems .wan ruea?*

£1295

FLIGHT OF FANTASY
Flight of Fantasy is the vary latest Amiga 500 pack from Commodore
featuring BRAND NEW software releases, to make this the most spec-
tacular ASOO pack ever' The pack features the Amiga 500 computer
w*th mouse controller and TV modulalor. as well as tour top software
Mies These include the following

oeiuxe paint a
rag negp QueVer psonci progfsrn in*
mi <*a MtiSa'd *> 0»h»' Am*9# i"

09x9*0*9 0*>'umi Pa -ni H .^c+vda*

DO** '*-j •*! » tOuia tOO*| WS1 D*I*»Q

^i !*• a w C'*at« maMat-
QeSCSl pr*e*f4illon» 30 ewrKNKtlVen

o* lUft OooOis

JVTJJI..VMeT'.V.T4/J:«
H*f* t tCTk+thing compteialY dirta****

a *c-anca fiction ttory with comic

book atyia g*»ph*ct Our hero*! Jaw
and Dwm are on the Plane* X reacu<

iftfl Humana who havaMan ctoluivd
try ihe> Robot Monitar 9 and *orc#d 10

c*+*to sn av*i RoDof Army lo DESTRCn*
EARTH 1 j**a and Du** *«Qh1 their way
through hordes Of evil Robots to help

The? Human* *iC9D4

RAINBOW ISLANDS
S*»p on yOui mag*c tnoaa pract'St

ihrowng a ftvnboft and |Ou re ready
10 go island hopping F«o*n lha i9*and
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PACK INCLUDES:
A500 Computer a Mouse C 399 99

A520 TV Modulalor £24.99

Deluxe Paint II C49.95

Escape/Rooot Monsters €19.99

Ri.nbow Islsnds £24.95

F29 Retallator £24 95

TOTAL RRP: £54482
Less Pack Saving £-4582

PACK PRICE: £399-00

£399
FOR FURTHER DETAILS OF THE AMIGA
RANGE, COMPLETE THE COUPON AND

RETURN IT TO SILICA SHOP
THE UK's No1 AMIGA SPECIALISTS

SILICA SHOP OFFER YOU
FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY On all hardware orotr* sapped »n the UK
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE Team o< Amiga tecnntcai enperts at your service

PRICE MATCH We normally match competitors on a Same product - Same pnea " IMS'S

ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS Proven track record m professional compute* sa»es

f tjtf TURNOVER twtth 60 §tsttl Solid and reliable with maintained growth

BUSINESS'EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT Volume discounts available for large orders

SHOWROOMS Demonstration and training facilities al our London & Sidcup branches

THE FULL STOCK RANGE All of your Amiga requirements from one supplier

FREE CATALOGUES Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details

payment By cash, cheque and alt major credit cards

CREDIT PAYMENT TERMS Silica are licensed credit brokers relurn coupon for details

Before you decide when io buy your new Amiga computer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy *l Consider what it w»li be Ue • 'aw months attar buy«ng your Amiga when you may require additional

paripnaraiftoraottware.or heipandadvkce wilriyour new purchase And. will the company you buy from contact

you wiih details o* new products? At 5'uce Shop, we ensure that you win have nothing to wony about S<l*ca t^wvt

bm^n established lor over 12 yeara. and have an annual turnover of £13 million With our unrivalled experience

and etpeftise we can now claim to meet our cualomeri requirements with an understanding which i& second

to none But don't |ust take our word tor it Complete and return

the coupon now for our latest Free literature and begin to S*
penence the Silica Shop Service

'
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The search tor Gumby s
j

grey matter begins when <

he has his head removed and
placed on the body of a fish.

This room is returned to

several times during the first

stage, with Gumby being
shunted to and fro by one of

several presses.

(Lett) Mo matter
what shape or

form Gumby takes, he
Is constantly armed
with a supply of beat
fish. These not only
provide protection
against the multitude
of enemy sprites, but
allow him to shoot
certain blocks,
revealing health-
restoring tins of spam
and eggs In the
process.

(Below) Once you have battled your way through

to the end of the stage, Gumby surveys his

collected goodies. As he does so, the old woman
opposite reels the items off in digitised speech. All

together now: eggs, beans, and spam. Bacon and
spam...'

(Left) By way
of a break,

occasionally you
will be Invited to

take part In an
argument for
bonus points. As
the digitised voice
of John Cleese
shouts out 'yes It

la' and no It Isn't

and you must
position the
joystick either left

or write to answer
to the contrary.

VIRGIN £19.99

MONTY PYTHONS
FLYING
And now for something completely

different a computer game
conversion of a TV show that

everybody thought would be nigh-

on impossible to realise. Featuring

then unknowns, such as Eric Idle,

Michael Palin, Graham Chapman,
Terry Gilliam, and John Cleese,

the TV series was an odd-ball

combination of sketches and
animations, and became an
instant favourite with Beeb viewers

with memorable scenes such as

the infamous Parrot' sketch and

the Lumberjack' song. As its

popularity grew, the series went

one logical step further, spawning

a number of films The first. And
Now For Something Completely

Different, was simply an

compilation of the team's best

sketches, but the following two,

The Life Of Brian and The Holy

Grail, were brilliant parodies of the

Bible and Arthurian stories After

these, the team went their

separate ways, but their humour is

still appreciated by millions with

videos and records of the motley

team selling like hotcakes.

When Virgin announced they

had snapped up the rights to a

game based on the series, quite

how they intended to transfer the

humour of the series to a

computer game no-one seemed to

know But the job fell to Core
Design who, in turn, have created

an unusual five-stage shoot'em-

up. Instead of portraying the likes

of Cleese and Palin in individual

sub-games. Core have instead

taken the star of Terry Gilliam's

linking animations. Gumby. and
placed him in a surreal world of

I muat be the only person
in the world who doesn t

like Monty Python. I find
tho so-called classic
humour datod, but, luckily,

this can t bo amid about
tho game. Graphically, tho
gamo la excellent with
dozens of interruptions
popping up whon you least

oxpoct them, along with
soma of tha walrdaat
adversaries you arm ever
likely to encounter. That
said, tho gamoplay follows

a distinctly repetitive
nature which I found a
little dull.

dead parrots, men from the

ministry of silly walks, and you
can even expect the Spanish
Inquisition (no-one expects the

Spanish Inquisition!) to make an

appearance. Armed with an
unlimited supply of fish, Gumby

I'll
'. '- Amiga Action



(Left A below) All the old
favourites from the Monty Python

series are present. As Gumby makes
his way through the water-filled pipe
system, he has numerous dead parrots
dropped on him and he encounters the
totally unexpected Spanish Inquisition,

whilst later on he comes face to face
with several civil servants from the
Ministry of Silly Walks.

OVERALL
RATING

(Below) In keeping with the silly nature of the game,
Gumby begins the game with just under a billion

points. Every time you shoot something, this is then
reduced accordingly until you have lost enough points to

get you OFF the high-score table!

(Below) Monty's graphic style is extremely close to the
original sketches because Core's graphic artists copied key

characters directly from one of Gilliam's Monty Python books.

These were then transferred over to the Amiga and coloured in

the drab pastels that the final animations were noted for.

£>Jt£
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must make his way through each

of the horizontally-scrolling stages,

avoiding contact with murderous

parts of the body and the

aforementioned parrots and silly

walkers The reason for our

hankie-weanng heros mission is.

as expected, silly The five grey

cells that make up his Dram have

been stolen by an unknown th.ef

Thus, brainless and gormless.

each of the horizontally-scrolling

stages must be scoured m search

of the missing pieces of grey

matter. Along the way, various

Montyesque escapades will be
encountered, including a useful

guide on how how to recognise

different trees from a distance,

and these are used to break up

the action.

During his search for the

missing cells, Gumby can also

collect eggs, beans and spam
(spam, spam, spam. spam,
wonderful spam) to replenish any

energy lost during contact with the

weird assortment of assailants,

and a bonus ts given at the end of

The visual presentation of

Monty Python is close to

the original animations
but you don't have to be a
fan to appreciate the
many dead parrots and
men with silly walks that

you encounter. However,
behind some neat
presentation and some
effective samples, lurks a
slightly repetitive game.
Gumby $ adventures start

off well enough, but,
despite the odd sub-game,
there is very little

variation. This is the only

failing in an otherwise
playable game.

tne <evei wnen tne coliectea fooa

is deposited in a hole m front of a
wrinkly old lady who then reels

their names off in digitised speech

(taken from THE spam sketch, in

fact)

I

(Above) Hidden away
during the level are small

squares of screen which, if

shot, relinquish valuable
bonus points. At the start of

the game, there is an option
that allows you to see where
they are.

(Left) In a scene reminiscent
of Manic Miner and

transferred from the TV series'

title sequence, whenever
Gumby s energy is fully depleted
he is transported to an ominously
dark screen and squashed by e
giant foot which, If you've been
playing properly, you should be
able to recognise.

(Right) Hidden
away from

prying eyes are
goody-filled bonus
screens. But before
Gumby can collect

the treats within,
once again his head
is transplanted
onto a unlikely
method of transport

(a boot this time).

The use of colour and
shading captures the
atmosphere of the Monty
Python animations
perfectly. And the enemy
characters are varied and
instantly recogniable from
their TV counterparts.

The game opens with the
Monty Python theme,
there is a choice of sound
effects or music. The
effects add to the game
more - especially some of
the digitised speech.

ALEX
The humour that is used in the Monty Python television

series has been brilliantly adapted onto the Amiga, with
sketches such as arguing with John Cleese and the
Spam' sketch brought back wonderful memories.
However, I think that the game borrows too much from
the TV series and therefore anybody that has not watched
the T.V. show may not understand some of the jokes. I fail

to see the lasting appeal of the game, and although I was
impressed by the graphics and the weird sounds, I cant
see myself returning to the Flying Circus.

Amiga Action '- Jl



OVERALL RATING

Imperium has every
thing you could ever

desire from a strategy
game, although it may
take you a little while to

find what your looking tor.

At any time, you can call

up a star chart, or tor the

shorter journey, a map of

the immediate solar
system.
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(Lett) To see just how well your planet Is

coming along, you can look at the report

which will inform you of statistic* such as
wealth and population. This will let you correct

any minor disasters before they grow out of

hand.

(Left) Being the
emporer of your planet,

you have many sub-
ordinates under you. These
chappies can range from
being loyal and therefore
will cater for your ever
need, to sly devils who will

knock you off given half a
chance!

ELECTRONIC ARTS £24.95

Earth, our home planet, has
changed quite a lot in the year

2020 You have been elected to

take on the role of the leader of

the Earth's empire Not an easy

job, you may think, and one that

requires you to use all of the

diplomatic skills and policitcla

knowledge you have, too. As
well as all of this, you must make
the correct decisions, like when
to declare war, for instance. Your

success in either one of these

catagories will effect your empire

overall performance because all

are connected

AH of this may seem a little

heavy for first-time players, but a

thorough read of the

comprehensive manual should

see the players though. Not only

that, but the player can be
assited by computer-controlled

advisors, therefore making some
tough decisions for you

You must try and build the

biggest empire that you can in

your life time, so all the time you

hold dither over decision, you life

span is gradually ending. There

is one answer to that - Nostrum

Nostrum is a drug that

decelerates the aging process

Obviously that means that if you

can get your hand on the

narcotic, you have a greater

chance of achieving your goal

The list of choices is almost

endless, as you can do virtually

anything you want and be
anybody too' Maybe a

warmonger would suit your style,

putting all profits into military

experiments, or maybe you are

the passive type and try to

improve your diplomatic

relations - it's entirely up to you

Basically, Imperium
consists of dialogue
boxos and that Is It.

However, Imperium is

not supposed to be
spectacular to look at -

just to play.

eLEm
Just the same as the
sound - If it's sonic
effects you wan t, don't
get Imperium i.

ALEX
I must say that I was
rather looking forward to

the release of Electronic

Arts' Imperium after all

of the news that was
spead beforethe game
appeared. However, I

didn't quite find what I

expected. Granted,
Imperium offer in-depth
gameplay and virtually

every aspect a game of

this game needs, but it

didn't have that certain
thing that could keep me
interested. It may take a
little while to learn the
controlsto begin with,
but after a while
everything should be
straight-forward. Overall,

a disappointing release.

If you like numbers,
you'll love this.
Imperium is a strategy
game that Involves
players using their old
grey matter to the full.

The game features few
graphic sequences and
players are treated to an
array of easily
accessible facts and
figures Instead.
Personally, I found the
game a little too
complex. Although the
manual provides all the
Information you're likely

to need, It doesn't really

help new users get into
the game. Unless you
really enjoy this kind of
thing, I suggest you give

It a miss.

.?•-:Amiga Action



INTRODUCING

THE WORLDS NUTTIEST SMALL SCREEN HERO
IN IDS FIRST ARCADE ACTION CLASSIC

When the Professor is instructed to close down his five Laboratory* by The Lord Mayor or face being taken to the
local Lunatic Asylum by Docter Headbender. you can see he needs your help. You must guide the Professor through

over 100 screens avoiding Mutant Monsters and solving strange puzzles in your quest to save his sanity.

Close down the chemical research, space rocket
development, computer science and biological

observation which will lead you to the end level,

the mystery Laboratory.

Use the tool vending machine to buy more powerful
weapons with the coins you collect.

Avoid walking floppy disks, caterpillar micro chips,
spinning laboratory flasks, molecular sculptures,

walking Joysticks too many to list.

By Shaun Hollingworth creator of many hit titles

including "Pac-mania".

Krisalis Software. Teque House. Masons Yard, Downs Row, Moorgate, Rotherham S60 2HD.



(Right) You come out of the lift and find yourself in the

docking bay. Although this may look a very nice place

It certainly isn't, and not only do you have to watch out for

the patrolling robots, but you also have to avoid the retros

of the parked ships.

(Left & below) Spotting a rather tasty looking robot you decide to

transfer with him and get to have a go with his huge gun. Once
connected it's a fight to the death to try and gain control of the circuit board.

(Below) The computers come in very handy for finding out what's going on, so
regular visits are essential. Once you've logged on you can access all sorts of

things, but the droid library is by tar the best.

(Above) You're bound to run low on energy
every now and then, so knowing where the

energy pods are is very handy. A robot can only

go on for so long and eventually you'll have to

grab another in order to reach your goal.

Although not a lot of people know

It, Hewson have been around for a
very long time. They first made
their appearance when the home
computer market was making its

first boom, and were responsible

for such classics as Gribbly's day

out and Paradroid, the original 8-

bit version upon which this is

based The game received a

whole selection of different

accolades, and one magazine
actually gave it 100% for

presentation (which I think was a

bit dodgy) But when it came
down to it, Hewson's games were

very good, and way ahead of their

time in both capabilities and
payability

Within the game you control a

small droid known as the influence

device, whose soul intention is to

nd the space craft that you are on

of any other droid presence.
Disposing of the other droids can

be done m two different ways, the

first and most straight forward way
is to shoot them with your laser

until their energy runs out and they

explode; Method two is

Transference Thts is done oy
over-nding the other droids

circuitry and then connecting

him, thus being able to use '
s

weapons and protection v.

you begm a transfe' sequence, a
circuit boarc .-. acce=' on *ne

sceer The goal <$ :c change "

corroonents in :ne cantte :• --r

ft was five years ago that

Paradroid was brought
out, and I remember when
I saw it for the first time.

It was a brilliant game
then and even with all of

the new ideas that have
appeared during those five

years Paradroid 90 still

plays exactly the same as
the original and a lot
better than most of todays
games. Paradroid 90 is the
definitive shoot em-up and
should not be missed by
anyone. If you remember
the original then you'll
already be getting your
money out. If you haven't
then put Paradroid 90 at
the top of your shopping
list -it's a must.

ooara to your colour by sending

power to them with the pulsers at

jr disposal Depending on
rttnch droid you m control of. you

'_ '_' Amiga Action



(Right) The
most powerful

droid is the 999, mo
gaining control ot

him la obviously
hmrd. Although this

robot is tho best,
his energy runs out
quickly and no
sooner hmve you got

Mm, you'll probably
have to look tor

something else!
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(Below) There are a
number of objects to

be found here and there,
most ot which can be used
as a shield from enemy
tire, but they can be
destroyed so be ready to

get out of there.

(Below) With three lasers blasting away, not many robots are

going to stand in your way. However, the gun doesn't reload too

quickly and if you get stuck in a corner you could find yourself in

trouble.

RsiNcrs o
ots on
t st*t

2ck: 5
<d(zck: e

ship: in
: Grc

TnlffiPfinfiPfil

(Above) You log on to the computer and take a quick
look at the deck to see where the robots might be

hiding. The question is, will they still be there by the time
you get there.

will have a certain amount of

pulsers. the more powerful your

robot the more pulsers you will

have You only have a certain

amount of time to accomplish this

task and failure means the

destruction of both the droid you

are trying to transfer with and
yourself

The ship comprises of a

selection of different decks, that

are connected by a network of

lifts Each of the decks will also

have a computer console Stored

m each of these computers is

information on the alert the ship is

presently on; a map of the present

deck and whether there is any

robots still patrolling the area; and

information on each of the robots

that you have transfered with.

Something that was not on the

original is the Raiders At any point

in the game the Raiders will

teleport onto the ship. The ship's

onboard computer will sound a

klaxon as the Raiders ship

approaches and then they will

beam aboard and start wrecking

the ship and stealing anything

I really enjoyed Paradroid

when it was released
back In 1985, but this 16-

bit version is simply
Incredible. The graphics
and sound are top class
and the game plays like a

dream. The game is really

simple and to look at it

you would think that it

would become a bit

repetetive. However, this

is not so and once played

you can't put the game
down. Paradroid 90 is a

stunning shoot em-up and
rates as one ot the best
I've ever played. I would
definitely recommend it as

a worthwhile addition to

your software collection.

Although the graphics
still retain the 8-bit design
they've been upgraded
well and look brilliant.

Again the sound is based
on the C64 version, but
they still sound great, and
help add atmosphere the
game.

ALEX

important These robots should be

destroyed as quickly as possible

However, they don't need to be

killed to clear the ship and

advance to the next level.

/ remember in the distant past playing a game on the C64
that was far superior to that of any other around at the

time - that game was Paradroid. This classic has now
made it onto the more powerful Amiga, and what a
conversion It Is. The game is highly polished, and the

action is fast and yet thought must be used. The transfer

section makes a change from the exploration screens,

and that can only be for the better. All of this adds up to

one hell of a game. If you owned this game on the 64, it is

well worth getting for the Amiga. I have to admit that the
conversion was definitely worth the wait. If you haven't

seen Paradroid, buy It now - you won't be disappointed

with the result.

31
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ACCOLADE £24.99 MICHELLE
Hardball can be a little over-whelming at first.

Although, once you have selected the basic game, it is

easy enough to get into. However, as a beginner, I feel

that hitting the ball is a little too difficult and I found It

almost pointless continuing. Still, once mastered,
Hardball II opens up as one of the better sports sims,
ranking alongside the Bpyx 'Games' series. I felt that

the game looked a little too PCish for my liking and
that the graphics could have been more colourful, but,

on the whole, a worthwhile game.

Following American football's

example, baseball is fast

becoming a popular sport over

here - and is it really suprising

with the influx of ail-American

Baseball movies churning out of

Hollywood over the last few

months - but now, with the help

of Accolade's sequal, Hardball

II, those of us who are'nt the

fittest people in the universe, or

who are just as happy not to get

too involved, can at last partake

of this acclaimed sport from the

comfort of our armchairs.

Smell the chalk on the turf,

hear the crack of the bat on the

90 mph fastball and feel the

tension mounting all around you.

You're the one they're counting

on. but can you bring your team

to victory? You can take the role

of Charlie Sheen batting for the

Redsox, or Fred Bloggs fielding

for the Cheshire Cats, the choice

is yours in this 'whole new ball

OVERALL
RATING

game'.

Your main aim throughout, is

to reach the top of the league

table, using many of the options

displayed on the Manager's
screen. These can enable you to

do a number of things from

choosing which Stadium to play,

to creating your own team line-

up. Deciding each player's

attributes is vital to your having a

sucsessful team, so further

options such as selecting

(Left & below
left) Batting

and pitching are
both performed
using a simple
directional
system which
dtermines the
style of pitch or
swing. Once your
throw is

determined, you
can add swerve
to the throw, and
hitting the ball is

a matter of timing

and positioning
your swing to
meet it just at the
right time.

(Below) Hardball II features literally dozens of
options and from an easy-to-use menu, you can

select not only your opponents, but which field you play

on.

(Above) There are a number of
views from which play can be

seen. But, for the most part. It is best

to stick with the one as seen from
behind the batter.

(Right)
Building up a

decent team
takes time and
practice, and at
first relies on trial

and error to see
who performs
best and at what
position.

pitching speeds and throwing

arms are available. When in play,

it is also possible to change
fielding positions, place
substitutions, or change the

batting order, all of which help in

your battle to get to the top. If,

during the game you happen to

exhibit a sporting masterpiece,

there is even an instant reply

option for you to gloat at. time

and time again. Now all you
have to do is play ball, so go,

go, go

I was a great fan of the
original 64 incarnation of
Hardball and this sequel
is just as good. Getting
to grips with the game's
hitting and pitching
system takes time, and I

feel that someone who
hasn't played the game
before may be put off by
an initial difficulty. In
addition, despite a few
viewing options, The
changes are sparce, but
as the gameplay is still

as good as it ever was, I

think Hardball II is worth
a look.

The sound effects
appear to be very limited

throughout, but this
does not affect the game
in the least.

M;MJ:i[»H
The animation is quite
good, and there are clear
views all around the
pitch, which are helpful

in making the game-play
smoother.

'_ '-' Amiga Action



world of radar Intercepts and beyond visual

Friendly ground forces need your help, Not

only do you have to slop the enemy tank

onslaught, you also have to protect your

own forcea and vital installations from

from ground control will allow

the overall tactical situation.

Will you have to scrub your strike mission

and go after the enemy bombers? Keep an

eye out for the possible fighter escort. Vou

may have to cope with two Incoming raids

simultaneously and up to five enemy

aircraft in the air at once!

SUPERLATIVE "FALCON" 4
GAMEPLAY WITH

ENHANCED CHOICE OF
WEAPONS.

intercept missions -^
using ground

control and radar.
beyond visual range 4

and anti-radar
missiles.

fully DYNAMIC ^
BATTLEFIELD WITH
ENEMY ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE.

UP TO FIVE ENEMY ^
AIRCRAFT IN TWO

INDEPENDENT ATTACKS
AT ONCE.



ACTUAL SCREENSHOTS £19.95
Nicely drawn sprites that

jump and move fairly

smoothly across bland
and simplistic back-
drops. The explosions
are rather poor, and the
overall effect is polished
but could be better.

Actual Screenshots' latest game.

Sorceror s Apprentice, places

you m the pan of wisened old

man blessed with the King's

magic powers The reason (or

this gift is because the King

wants you to tree the land from

the forces of darkness This

objective is thoughi to be
somewhat impossible, but full of

confidence you enter the first

castie m the land To destroy the

dark power that lies within, you

must locate the power crystal

Once found, this large gem is

the source of me evil power and

therefore must be Destroyed As

you explore the numerous
castles, you will encounter an

manner of hostile creatures,

most of which offer points for

their destruction However, you

must think more about shooting

the zombies, as some carry the

precious blue crystals. To begin

with, you must terminate each
zombie carrying one of these

balls and then collect it before it

smashes to the ground The
amount you must catch varies

depending on the level you are

current participating In Once
tney have been stored m your

pouch, you must then throw

them at the Blue crystal They
snatter on impact and once all

have gone, you are mysteriously

ALEX
f must admit to finding

the gameplay of
Sorceror s Apprentice
somewhat tiresome and
monotonous albeit
playable. The first few
credits kept me addicted
so that I could progress
to allow me to see later

levels, but I soon saw it

was a case of seen It,

done it'. The graphics
are far superior to the
sound, although I still

wasn't satisfied with
what should be up to
sixteen-bit standard.
Overall, a great
disappointment that is

best avoided.

transported to the next level. You
start the game with three magic

potions The phials of smoking

liquid have a rather strange
power - they allow you change
into an invincible insect

Obviously, this is incredibly

handy but the effect is only

limited Lastly, every ten points

mean that you are awarded with

an extra life - very useful'

Oh lordy, what a disappointment. There was I thinking

that this would be a game starring Mickey Mouse as
he tried to get a roomful of brooms under control, and
what do I get? A monotonous platform romp with
Defender overtones. Shooting the heads off zombies is

fun for a while, but the levels don't change a great
deal and the fun soon wears off. Overall, a game that

doesn't warrant a great deal of attention.

Slightly worst than the
graphics, as there is

nothing to write home
about. On the whole, a
great let-down.

30°/<
(Below & below right) The Sorceror s

Apprentice offers addictive gameplay
combined with attractive graphics. It involves our
friendly old man blessed with the Kings magic to

explore the inside of the land's castle in search of

the blue sphere carried by the zombies. Once
found, they must be collected before throwing
them at the evil one's power source • the gem.

OVERALL RATING

(Below) Shooting various
creatures reveals certain objects

that can prove very useful, such items
include extra phials of potion as left

by toads, and of course the blue
sphere carried by the zombies.

(Above) Using your starting quota of potions, you can
metamorphasize into a tough Insect. So tough in

fact, that he cannot be hurt. This blessing is only
temporary, and before long you'll be back to normal.

(Above) To aid our hero in his quest, a scanner
reveals the position of creatures and gems in the

immediate vicinity. By using this and you view of the
screen, you should have no worries when it comes to

collecting the spheres.

_r '_' Amiga
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THE KILLING GAME SHOW . . .

. . . WILL HAVE YOU CLIMBING THE WALLS - ITS THE ONLY WAY OUT'

Suited in limited-protection armour you're the unwilling contestant on

THE KILLING GAME SHOW. In front of aTV audience of millionsyou must

battle your way to the top of 1 6 Pits of Death infested with Hostile Artificial

Life Forms specially created by THE KILLING GAME SHOW'S manic

scientists to give you a hard time.

But . . . don't forget the rising fluid or it's "next contestant time".

You must give the viewers their value for money — collect the awesome
weapons and tools — if you can!

First prize is your life — Don't waste it!

Screen Shots from the Amiga version

SEEING IS BELIEVING

PSYGNOSIS
FREEPOST
LIVERPOOL L3 3AB
UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: 051-709 5755



Murder sports a somewhat strange menu screen screen • a
newspaper! From here, you can select the level of difficulty,

the setting of the murder but you can't change the outcome!

July 15 1920

„__ MURDER!
Sleuth i= called in to
investigate foul play at
-c col hill Priory •

©VIC

V jdcli

BEST

The key to Murder is to be observant. Sherlock Holmes wasn't

as good as he was by keeping his eyes shut, was he? Keep a

look out for everything, and above all, suspect everyone.

Lucjer

Whilst looking at the various objects scattered around, you
may come across a finger-print or two • this could be a clue.

Make sure you take a copy of the print before rubbing it off and
waiting for someone else to touch it.

A B
A: NONE

B NONE

©i
JV
i
UU ^H ^M ^H MM

tliet*e don*
prints on the Can

o be
k.

Once you have collected a selection of finger-prints, you can
compare them in your notebook. In this way, you can decipher

that one such person was holding a number of items last. Now if

you could only find out who it was...

A: WATCH

B: STATUE

U.S. GOLD £19.95

Does the word Murder' bring a

chill down your spine7 Do you go
weak at the knees when shown a

blood stamed meat-knife? '* so.

Murder is not the game for you as

there is blood aplenty and many
murders that need nvestigating

In a typical Ciueao-iyoe game,
you piay the role of an amateur

sleuth that mus! use all of his or

her skills to break the case ot the

allotted time W r ::e^ oy Jason

Kmgsley. the guy behind
Imagework s forthcc ;. Blade

Warrior anc the guy responsible

for the stunning graphics w
were placed behind the dancers

in AdamsKi s Killer video. Murder

takes js back to the the Ultimate-

style game, with isometric rooms

displaying the action The topic of

murder has only been covered

twice m computer games before,

the first being from U S. Gold
again with Killed Until Dead, an

unusual sleuth game which was
icon-driven, and Argus tested the

water with a 3D game called -

unimaginatively The Detective.

Kingsleys Murder is a

combination of the two - with

joystick controls, but difficult

puzzles to solve.

The scene is set - A large

mansion on a stormy night. The

house is filled with guests when a

ANDY
Right, so you want a
game that requires a
super-fast trigger finger
and involves a high
degree of mindless
violence do you? Well, if

you do, don't bother with

Murder. U.S. Gold's latest

venture is a game of
suspense and intrigue.
You only have two hours
to solve a diabolical
crime and with a wealth
of suspects and motives
it isn't going to be easy.
As I said, Murder is a slow
moving game and is most
definitely an acquired
taste. Still, if you fancy
something just a little bit

different, Murder's well
worth tracking down.

murder was reported You now
take over with your pen and paper

and must solve the case before

Scotland Yard arrives - thai gives

you roughly two hours To begin

with, you can redefine almost

anything, giving the player up to

around 3 million murders to solve!

Your appearance can be
changed, as well as the setting

and various other features

The entire game is run by
using the mouse and a series of

icons Clicking the right button

alternates between using the

magnifying glass and then the

movement cursor Simply place

the Magnifier over the area you
wish to examine closely and press

the button It anything of interest is

there, a picture and brief

description will be given. The
game area is set out in a 3D
isometric way, leaving four ways

Apart from the sampled
screams at the
introduction stage of the
game, the sound is pretty

sparse - there's none, In

fact! Oh, I forgot the
dripping tap.

ALEX
I must admit for having a
weak spot to 'who dunnit'

games, and therefore
murder appealed to me
straight away. Although I

managed to start my
investigation straight
away, it took me a while
to get into the swing of

things. The icon system
is thorough yet simple,
and maybe a little bland,
but they certainly are
effective. To sum up, an
enjoyable game that is

surely a must for would-
be super-sleuths and
Cluedo fans alike!

3c' Amiga Action



of entry/exit (or every screen that

has a door in ihe certain walls

II you happen to stumble
across an object that is marked In

some way, such as it carries

finger-prmts, it is possible to take

note of the print and compare it to

any others you may have
collected earlier on in the game
Another important source of clues

is of course the other people
present at the house You are able

to query each and every person

you come across with a number of

preset questions It is possible to

inquire about any one person,

object or room, or any
combination of the three

You can also map the areas

you have already explored, thus

letting you keep track of dues you

may have jotted down m your r

book The icon that yt

select is the option to p : .;

exhibit The next icon allows the

player to pick up an item which

they think is the murder weapon,

and in time, use the object as
evidence against the guilty

partner When you feel confident

that you have found the killer, it's

up to you to prosecute him or her

Press the icon and then reveal

who you think committed the

crime As long as you have the

murder weapon and your

selection is correct, the paper will

tell of your heroic deeds

IH:MJ!im
A very suitable isometric
game area that has been
tastefully been fitted out
in grey. Although it may
seem drab, it adds to the

overall spooky
atmosphere set.

77%

OVERALL
RATING

After a few attempts at

trying to solve a murder, I

realised I was on to
something good. If want a

game that can really set

the scene, try Murder -

the screams are brilliant!

Everything is straight'
forward, and as long as
you think about the
puzzles logically, you
should have no problem
uncovering the killer. If

you think that this may
be on the minus side of

the game due to its

lasting appeal, you
couldn't be more wrong -

with over three million
murders to solve, you'll

be at this one for quiet
some time!

A sleuth's most valuable piece of equipment apart from the magnifying glass is the note pad and
pen. Use it when you manage to find out useful pieces of information.

As you explore the house, a small map indicates which rooms you have already entered. This
enables you to gradually search the whole house without back-tracking over a room already

cleared.

EeekkU The victim of the brutal, cold-blooded murder is slumped in the corner of the room. What
better place to start your investigation. Keep an eye on the time, though because the Yard arrives

in less than two hours.

Amiga Action Zl Zl



AMIGA HARDWARE

AMIGA 500 +

FREE
SOFTWARE!
Amiga 500 + TV Modulator

Batman the Movie

New Zealand Story

Interceptor

Deluxe Paint II

Dust Cover

and Mouse Mat

ONLY £375 Inc. VAT'

A590 20MB Hard Dnve £$74.99

Vortex 40MB Hard drive £499

Philips 8833 Monitor £269.95

Commodore 1084SCoI Monitor £259 95

A501 Ram Expansion/Clock £129.95
Video Digitizer £99.95

Cumana 3.5" Drive £94 95
MES Ha» Meg Ram Enpanston ...£75

FLIGHT OF FANTASY
Amiga 500 + TV Modulator

Deluxe Paint II

Escape from Robot Monsters

F-29 Retaliator

Rainbow Islands

Dust Cover & Mouse Mat

ONLY £385 inc VAT

*

*

*

*

SK MARKETING
^ COMPUTER SUPPLIES Hi

AMIGA 500
Including -

Mouse. Workbench, Ulltities. Manuals.
Tutorial, Modulator

SKM price ....C355

DOT MATRIX PRINTEH*

Star LC10
Star LCI Colour
Panasonic KX Pi 124
Panasonic KX-Pl 180.

£173
1.4_ I «j

£280
£190

CLASS OF THE 90's
* Amiga 500 + TV Modulator

* Midi Master Interface

* Deluxe Paint II

* Publishers Choice

* Maxi Plan 500

* Superbase Personal

* DR-TS Midi Rec. Studio

* Amiga Logo

* BBC Emulator + Mouse Mat

* 10 Blank Discs + Disc Wallet

ONLY £539 Inc. VAT!

Amiga B2O00 PO.A.

CONTROL CENTRE
Instantly transform your Amiga 500 into an
A1000'2000 'look a like' without any modifi-

cation to the computer Simply slip the

control centre' over the Amiga 500 and by
reason of us colour match and contour

hugg-r>g design ft becomes an integral pan
of the computer rtsetf

• HKles unt>dy connections at rear of A500
• Holds disk dnves. genlocks etc
• Easy access to joystick pans
• Monitor sits about A500 £54.95

Advanced Amiga BASIC
,

£16 95

Amiga 30 Graphics Prog BASIC £18 45

Amiga Applications £1695
Amiga Assembly Lang Prog . £10 80

Amiga BASIC lns.de A Out £18.95

Amiga C lor Beginners £18 45

Amiga DOS inside & Out £18 45

Amiga DOS Manual £22 95

Amiga DOS Quick Reference £ 1 3 95

Amiga DOS Ret Guide £14 95

Amiga Disk Drives Inside & Out £27 95

Amiga Gd Graphics Sound Teleco £17 45

Amiga Handbook £15.95

Amiga Inluition Rot Manual £22 95

Amiga Machine Lang Guide £19 95

Amiga Machine Language £ 1 4 95

Amiga Microsoft Basic Prog Guide £18 45

Amiga Prog Handbook Vol 1 £23 95

Amiga Prog Handbook Vol 2 £23 95

Amiga Programmers Guide £16 95

Amiga Programmers Guide £18 45

Amiga ROM Kernel Ret Man Exec £22 95

Amiga ROM Kernel Ret Man Lib C32 95

Amiga System Programmers Gu«de £32 95

Amiga Tncfcs and T<>s £14 95

Am^a for Beginners £12 95

Becoming an Amiga Artist £18 45

Beginners Guide to the Amiga £16 95

Compute's 1st Book of Amiga £16 95

Compute's 2nd Book of Amiga £ 16 95

Elementary Amiga BASIC £ 1 4 95

!nside Amiga Graphics £1695
inside the Amiga with C 2nd Ed £20 95

KicKstart GuKJe to the Amiga £1395
Kids & the Am.ga £1595
More Tips 4 Tncks for Am«ga . £18 45

Programmers Guide to the Amiga £23 95

SECOND SHOWROOM ACQUIRCD
Fulham Broadway -

opposite station. District Line

RK*man$wQrth Station -

5 mnytK walk,e
£&>"

.SK".

AftYPAfMUHQ

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA SOFTWARE
9outof10 £29.95
Animator/

1
mages £89.95

Animator £3995
Animator 3D £99 95
Arena Accounts £149 95
C-Ught £39 95
Comic Setter £44 95
Deluxe Paint li £49 95
Deluxe Paint ill £64 95
Deluxe Print 2 £39 95
Deluxe Music Construction £54 95
Deluxe Productions £99.95

Deluxe Photolab £54 95
Deluxe Vtdeo £65 95
Digipamt III £54 95
GFA Base Compiler £39 95
GFA Base Interpreter III £39 95
Hisoft Devpac V2 £42 95
Hisoft LatDce C £ 175 95
Home Accounts £22 95
Home Office Kit £99 95
Instant Music £21 .95

**' L/c* I t*i 1 . . » »4
.

1

* »*•*«* b*it *»J*i J

3

K Gadget £19.95

K-Spreadill £75.00

*X~ 1 tJAl »*« L'H j j

Kind Words V2 £33 95
MailshotPtus £40 95

Photon Pamt2 £54 95
P'odata £59 95
P'Otext £64.95
Publishers Choice £74.95

Starter Kit £54.00

Superbase Personal £54 95
Superbase Personam £65 95
Superpian £69 95
TV Snow £59 95
WordPerfect £185 00
Workbench 1 3 £1500
Zoetrop (5 m 1 package) £79.95

LEISURE SOFTWARE

6W Artie* Slit)

30*001

S-nyljt0'

iQe&Dm

CHMUotr

Cramownship Go*
CMnoftCW-aP
OOHHQ

Conftatat*
ContTCnttfDraa

CnftC*n?
COfrUll

D*n 0ft HI ,, ,

DtfM
OelerKHm o' 1M Earth

PnunlSurs
Dominalor

Doubl* Oioon II

D'»oon» Bream

OnomlJirll
DnioilMl
IVagornLJir

Oneoat or Ran*
Drafthhen

D' Doomi Revenge

Dungeon Master

£17 45

£15 90
£14 90

£17 45

f'2 99

£2250
£'5«
£1*45

£»:w
£1690

£'690

£'6 50

-

£H»
r:«s
ri«

rsK

nio

two
ri4io
£1490
£1745
£1390

EM M
eien
£17 95

£19 90

£32 95

£16 50

£3295
£1745
£2195
£15 90

£17 45

Dungeon Master Editor

EM
E-Motioii __
EtC«*' rom PUnetROM
......

fi6ComMMM
i?9Retakitor

*a«con

Fefcori Mason D««s
est Lane

'eirjn Formula !

Fiendish Freddie

Fighler Bomber
nijM Simoiator ?

fun Mrtai Wane!

>cnooi II under 6

ScMOIIfrS
** S0** " I r4 iBote

lnltrpri*M

it Came fcom Dm OeMert
ivanlw .-

Jumping Jacxson

Kx» Oft Hrtn Time

K.ng Quest 3 Pat*

KnigMsoftnfCrrttalion

UHteeV"
lenure Slurry
lewe Su* Larry 2
Ltsure Surt Larry Hi

Lionion
Lombard RAC Ra%
Lontso' me Rising Sun

£8 45

£17 45

£1745

£16 90

C1745
£17 45

I -

£14 90
£1490
£1 7.45

[15 <*>

B M
EMM
£17 45

E14 95

£14 95
£14 95

CIUN

£*6 90

£-390

£16 50

(IK

c«tr
CIS
r«tr
£'iK
G*K

ViK

C»K
£14«
CM M
£-7 50

£1490
£2390
£26 93

£15 90

£1590

£20.90

Lost Dutcnman s Mine

Magnum 4

Manchester UM

UannvuMrii

Uc-oo/ose Soeor
V :.v --

Mi(ennim22

Mind Roll

Mystery of the Mummy
Nintf Spirits

Nortn & South

Oil Impenum
Operation TnunderboR

Outlines

Ovfiande'

Paris-OaUar 90

Passing Shot

Personal IfegfonM

Police Quesi

Police Quest ii

PopBfom
Popukws Daia Dis»s

Poslnun Pii

Pooerontl

Powi'fi'ome
'.'

CflftKUMI

El 7 45

f?0 90
£16 45

C2OJ0

E30JC
£16 90
£16 95

CHJ8
£17 45

£1390
£1490

C17 45

£16 90

£16 90

£17 45

£13 90
£16 50

£17 45

£1590
£1990
£1390
CW45
at m
£17 45

£1190
£9 99

£16 90

£1745
£17 45

£20 90
£'5 90
.--.;

£2195

mac

5>m£a>
SenCe>T
Space ace

Space Qweti'

Space0utsi2

SnciOMal
I

' M

£T*5

C219S

CBH
-.' i:

£2390

Space Rogut

SU'Wirj Trilogy

Storm i or t3

Sreei FtgMar

SkafllCr Ricf
Supnmc CUMngf
Sword o* Aragon

S«nJ o* Soton

SwortHof TeMHoht

TaMsp«n

TankAIUck
Targnjn

Test Drivff ?

TeslOovfl Euro Chimp
Theme Pirt MyHtry
Tm* Time Plilinum II

ThuntWWW
Toobm

Tri» in

Tsj'Co Outrun

TV Spoii flauetbai

TVSpomfooKWI
Ultima V
Untouchables

Virus

Waterloo

War in Mxidit Earth

WmdwUkCf

WcteOut

I

£2190
£2195
£1490
£1745
£15 90
£14 90

£2490
£20.90

£1990
£17 90

£20 90

£15.90

£15 90

£17 45

£1199
£17 45

£19 95

£17 50

£14.90

£17 45

£20 90

£-995
£2095
£19 95

£20 90

£17.45

D7 45

£1990
£1395

LATEST RELEASES

xeAonpftobr

< M
:*.*o»*i

£13 930
£1745

£16 90

£14 90

f17 45

COUCATIONaU

*Am» - Game C'uftr

tow***

Bat- to me future

flatttc a* B"U*n (FMst Hour)

Biode or Steel

"BUOe Warner
1 BomDer

'Breach?

Breach 2 1 1Mb)

Bubbta*

*Budo*han

'Cartoon Capert

•Cft'oooOiiestli _

'Codename Iceman

Colonel i Bequest

Conquer! of Camelot

Crackdwm

'Damocttt

OnoonFoice

IMerO*

htnonFC I

Ftte a« Bnrmtoftf

FfUCo^d
Ghoftsn Gowms

GWdofmeRatfm

HartevDavtfum

Hron

•lefpw we Owes

£34 95

£1690

P0A

£1750

£20 90

£25 90

£2390

£15 90

£3190

£1745

£1750

£1390

£1745

£14 90

£20 90

£19 90

£25 90

£29 90

£29 90

£17 45

£16 90

£23 90

£13 90

£14 90

07.48

£1390

£14 90

£20 90

£2090

I

' :

£1645

£2590

:-

Vitz

tnm
£1199

£17 45

•KicGiom

ungtOuottrv

Loom

Magnwma

Maim Marauders

v.

Hr* Vark Warriors

'Oriental Games

Pipemania

Power up

Pnxtoyn

On

ftnokAonlOl

ftafi o> Medusa

Roto.

SntrmjnM4

vn
Snow Slrfce

* Some Boom

•Star (Uaoe

Siellar C-usaOe

Teenage Mutant Turttes

Team Cup

Tne Jovottes

' Ike Keapg Game Snow

ThmJCewWf

TimeSotoir

Treasure T'ac

Tus.

UHimate Gol*

UWnav

UMSII

UMWM3
wrNead

Wet ot Terror

W«>JS

wono Cup Soccer 90

.'omo.

£1590

£2593

£2150

£2190

£1590

mm
£2393

£1745

£16 45

£14 90

£17 45

£2390

£17 45

£16 45

£17 45

£17 45

£14 90

£17 45

£17 45

£17 45

£23 90

£2090

£17 45

£13 90

C1593

£17 45

£16 45

f'645

PDA
£17 45

£20 90

£20 90

£17 45

£17 45

£15 90

£20 90

£14 90

£16 45

24 hour hotline for

credit card orders

Afi pnees suOted to change
without notice

goods subject to availability

- ed ' may not be released

and wril be sent on the day of

Base subject to availability)

SALES HOTLINE
0923 89 69 69

To order: Please send cheque PO Access or Visa delays to SK Marketing Ltd.

13 Moneyhill Pci/ade. Uxbridge Road, Rickmanswonh. Herts. WD3 2BE

All prices include VAT and carnage *s free (UK mainland)

South London:
10 Fulham Broadway
London SW6 1AA
Tel 071 381 6618
Fax; 071 381 0528

North London:
13 Moneyhill Parade
U"bridge Road
Rickmanswoflh
Hens WD3 2BE
Tel 0923 896969
Fax 0923 771058

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT
BOTH SHOWROOMS

MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.30am - 5.00pm



OVERALL RATING (Below) As the pace of the game gets more
frenetic and the tiles start to build up, It gets

harder to place the longer pieces. For Instance, a
long L -shaped block can't be rotated if the blocks
are stacked too highly.

(Below) Each level of tiles Is

represented by a different colour

so that you are informed as to how
high they are getting.

(Right) If

you take too

long to position
your next block,

the computer
penalises you by
moving you ever
closer to the
bottom of the
screen, until it

eventually
places it for you.

(Left)

The
game
features a
number of
options, and
there is also

an option to

play the
game without
having to

rotate the
pieces.

RAINBOW ARTS £19.99

When Tetris was originally

released on the C64 in 1985 II

was acclaimed as an instant

classic Devised in Russia, the

game was a very simple affair

involving the selected placing of

strangely-shaped tiles within a

confined rectangle. As the

shapes appeared, placing them

became increasingly harder, and

a lot of quick thinking along with

rapid reflexes were needed to

stop the placed shapes from

reaching the top of the

rectangle. This would happen
eventually, but the longer you

held them back for, the more

points you accumulated Since

its release, there have been a lot

contenders to the Tetrts throne,

with a mynad of simple but

addictive games being released.

but only a few matching the

original's addictivity Now.
however. Rainbow Arts have
taken the game's idea into a new
avenue by adding a third

dimension to the play area

As with Tetris. you are given

one strange shape after another,

but instead of piling one on top

of the other, the area in which

they must be positioned is an

8x8x8 grid As the pieces are

dropped mto the play area, the

other pieces - which range in

shape from large Ls and
massive squares - appear and
must be arranged so that the

entire bottom square of the play

area is covered If. however, this

proves impossible, the tiles will

start to build up and make their

way towards you If this

happens, your game is sadly

over. However, every time a

complete coloured face of tiles

is built, the fully formed block

disappears, thus buying you
valuable time to fill the empty

spaces.

The 3D works well, and
the tiles move smoothly
as they are dropped into

the area. Apart from
that, though, there isn't

a lot to comment on.

i

Not a great deal, but
what is there is more
than adequate.

Puzzle games are back
in with a vengence, and
in 3D. Block Out
includes 3D shapes that

you must slot into a
square backdrop, and
although fairly

interesting, I didn't
really find the concept
that original. Block Out
reminded me of Tetris a
great deal and it was
nice to see a game with
a varied and interesting

amount of options to
make the game more
appealing to play. Block
Out will appeal to puzzle
fanatics out there and
proves that the old ideas

are sometimes the best.

Adding the extra
dimension to the already
excellent Tetris theme Is

a brilliant idea, and one
that extends the
theme's longevity.
Placing the strange
shapes into a crowded
play area can bring on
some real headaches,
but, as in the original,

can prove extremely
addictive, and the wide
range of options will

ensure that the game
will be more than a
match for any player for

quite a while. While
Block Out is a playable
little game, I don't think

that it will take off in the
same way as Tetris as
the originality is not
there, but, all the same,
it deserves to do well.

Zl Zl Amiga Action



SIERRA £24.95

Colonel Henn Dijon - a strange old

man who lives at a large mansion

called Misty Acres He lives alone

apart trom his servants, the cook

and his pets Beauregard the dog;

Blaze, his horse, and Polly,

obviously a parrot For reasons

unknown to you. the old man has

called all of his relations to a

gathering held at his home.

Set m the mid 1920s, you take

on the role of a college graduate

who is currently in the process of

taking exams Answering to the

name of Laura Bow. you are

wondering why the gruff old

Colonel has summoned all twelve

of you here As the different

people arrive you make your way
inside where shortly the answer to

your question will soon be given It

seems that Henn Dijon nas

decided to bequeth his wealth

(noted to be in the millions!) to the

people surrounding you. Being

the super-sleuth type, you notice

the look of greed m certain guest's

eyes. Little do you know that soon

a murder will be committed and

you will have to uncover the

identity of the killer

Like all other Sierra

adventures, you control your

pixelised detective using eitner

mouse or cursor keys, as well as

the keyboard for dialogue input

Games-players who have played

this type of quest before will

probably have had the problem of

identifying an object on the

screen or maybe just trying to find

the correct words to examine it -

have no fear, because holding

down the shift keys and clicking

on the desired object with the

mouse, a detailed explanation of

:he item will appear.

The mansion and its grounds

THE SUSPECTS
No one is above the law - not even you

You must work out who the murderer is from this

rowdy bunch

(Right & below) No clue is too small,

and you thought you felt a draught
blowing against your leg as you walked
past the cupboard. Hmm, I wonder... A
nudge does the trick and slowly the closet

slides off to one side, revealing a dark
passage. Walking ahead, you close the

entrance behind you. A quick inspection
reveals two holes that look interesting.

Aha, the Colonel and Fifi are having quiet

words, but what are they saying..r«*

Colonel Henri
Dijon

Gertrude
Dijon

Rudolph Dijon

Lillian Prune

Gloria

Swansong

Clarence
Sparrow

Laura Bow
Dr. Wilbur C.

Feels

(Right) What ever you do, avoid the swamp
that surrounds Misty Acres. It's bad enough

protecting yourself from the perils from within the

mansion let alone the alligators that creep across
the murky plains. There are also numerous other

places to visit outside and most of which need to

be thoroughly searched. For instance, Celie's

house has a chicken coup outside and Celie

dabbles in voodoo and black magic.

3C
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It seems that Sierra are
improving their releases
in leaps and bounds and
the Colonel's Bequest is

no exception, sporting
some of the best 3D
graphics I have seen in

an adventure.

Atmospheric sound
effects and music can be
heard blaring from your
monitor. Loud Screams
send a shiver a down
your spine and at the
same time the subtle
tunes help you to keep

ANDY
I usually enjoy playing most of Sierra's releases, but
Colonel's Bequest didn't appeal to me as much as say,
the King's Quest Series. I thought that I would have the
pleasure of solving the mystery and therefore unveiling
the murderer, but instead I was confronted with a game
that required the player to simply search the dead
bodies, thus finding the objects needed to complete the
game. Sadly, not as good as I would have hoped, but still

an enjoyable piece of software.

cover a vast expanse of flat

ground, but access to the
surrounding area is almost

impossible due to a murky swamp
that encircles the plantation Not

so bad, you may think, but I didn't

warn you about the huge
alligators that terrorize the

gardens!

Once inside the house, the

various rooms will need to be
thoroughly searched for vital clues

leading to the unveiling of the

murderer Take care, though,

because you must arouse no
suspicion as the killer may take

serious precautions! The Colonel's

mansion has a few tricks up its

sleeves, too (I didn't realise they

had sleeves!) as there is a

network of secret passageways
that weave through the different

rooms Small peep-holes allow

you to view peoples actions

without them knowing, and
therefore more information can
hopefully be gamed

(Below) As the hours pass, the atmosphere becomes
tense. All that can be heard Is the creaking of

floorboards and the dulcet tones of distant conversation.
Suddenly, the peace is broken by the shrill scream of
someone in agony. The clock symbolises another fifteen

minutes that have past and as you rush down-stairs, you
nothing. Hang on a minute, maybe the armour holds

some clues?

Using the pen and note paper

you packed in your case, you
must take down the series of

clues that you find by searching

the dead bodies Written by
Robena Williams, the designer of

the King's Quest series. The
Colonel's Bequest holds many
puzzles that will tease the minds
of the fans of her previous quartet.

N.B 1 MEG ONLY

The Colonel's Bequest
isn't the hardest Sierra
adventure game I've
played. Personally, I

would have preferred to
solve the mysterious
murders myself. Instead,
having found and
searched a body, the
computer works out the
clues. Despite this rather
annoying fault, The
Colonel's Bequest is a
good game that
successfully recreates
the feeling of the era.
Because of the computer
assistance the game isn't

too difficult and I reckon
that this quest is one that
will appeal to novice
adventurers. A worthy
buy but only for
beginners.

ALEX
My first thoughts of the
Colonel's Bequest were
reminiscent of playing the
board game, Cluedo. For
those of you who haven't
experienced it, you must
solve a murder by piecing
together clues that you
find. However, I was
somewhat disappointed
by the way in which the
computer placed the vital

information together for
you. I did find some of the
puzzles tricky and they
did take some time to
solve (Thanks to Tim
Farmer!) but after a while
everything fell into place.
On the whole, not quite
as good as other Sierra
quests.

Amiga) Action .1 I
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(Right) Armakuni begins his quest on
top of a warehouse that is littered with

musical instruments. There is a curtain that

may hide some secret and revealing room.

(Above) No sooner have you stepped out
onto the streets when you are already

confronted by what, at first, seemed to be just

another peaceful jogger out for a run.

S

(Fight) Some
of the enemy

that you will

encounter will be
brandishing
weapons of some
descriptions. If

you kill them
before they get
you then you may
be able to steal

it.

• >
•

(Above) The streets of New York are
always littered with entertainers all trying

to make a buck. This particular person doesn't
juggle balls, but knives * at you. Get hit and
you're dead.

SYSTEM 3 £24.99

The evil shogun. Kunuoki is

back, and this time he nas

sought refuge in the sprawling

city of New york. Armakuni.

whose Nmja clan were totally

wiped out by the shogun. has

felt his presence and has vowed
to end his exitence once and for

all Through severe meditation,

Armakuni has managed to to

arrive safely on the roof of a

warehouse somewhere in The
Big Apple Musical instruments

lay scattered on the rooftop floor.

He picks himself up and makes
his way cautiously behind a

long, flowing curtain. On entering

the next room he is immediately

confronted by a thug Lightning

kicks and punches are

exchangea - most of the New
York hoodlums have been
trained in some martial art or

other it seems - but eventually

the thug goes down.

You control Armakuni in his

attempt to revenge his clan. The

action takes place through
various locations within the city

of new York. Control of the Ninja

is performed through various

combinations of the joystick. As

well as kick and punch, he can

also leap through the air Your

energy bar is represented by a

spiral that depletes as more hits

are absorbed Some of the

enemy that you will encounter

will be armed with nunchukas

and poles which can be taken H

defeated If tney manage to

strike you with a weapon then

your energy bar will be reduced

quite substantially. You'll have to

drop each character twice

before they die otherwise they

will regain conciousness and
repeat their attack

*

Each location has been
beautifully drawn and
graphical presentation is

very good. Although
there are few moves, the
animation on the
characters is fairly

smooth.

7o<y<

There is a main tune that
plays throughout the
game and this adds to

the fast paced
atmosphere. The in-game
effects are also of a very
high standard.

ALEX
I must admit that I have
never ever played either

of the Last Ninja 's on the
8-bit machines but if

Last Ninja 2 is anything
to go by then I can't
have missed very much.
The graphics were quite

good, but I couldn't get
to grips with the awful
control system. The
sound is fairly

impressive but does not
save an otherwise
boring and tedious
release. I think you
should expect more from
your money.

Although I thouroughly
enjoyed the original Last
Ninja I cannot say that I

was too impressed with

the sequel. Okay, the
graphics are impressive,
but the game is basically

the same and therefore
proves to be a little

dated and simplistic.
The controls were also
overly awkward and
more often than not, I

found myself cursing my
Ninja as he ran
backwards or
somersaulting instead of

throwing a punch. A
rather poor conversion
from a decent 8-bit
game.

-"-* Amiga Action
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"With a mixture of two and three
dimensional areas and a good com-
bination of arcade-type action and
problem solving, Unreal could very

ACE

"The 3-D levels are very impres-
sive technically with their incre-

dibly high speed." ZZAP
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"Especially impressive are the sce-
nes with winter backgrounds."

ZERO

*•*%

"The urcadc-adventure levels have
superb graphics, full of detail and
imagination." ZZAP



The music that plays at

the beginning of the
game is a bit basic, but
it serves its purpose. As
for the sound effects,
they're pretty good and
seem to go well with
the game.

It's been the most popular TV
program ever since the TV
networks and the defence
industries joined forces. Week in,

week out. one program remains a!

the top of the charts with whole

populations from all over the

galaxy tuning in to watch. In fact,

even though the program is

coming up to its one hundreth

birthday, it's still as popular as the

day it made its first appearance.

Ground Defence combined the

politics that the networks wanted

to advertise, and the hardware to

show of the military s might The

game has advanced a lot since it

first begun, and both the arena

and the space crafts alike have

chnged with the times The latest

change to be made to the game is

the introduction of the new
Thunderstnke line of craft that is

used by the pilots to take part in

the game. Each of the spaceships

been completely updated, with

each of them having an
advantage over the other, whether

it be due to the speed and
acceleration of the craft or its

manoeuvrability - the latter fo

which is especially handy for

outmaneouvenng the various

drones that are thrown in for the

sake of good viewing figures.

The object of the game is for

the participating pilot to protect

the selection of ground
installations from the attacks from

a group of computer-controlled

drones. Each of the five crafts will

be equipped with a HUD (Heads

ALEX
Wow! What a superb
shoot em-up. The
graphics are great, the
sound brill, and the
gameplay absorbing. The
choice of ships make the

game that much more
interesting, and the
speed at which the
graphics move is quite
stunning. There's quite a

few levels to play and
they rise with difficulty

quite well. If you like a
good blast, and aren't
quite sure what to get
then look no further.

Up Display), and these will prove

invaluable during the course of

the game. The most important of

the HUD's facilities will be the

MOR (Main Overview Radar)
Using a selection of different

coloured dots the MOR shows you

the position of each of the

attacking drones and ground
mstilations; it will also warn you
when one of the installations is

under attack.

There are two different drones

that you will encounter in the
arena - the saboteur drones and
the normal drones. Saboteur
drones are the most dangerous as

they are the ones that will attack

TH THUNDERSTRIKE
THUMDERSTR 1 KE 18 There are four different crafts in the

Thunderstrike line, each with its own
particular stats. A careful choicee should
be made before entering the arena
because if you don't get the right ship for

your needs, it could end up with you
losing the show its ratings and you your
life.

H (Left) At Inst. you
manage to clear the

arena of all drone presence,
but did you perform well
enough • cross your fingers
and hope for the best.

Rouno d tDEt nan)

(Right) Before
starting the

game, you can
change the
sensitivity of the
mouse to your
own liking, and
what a lovely
backdrop to have
on the options
screen, ah!

"_» Amiga Action
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Nice, fast moving 3-D
graphics that certainly

keep the game alive.

However, it's a shame
there isn't a bit more
variety.

77%
your installations, ana the sooner

they are disposed of the better

When a drone is killed there is a

chance that it will leave a military

pod in the debris, and these
should collected as soon as they

appear Within each of the pods is

some sort of aid that can be

Looking similar in style to Virus, ThunderStrike
combines its excellent 3D graphics with some superb
arcade gameplay. As you tear over the landscape,
blasting away the many drones and ships, the smooth
scrolling really takes your breath away, making the
game easy to pick up. However, despite the graphics, I

do feel that the gameplay, though simple to get into,

should have had more variety, and this is quite a large

failing in this otherwise stunning game.

added to your craft to help you
combat the drones

Although staying alive is a

very important part of the game,
your performance within the arena

is also important, and if you waste

too many shots just blasting away
willy nilly, then your score will be
affected along with the show's

ratings If this happens then there

is a big chance that you may not

be allowed to advance to the

next level There are fifty levels in

all, spread across five different

planets, so take your time and you
might |ust win the supreme
accolade of Defender Of The
Ground.

At first glance
ThunderStrike doesn't
look like a game that will

keep you occupied for
very long, but once you
start playing the game
you realise just how
playable it is. The
controls are a little bit
awkward but you soon
get the hang of them, and
the option screen allows
you to perfect the mouse
sesitivity to just how you
like it. All in all,

ThunderStrike is a great
game and well worth the
money.

A set of tracks have been put in the arena, and
when you guide your ship into them they will

increase your ships speed, getting you to your
destination that much quicker.

On selecting your ship you leap into the pilots seat and turn on your
boosters. At the end of a game you will be informed of how well you did

during your mission. You will be able to see how well you hit your targets.

Amiga Action
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THALAMUS £19.95

MINDROLL

(Below) For most levels, the aim of the game is to get to the
goal. On level tour, you must race down the track avoiding

obstacles, and reach your destination before your time runs out.

Close your eyes, take a deep
breath, and raise your inner-self

onto a new dimension You are

now on the Orb of Id. ready to

partake m a battle of strategy

and dexterity Only the quickest

thinking among you. will survive

m the mazes that will make your

MindroM In this strange

dimension, somewhere m the

depths of the universe, you are

given your cosmic challenge - to

complete ten planes, and
become the ultimate m precision

and rapid mental abilities

The opening screen gives

you the option of choosing on

which level you wish to start, and
from here you are presented with

your task, which consists of a

varying number of objectives

Many of the planes are made-up
ol mazes where you must find

keys to open doors or try to

oescover hidden objects Some
other levels also serve as mental

agtdty puzzles, in which you
must use your powers of quick

thinking to fill the grids with tiled

squares, avoiding the many
obstructions that stand in your

/

Throughout each level, there

are certain evil devices situated

around the screen, that can be
gerous - or sometimes even

lethal - which you must tackle in

order to escape Time is your

worst enemy, but you must also

ut for invisible walls,

as. pneumatic tubes

ou up. and the
' )r Luckily

the are also items to

oe "'ay prove

use gizers that

oeed.

and tim- oe

used on <

addition, ou* ng the gar

are certa

which help to boos: ya* score.

and assist you to u

ultimate aim An ma: no*.

s to relax, pick up your cys'

and plan your conquest

GRAPHICS
Some well animated and
quite clever 3D items are
displayed, which are
fairly varied, and nicely
presented. Each level is

different in colour and
layout, thus making the
game more interesting.

There is the usual run-of'

thc-mill in-game tune
which is very tedious,
and the only other
sounds are very limited
and unimaginative.

Quedex was one of the
better puxzle games on
the 64, but this Amiga
version doesn't have the
atmosphere or pre-
sentation. Quedex
sported large, detailed
graphics and stunning
sound, but the dull
colours and bleepy
sounds of Mindroll don't

make it seem half as
surreal as the concet
suggests. Still, the
gameplay is there • and
that's what counts - and
each of the ten planes is

testing but fun. Not bad,
it's just a pity the
presentation lets it

down.

This was previously released on the C64 as Quedex,
and is another in the line of fast-moving skill games,
and seems very similar in concept to Gauntlet and
Cloud Kingdoms. Although quick reflexes are
required, joystick movement can be quite limited and
not very responsive, making the game more tricky

than I think was intended. Having so many different

and varied levels and puzzles makes the game far

more interesting than most, and captures your
attention. Overall, fairly frustrating, but very addictive.

(Right)
You have

many puzzles
to complete,
and many
dangers to
overcome, but
beware, do not
slip off the
edge and get
sucked into
the Void of
Freud.
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(Lett) As
the clock

ticking away in

the background
has now be-
come your
greatest tear,

try and pick up
extra time
boosters along
the way. A word
of warning •

even this is not
an easy feat.

(Above) Teleporters and energizers are scattered around
some screens to make life a little easier for you, but can

you complete to screen without running into the electric sea.

Occasionally, t

little violence
prevails. If it seems
like there's no escape,
try bashing out all of

the cubes to descover
a form of escape.

"- Amiga Action



Ar tmbNLt the greatest game-

show in the universe. The Computer

Entertainment Show is the only show
dedicated to the latest in games software

and hardware from the leading brand

names. Enjoy the live entertainment.

Meet your favourite celebrities. Maybe

even appear on TV. Try out the latest

games and equipment from some of the

biggest names in the industry including

Commodore, Sega, Nintendo, Amstrad,

US Gold, Ocean, Domark, Mirrorsoft,

Microprose, Activision, Virgin/Master-

tronic, Accolade and Gremlin.

HAT'S

HAPPENING:

• Stands and exhibits by leading

names in computer games

• Live music acts

• Personality appearances

• Live TV and radio broadcasts

• International computer game
championships featuring teams

from Europe, Japan and America

• Celebrity computer challenge

• Spot prizes and raffles

• Living-room of the future

It's a great day out for

all the family.

EARLS COURT
SEPTEMBER
I5th-9am-6pm
I6th-9am-5pm

Tickets available on the door. For further details

call our Information Hotline on 071-373 8141.

A portion of the £5 entrance fee will be donated to



(Below)Camelot stands in all its glory.

There are many rooms that may hold
vital objects to your quest, but time is tight

so you can only collect the neccessary
before setting off.

4; 4 King is not complete without fine robes, but fancy clothing is no good for a
tough expedition. Throw away you old tatters and put on your noble travelling

clothes completed with shield, mail-armour and the mighty Excaliber.

SIERRA £24.95

CONQUESTS

OF CAMELOT
The Search for the Grail is Sierra's

latest 3D quest and is. if you
hadn't guessed, based around
the legend of King Arthur. Vast

Quantities of information was
collected by the game designers

to make the game based around
: fact of Arthur rather than the

tale that is told to children about

him ana the round table.

You play the role of Arthur, the

• -ig ana head of the round table

Maae o' a noble knights, the

rouna :aoie is where important

decisions are made and where

you fellow comrades decide on

difficult decisions.

Of late, a curse has struck old

England and terrible droughts and

out-breaks ot disease are

spreading throughout the country

leaving desolation behind it as it

goes. It is thought that this

disaster is due to the fact that

their is love in the air - Your wife.

Guinevere, is m love with a knight

under your command. That knight

is Launcelot, and as a punishment

for this affair the gods have
wreaked havoc. It is also told that

Conquests of Camelot is

somewhat different from
what I was expecting,
because I thought that
the game would be based
on legend rather than
fact, but it appears I was
wrong. It appear that
what happens in the
game really did happen
(or so they say) and
therefore you can,
theoretically, change the
written facts. I think that

the challenge that
Conquests sets you is a
tough, long term one and
thus should give you
more than your moneys
worth - what more do you

By now you must know
that any Sierra game
needs now
recommendation - it

seems every game they
produce is a winner. I

don't know how they do
it, but their combination
of lush graphics and
taxing gameplay is far

superior to any other
adventure that I have
played. I just wish other
software house would
take a leaf out of Sierra's

book and take more time

and care producing game
for the Amiga - you never
know, the software
industry may improve.

the only way to right this wrong is

to find the Holy Grail Three of the

knight of the round table - this

band included Launcelot This

happened many moons ago. and
now all hope is lost in the merry

group.

The people of Britain think

that the job is now up to you, and

that you have no other choice
except leave straight away The

grail is said to nave heaiing

powers and can supply vas:

quantities of food and drink - just

was desolated Britain needs

Conquests of Camelot has a great

deal to deal with the Gods, and
before you leave you must collect

your equipment from Camelot and

then gam the blessings of the

Gods Searching Camelot, you
pick up useful coinage and other

items such as your mighty
Excaliber However, you must first

give the Gods a gift to show your

allegiance What do you give

them?

As with other Sierra games,
Camelot hold some mind-tingling

puzzles that require some
thought All actions are entered

through a dialogue box. and as to

be expected from a game of this

quality, the parser is excellent

Exploration of old England is done
not by walking across the

desolate plains of the unexplored

countryside, but on horseback.

The sound, too, is equally

as good as the graphics,
and numerous melodious
tune play throughout the
adventure. Also sound
effects such as the
horses hooves hitting the
ground help to increase
the games atmosphere.

ALEX
f think that Conquests of

Camelot is definetely an
adventure for those who
have had past experience
at Sierra games such as
any of the King's Quest
series. The graphics and
sound are both first class,
as is the parser used
throughout. I did,
however, find the game a
little harder to get into
compared to the other
quests I have played but I

think that that is now big

deal. To sum up, an
enjoyable game that
offers hours of fun.

Simply click on the destination

you wish to gallop to, and before

you know it, Arthur will appear.

There are many places to visit,

ranging from Ot Moor, where the

Lady of the Lake dwells, or maybe
Exeter in the South-West You
know that finding the grail will not

be an easy task, and that many an

encounter will confront you, so

you must keep your wits about
you and remember, you're the

knig of England - everyone is

relying on you.

IH;M Jilted
Bright colourful
backdrops with highly-
detailed and well-drawn
sprites. Most of the
objects In the
background can be
interacted with, and
those that can't aren't
worth bothering about!

i i Action
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(Below) In Camelot's far tower is

the treasury. Your riches are kept
here, you have access to them
whenever you want. Don't forget to

collect some coinage for the trip.

m
If you know what is

\

for you, you won't leave
Camelot on foot. Mount your
trusty War flora* and set oft

for the long Journey ahead,
bringing your mule along
behind.

(Above) In the garden sits
Guinevere, your beautiful lady

wife. She is not the only pretty thing in

the plot, as a single rose is left on the
bush. Take it, you never know it may
bring you luck.

(Below) Upon arriving at Ot Moor, the hiding place of the Lady
of the Lake, you wonder if there is any chance of find the fair

maiden. Do you brave the ice, or wait until the summer?

'"***<*

(Above) To send our hero galavanting off across
the countryside you side select the destination

you want him to go to. Simple, eh?

(Right)

The
pressure on
you is

enormous. It

seems your
kingdom is

falling apart
at the seams
and only the

Grail can
rectify the
mistake. The
question is,

will you be
able to find

it in time?

KJC
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Way. way back, when 16-bit was
believed to be the way ahead for

computers, and the main
computers to own were Orics,

Spectrums, and the oh-so
expensive Commodore 64,

Steve Bak made his

programming debut. Starting on

the infamous Dragon 32, he
wrote most of MicrodeaTs
"Cuthberf series, which starred

the eponymous hero and set him

in a number of coin-op

conversions. However, once
Cuthoert had finished in the

jungle (gaining a lawsuit from

Activision in the process due to

its similarity to Pitfall) and had
been m a derivative of Space
Panic. Steve turned his

attentions to the booming 64.

and wrote two platform games -

Hercules and Gods ano Heroes

With two years between their

release, both Hercules and
Gods were all-action platform

games based on Greek
mythology, and as the games'

hero, the musclebound
Hercules, leapt to and fro in an

attempt to complete mission set

for him by the gods, all manner

of traps and meanies would
attempt to kill him - a pattern

which is repeated in Yolanda - a

16-bn update of the classic 64

romps

The scenario tells of how
Yolanda s beauty has upset the

vain goddess. Hera, who then

cursed Yolanda wtn a wicked
spell that meant that any man
that fell for her charms would die

a horrible death However, to

break this spell, our heroine

Now / like my games on
the tough side, but this

is ridiculous. No sooner
had I entered a screen
and had a quick look
around, then the
platform would ignite,

killing my character
instantly. Yolanda cer-
tainly keeps you on your
toes, and I must admit
the gameplay did keep
me hooked for a while.
However, once the
nostalgia wears off, it

loses a lot of its appeal.

IH;r:lj;i[*M
The sprites are small but
plentiful, and each task
feature a good variety of

dangers and monsters,
saving the game from
looking decidedly 8-

bitesque.

Not a great deal to talk

about and VERY
annoying. A dull dirge
plays every time you die,

and, as this happens
often, is sure to annoy.

47°X
must perform twelve tasks which

will make the gods favour her

cause and undo Hera s evil

spell Thus, over sixty or so
screns, you must guide the

brave Yolanda past the seif-

igniting bridges, over the

poisonous creatures, having
chosen one of three difficulty

levels to make your task easier

Yolanda is a reworking
of two of Steve Bak s

age-old 64 games,
Hercules and Gods And
Heroes. The only
difference is the sprite's

change of sex, but
everything else makes a

welcome return and will

ensure much hair-pulling.

If I had to fault the
game, I would have to

say that the trial and
error technique required

to progress can get
annoying, but as the
screens are thrown at

you randomly, I felt the
variation made up for it.

A playable platform

Yolanda s platform escapades prove extremely hazardous,
and the screens rely on a great deal of trial and error, as

well as luck, before you'll evade the combustable platforms and
mutant legends.

**v^W

Each task is set over four or five screens, all of which must
be completed In order. Depending on the difficulty level

chosen, Yolanda starts the game with anything from one life (for

masochists and demi-gods) to seven (for wimps and the weak-
hearted).

m
i

/v

The basic
idea of the

game is to use
whatever
means you can
to reach the
door that leads
to the next part
of the task.Dotted
throughout
each screen are
ropes, invisible
platforms that
appear should
you touch them,
and ordinary
platforms.

ti»

t >' S t

s
(its i i ^*L . *

KJC
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The twelve tasks are all based on
mythology, so expect to have to

rescue bulls, deliver magic items and
the like. However, the final task is only
accessible when the first eleven are
completed.



ar shattering offers for
Amiga Action readers

Boost your computer s sound with an
AMIGA SOUNDBLASTER

Make the most of your Amiga's superb sound capabilities by

connecting Soundblaster's high quality stereo amplifier and
speakers.

Using the latest microchip technology, the specially

designed amplifier can deliver an ear-shattering five watts of

music power, with twin controls provide complete control

over volume and balance.

The fifty watt speakers consist of a woofer, a mid-range

and a tweeter for the highest possible sound quality.

Thumping bass, crisp trebles: You'll hear

them all with incredible clarity.

The Amiga Soundblaster comes •

complete with mains adaptor and full

instructions. No alterations to your
computer are required

- just plug in and switch on to re-

discover sound on your Amiga.

RRP £59.95

ONLY
£44.95

QUARTET

Make beautiful music
on your Amiga

Quartet is a stunning sequencing package that will allow you

to compose anything from a jingle to a symphony.

Making full use of the Amiga s unique four channel stereo

sound system. Quartet is equally at home playing Depeche

Mode or Debussy. Quartet comes complete with complete

instructions, a disk of full of sound samples and full source

code to allow you to intergrate your tunes into your own
programs.

What's more, Quartet is MIDI compatible, so you can

connect a suitable keyboard or synthesiser to enter notes

directly.

Quartet comes with full instructions

and two disks for £49.95

Master Sound
Capture any sound you hear
and replay it in seconds

It's so easy to use: Simply

connect the sampler to your

Amiga, load the software
and immediately you have

the ability to capture sounds
with amazing accuracy.

Connect your compact disc

player or personal stereo
and digitise sounds to

incorporate into your own
games and tunes.

The supplied software
provides complete control

over the sampled sounds:
Cut and paste them, flip and
fade them and you're still

only using a tiny fraction of

the sound processing tools

available.

Best of all. the
comprehensive instructions

will soon have you creating

your own public domain
demo disks complete with

IFF picture files.

The perfect sound sampling
package for beginners and
experts alike.

Master Sound is a
complete hardware and
software sampling system
for only £39.95

Please send me a copy o) Soundblaster 8301 £44.95

Quartet 8302 C39.95

Master Sound 8303 £34.95
Bundle ol 3 products 8304 £9995I wish to pay by:

Cheque Eurocheque made payanie to interactive Publications

Name

Access Mastercard Eurocard Bardaycard Visa/Connect Datft

Signed

Adaress

PostCoce

Daytime telephone number m case of queries

Send to: Database Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,

South Wirral L65 3EB (No stamp needed if posted in UK)

Order at ANY time

of the day or night

Don't forget to give your name.
address and credit card number

By phone. 051-357 1275

By fax: 051 -357 2813

By MicroLink: MAG001

General Enquiries. 051-357 2961



Happy birthday to us. Happy
birthday to us Happy

birthday dear AA. etc. Yes, it's our

first birthday - a grand twelve

months since we arrived! GTGA
Amiga Action, Interactive Publish-

ing, Europa House Adlmgton Park.

Adlmgton. Macclesfield, Cheshire,

SK10 4NP

ACTION
FIGHTER

I didn't ever get to see this

vertical-scroller on the Amiga, but

from what I hear, it's a bit

average. Still. A.Nonymous
(oops, I've lost his name) has

found that if you type

ZBACKDOOR on the high-score

table infinite lives and energy are

yours for the taking.

^ - •*

SPACE ACE
If you're still having problems with this

walk-over of a game (and if so, why?)

then try this easy-to-enter cheat mode.

Just as Borf is attacking you, pause the

game and enter DODEMODEXTER.
Then press fire and return before

pressing *P" to restart the game. With

luck, the game will now play and
complete itself infront of your very eyes.

Actually. I found it only worked when I

was on my last life, so if at first it doesn't

work, persevere!

HAMMERFIST
This much-hyped arcade/adventure/beat"em-up slipped

through our reviewing net, and I must say that I was a little

disappointed with it after all that had been said about it. The
: action was extremely repetitive, and I don't reckon that it's all

it was cracked up to be. Still, anyone who bought and is

struggling to progress will be grateful of this useful cheat from

Graham Tilley of Durham. Play the game and get on to the

high-score table, then enter the phrase TAEHC OT TNAW I

(including spaces). Then, restart the game and press F7 to

, skip one screen at a time.

SHADOW WARRIORS
You'll need a friend to help you enter this one. When the intro

seauence "nng, hold down the following keys: CTRL, J, ESC.

R2 3IGHT ALT. ( V. SMALL ENTER. HELP The border will flash

purple, and pressing Help during the game will advance you a

tevei and pressing Q makes you invincible to enemy punches and

kic

3-1 -^ i

5ft) #• £fc #
GHOSTS N GOBLINS

Having problems with this playable conversion of an old com-op

fave7 Then fret no more, as Mark Lawrence is to the rescue! Play the

game as normal and get on to the high-score table Now, instead of

entering your name, enter )!( followed by the END option to quit the

table. Now start the game as normal, and you'll find that, once

you've lost your armour, you're invincible. What's more, you've got

infinite lives, too!

SLAYER
Another Hewson game taken apart

by A. Nonymous. Apparently,

make your way to the end of the

first stage, ensuring that you are

on your last life. Blow up all of the

enemy guns and the little green

monster. Next, crash into the

machine it resided in. You will then

start level two with infinite lives,

j

IJiBBto D B B 8 B flTTff

SKIDZ
You may be having a few
problems litter collecting in

Core's brilliant bike'n'board

game Terry Smallhouse from
nearby Manchester, to the

rescue. Start the game as usual

and hold down the firebutton,

ALT and C for infinite lives, of The

firebutton. ALT and L for access
to any of the levels at any time

Terry warns, don't activate both

cheats, or you won't be able to

get past level two.

I '_' Amiga Action



NINJA SPIRIT
If you couidn t get the other cheat to work, then give this one a

try Havant's very own Graham Johnson reckons that if you pause

the game using F9. then press the CAPS key, the CTRL key and

SHIFT one after the other, then when the game restarts you'll have

infinite lives and no collision detection Hope that helps

DYTER-07
Personally, I didn't really rate this shoot em-up. but

Galium O Kelly from Dublin has found a cheat that

may extend its lasting appeal When the game's

loading screen appears, type in the word GIBB
This activates a cheat mode which means that

when W is pressed you are given extra weaponry,

and when S is pressed your shields are

replenished.

F-29
RETALIATOR

On the enlisting screen, enter THE DIDY MEN
instead of your name but don't press return Click

on the Colonel icon next, press return and select a

battle area. Choose and accept a mission and

start playing the game as you normally would
However, what this cheat does is land you safely

whenever the enter key on the keypad is pressed

Thanks to Annie Wills from Brum for that'un

SIM
CITY

Not a month goes by
without someone sending

in a tip for Infogrames
under-rated city builder

However, the one Calvin

Jepps from Arundel has
sent in rates as probably

the best one yet

Apparently, when the mam
screen appears, hold

down the SHIFT key and
type in the word FUND
This increases your money
by $10,000 but shouidn t

be used too often.

DYNASTY
WARS

It seems that most Amiga games
programmed by Tiertex use this

cheat system, and Graham Johnson
of Havant has found that if you

pause the game with F9, then hold

down SHIR. 1 and HELP, followed

by unpausmg the game with F10.

you'll be able to skip levels with a

quick prod of the F2 key Thanks
very much for that. Graham.

DIRT RIVER

TREES CHANNEL

FILL UNDO

* a v*r* .\. .*-:.

IMPOSSAMOLE
If you couldn't be bothered to type in the poke
unlimited everything for Monty's return

performance, then, courtesy of Core Design,
here are a list ol cheat codes which, when
entered on the high-score table, endow Monty
with different powers

COMMANDO - No time-limit for weapons.
HEINZ - Three power bars

ANNFRANK - Low energy topped up
LUMBAJAK - Double-length energy bar.

OOCHOUCH - Walk on water without dying.

JUGGLERS - Try it for yourself ...

BATTLE
VALLEY

Once again, A Nonymous has

returned! This time with a cheat

for Hewson s helicopter/tank-

based shootem-up The
programmer of the game was
obviously a bit of a Viz fan (who

Isn't?), because typing ROGER
MELLIE THE MAN ON THE TELE

activates an infinite lives cheat

FLOOD
Alex and myself

really got into this

neat platform romp
and here are some
of the codes we ve

found.

Year - Level 2
Quit - Level 3.

Long - Level 4

Word -Level 5

Trap - Level 9
Jump -Level 13

Pool - Level 20
Quid - Level 24

Foam -Level 4i

CHARIOTS OF
WRATH

A pre-AA game. this. But definitely

Impressions' best yet And now infinite

lives are yours thanks to - you ve guessed
it - A Nonymous When instructed to press

the firebutton to start, push the joystick

forward instead. Easy, huh!

AND THIS MONTH'S WINNER IS...

This month's prize winner is Graham
Johnson from sunny Havant for his

Dynasty Wars and other cheats, and
who will be receiving a copy of Kid

Gloves for his beloved Amiga. I've

run out of space now, but don't forget

to send us any pokes, maps, tactics

and cheats for any of the latest

games - there's prizes up for grabs

Amiga Action



GTGA:
Loadsamoney (TM Out Of Dale Words 1989) 1 That's what you and your

band of blood-thirsty men are after, but getting it is the hard part. But

with a little bit of help you shouldn't have any trouble and you'll be
plundering the Treasure Fleet and the Silver Tram at each port, and then

the pieces of eight win really start rolling in,

SWORD
FIGHTINA

du will h

LOADING YOUR GUNS

The first thing you will have to

•'-.«.
. irt of sword lighting

-
, a will have to win at

; > ':
• -ig should prove no

problem, but as you progress

•-e game you w>li

i

:.--.«- "- not every one will

.1 beat as the 1

:-• -e you race

battle y ive to j»*

w se Ou ;

three you can

recommenc e

rape-anc s

goc d cnoice -

s gntly tonge

"te other sworos

?ve everything and

that is dor*e with a rapit

exactly amazing. The cutias* s

the other swore: nue to the

damage it will inflict on vour
enemy, but the cutlass has-its

weakness, and thai s as length

which isn l too- long Thr

longsword didn't really seen; to

have m uch to offer arn
verted to be a midri •

.'
-ad sword, I \

r
it better to

en* < go for carnage or length.

As soon as the fight begins,

advance toward your foe and
strike at him to draw first blood

As soon as you've hit him,

imediately take a step backwards

and then make another strike at

your opponent. If he has taken a

swing as well and your sword

nasn t hit. then take a step back

ana 'epeat the procedure again

SettJjatties are another part of

the game u -ou win need to

have total contru over it you are

to Jependmg on
which

; perjOv.: , -

osen. you w i" »-,
•

certain ship, but wh '-•.-..

you have started wit' :

is the one you wan* t

hands on This ship can carry

:e a few mon and cannons

aj|^Ljdtfflhr attacking enemy
Bnaneuvrable for

Hacking enemy
gate the tactics

^^^^^^ i depend J^vily

on what ship ,
. .:j again

-

^ |

you ha^ all tha:

* np.e sloop could

^uite a bit of grief. If

*
'(. Wr

." Wh
srH5s wit

you use

you re attacking a small ship it's

best to start turning straight away
so that you can get at least one

shot off, and when it hits, your

opponents will try to get away as

quickly as possible or bring the

ship together to fight it out with

the ever-trusty swords If the ship

runs simply race after it and
because of the damage you have

caused you should have no
problems catching it and making
i! show it s colours The bigger

ships on the other hand can be
dealt with how you want You can

blow the neii out of it if you want,

but it s more profitable to take her

m good nick t>y boarding her and
fighting it out that way

PIRATE
PROBLEMS

In™

You are bo^nd to come across at

jpie of pirates m your

/es(no, really^), but what
a you do with them once

you ve cj jght them? Well, it a I

depends on what yoitt country

::inj|^^Q^coi
has c a pirate £

'Ot a to! of I _
-

:; rig - t. -c ransom, bISause
. : , won • -

.
- anywhere to take

"iem. and it , _ . co ta>e him !

nly be a matter a - - before he

jumps /erboard, much to the

displease? of your cic.'. r'ou

can always ge: "formation to

where the Treasure F e»i or Silvb.

Tram is. but w^n a bit o' 'uck

you'll already be gett'-g tnis w
;rie governed ;

While we're c the subject of

. . <?rners a /.ays take a mission
'

: s offe'ea "or it a bonus and
most o:ne r tn.ngs can wait, and it

C ri
-"-' Amiga Action



GOING^
SHOPPING
Taking a lOHrt can be done Ir

: again while using c
J
. less popular way (b>

. -a * your men) is to brm£

*o a pos er€

the direction o|

your ship stall

ship l^ got Tc* 3"er. hotfe~ver

alth^^wh tic weakens the

' «1 consider^;-., it can atsolleac

Quite a few ot
,

. ->wn mer
being killed (Oh well, .-.- ^s men to

divide the prouder amonyst) Qi»

the other hand you -night aprove
of the more dtrecet approach o'

simply headmo otraight fr *he

town and *hen relyinp ot'i yo,/

skit^rji the sworrf to win the

ttle If you chor :- .-.:.:,

to git the wnd behind you as

you ^^aocn the town so that

you can get there quicker, thus

avoiding to much damage

helps you on the way to thew

next title up the tree and
hopefully some more information

on the where abouts of one of

your family Rescuemg your

family is quite important due to

the fact of the treasure maps that

they sometimes have These
treasure maps are usually a lot

better than the ones you can pick

up in taverns, and you don't even

have to pay anything for them.

and besides it looks a lot better

on your retirement details if

you've managed to find most if

not all of your family.

Amiga Action _' 9



Amiga 500
Batman Pack

£369.95

MAIL
ORDER SOFTSELLERS LTD

6 BOND STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP4 1JE

MAIL
ORDER

A590
Hard Drive

£369.95

5A DOG'S HEAD STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK (RETAIL) Q 36A OSBORNE STREET. COLCHESTER, ESSEX (RETAIL)

MAIL ORDER PURCHASE LINE (0473) 257158/210605 FAX NO. 0473 213457

688 Attack Sub 16,99

'Action Fighter 1599
'Adidas Championship Football 16 99
'Adidas Champ Tie Break 16.99

•Anarchy 13.99

"Ancient Art of War 1699
•Ancient Art of War At Sea 16.99

Ants Head (Datadisc) 12 99

'Aquaventura 24 99

Atomics i - i j.iffl

'Back to the Future 16.99

•Bad Blood 19 99

Balance of Power 1990 15 99

Barbarian II (Palace) 1699
'Barbarian II (Psygnosis) 16 99

Bankok Knights 16 99

BattJechess 16 99

Batman (The Movie) 16 99

Battte of Britain 19 99

•BatPe Command 16 99

'Bane Master 16 99

Battle Squadron 15 99

Betrayal 15 99

Bteck Tiger 16 99
"Blade Warrior 15 99

Blue Angels 1699

Bomber , 1999
•BSS Jane Seymour 16 99
Budakhan 16 99

Cabal 1699
Cadaver . 1699

'Carthage

Chase HO

.

.

Ul

1

Ml I
1599
1699

'Chaos,Dungeon Master

'Chaos Strikes Back 1699
1699
1699
1699

'Chess Champton 2175

"Chuck Jaegers AFT

Combo Racer 16.99

Conqueror 1699
'Corvette 1999
"Commandos Compilation 15.99

Cyberball 13.99

"Chicago 90 „ 12.99

Damocles 15 99
15 99

13 99

19 99

12.99

1999
1999

1699

1699

9.99

13 99

19 99
1599

16 99

1699

1999
1699

1699

13.99

1599

Day of the Tiger

L'dl 1 L/rtrfc* O - ..Miitt"MittitMtiM*it.*tiiitiiiMi

'Days of Thunder

Defenders of Ihe Earth

Dragons Breath

Dragon FfcQht

'Dragon War

.*...*»...

»

*

-*" ••*

Dungeon Master

Dungeon Master

"Dreadnought

Drakken

•Dynamic Debugger

'Dynasty Wars _...

•Eagle ftder

•Editon 1 (Comp)

--
PM«^W«f4i .

Emlyn Hughes miematcnal Soccer «...

E-mobon

"Epoch

Escape from the Plane! of Robot

•Eye of Hercules

"Flash Dragon

F29 Retaliator

F19 Stealth Fighter

F 16 Combat Pilot

^3'COn ...,*,» MMH**H**»

Falcon Mission Dtsks

*•« •»•(..« i*.

.......'.*,>>.

13 99

1699

13.99

16.99

19.99

15.99

19.99

1399

'Falcon Mission II

"Federation Quest I ...

rin*ii Danie »^ miwmrrt»nt»ti *w irtMH

i I'M »»•*-** -* **.*.****,* 4. ***•***••*****

Flood

"Fourth Dimension

"Frankenstein

Future Basketball

"Gold of the Aztecs

'Guns & Butter ,.,.„ ,

Halls of Montezuma ...

Hammerlist

'Harley Davidson

******* ******************

Hoyles Book of Games
impenum

Invanhoe ..

infestation

•International Championship
l ftImaILaamvsifcng

•International 3D TenrWs

Iron Lord ^
Italy 1990 ~

'It Came From The Desert

•Jack Boot

Jurnp*ng J3CXSOO •
..

Kick Off II World Cup Ed
Kick 0« Ertra Tme
'Kiilng Game Snow

Kia»

Knights o' Crystafcan

'Leaving Terramts

Leisure Suit Larry lit

Last Nrnja II
,

'Life & Death

Lost Patrol

"Last Stuntman

L-(JLJJf If .liUKM" MMUnHi(i*n KHtttf

"Magic Fly .,

'Mai* Johnson ....

ManUtd
Manic Mansion ,..,

"Matrix Maruaders

"Mtcroprose World Cup Soccer II

"Midnight Resistance

iWOWWl W »»-.»* »•**«•*•* *mnM»im

"Myth

'Nght Breed

TWO
'New York Wamor

North and South

"Nuclear War
Operation ThunrJerbO*

"Oriental

'Photon Storm

PinballMajc

Police Guest II

Planet Busters

i*#t»tiTttti(*'*'*'*"»"**"*****»-

Premier Collection 3 (Compilation)

Player Manager

P47

"Powerdroid

Pictonary

'Panic Siaiion

* ** ' K»l(H

""»*">

13.99

13.99

15.99

16.99

16.99

16.99

16.99

12.99

16.99

16.99

19.99

16.99

16.99

19.99

19.99

2499
16.99

1699

1699

16.99

16.99

1999

13,99

1699
12.99

12.99

1299

1299
1699

999
1399
1399
19 99

1259

16.99

24.99

16.99

19.99

16.99

12.99

16.99

16.99

12.99

16.99

16.99

16.99

15.99

16.99

19.99

13.99

16.99

16.99

1359
1399

15 99

1699

1659
1559
1359

1699

16.99

1359

19.99

12.99

1599

16.99

1699

13.99

Projectile 16.99

"Pyramax 1359

"Quarter Back 13.99

moiox .... *..**.********* *"* lo.uy

Rainbow Islands 16.99

Red Storm Rising 15.99

Resolution 101 1659

Risk 13.99

•Robo Cop II 16 99

•Rourkes Drift 16.99

S.EU.C.K 19 99

"Secret Agent Flys By 1699

'Shadow of the Beast II 2459

Shadow Wamors 1699

'Skate or Die

Starlight..

Stryx

Mltltlll t ***

-

1699

16 99

1359

1999

2459
Space Quest Hi

"StarTrek5

'Storm Across Europe 19.99

"Street Fghtrng Man 13.99

"Scroll 12 99

wflpnooo ************************* I...MU.4**. >y -7J

Shadow of the Beast .. 16 99
Sherman M4 16 99

•SnowStnke 19 99
Star Blaze 13 99
"Super Quintet 1559

Super Cars...

"Silver Blades

SimCrty

1699

19 99

'Steven Hendn/ Champicosn^ Snooker 16 99

'Subbuwo 16 99

'Super League Manager 16 99
Super League Soccer 1699
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Tennis Cup 1659

The Keep 16.99

"The Plague 1659
"Thunder Strike 1659

Time Machine 16.99

"Toyottes 13.99

Tnad III or IV 1659
TV Sports Football 16.99

"Trivial Pursuit (Family Edition) 1659
Theme Park 16 99

Total Recall 16 99

Turbo Buggies - 1399
Tusker 16 99

TV Sports Basketball -

|
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Trivia 1599

TrackAtlack 1699

Ultimate Goo* 1699
Ultimate Darts 1699
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Untouchables 16 99

"UMS II 15.99

"Ultima V 1999

'Up 4 Away 1699
'Views Fry Trap 1359

"VoHander 1659

'Warmonger 16.99

Wings 1659

World Cup Soccer 50 1359

Warhead ., 16.99
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Xenomorph u»m < 16 99

Xenon II 1659

X-Oui 1399

DISC BOXES
WITH DISCS

3.5* 40 Holder Lockable with

10 3.5' dsdd discs £11.99

3.5" 40 Holder Lockable with

20 3.5" dsdd discs £15.99

3.5" 40 Holder Lockable with

40 3.5" dsdd discs £27.99

3.5" 80 Holder Lockable with

10 3.5" dsdd discs £13.99

3.5" 80 Holder Lockable with

40 3.5' dsdd discs £29.99

3.5' 80 Holder Lockable with

80 3.5" dsdd discs £49.99

JOYSTICKS
Cheetah 1 25 £7.99

Cheetah Starprobe £1 1 .99

Pro 5000 Extra Glo Green .... £13.99

Pro 5000 Extra Glo Red £13.99

Pro 5000 Black £1 1 .99

OS Turbo III £9.99

PERIPHERALS
Replacement mouse + mouse

holder + mouse mat £29.95

Four Player Adaptor £5.95

Mouse Mat £4.95

Joystick Extender £5.95

Dust Cover £4.95

DISCS

avowal
Unbonded

Qty10

£6 99

OtyM QtySO Qty 100

til 59 £2999 £4999

3.5**04

Sony Branded £1 1.99 £2299 £5499 £99 99

DISC BOXES
3.5' 40 Holder Lockable £4.99

3.5" 80 Holder Lockable £6.99

5.25' 50 Holder Lockable £4.99

5.25" 120 Holder Lockable £6.99

CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO S0FTSELLERS. POST AND PACKING FREE IN UK except hardware, charged at cost. OVERSEAS £1.50 per Hem. Subject to availability and price change

wllhout notice. 'Some lilies may not be released at time of going to press. Shop prices may vary, bul personal callers can claim advertised discounts on production ol cutoff slip.

TITLE COMP COST

Amiga 500
Class of 90 Pack

£529.95
TOTAL COST £

1
1

Name....

Address

Tel No

Have you ordered from us before Yes

AA Sept

No

Amiga Flight

ol Fantasy

£369.95



Yes, we know that it has only just been reviewed, but D.G.

Lane from Mansfield has already solved Paul Woakes*
massive space romp and, being the kind soul he is, has
sent in a full guide of what to do and when...

Dphxlcs
nan aa-Dq-nal

METIS
Fly to Metis, landing at 5:06. Collect the washbasin
(walk towwards the table that faces you as you enter

the room), and the wall behind the table will move
becxause it is actually a door disguised as a wall. This

newly-found room reveals the washbasin you seek.

within which is the next Nova Trigger.

Get the spaceship as instructed

and pilot it to location 12:14. A
computer isjocated here, so
collect it and fly to location 15:03

and buy the pressure suit you find

there. Next, make your way to

Snow Island and land at location

3:00. Make your way to the

cupboard and take the Nova
Trigger from within it. Now fly to

Bare Island (Loc 6:02) and use
the ground floor transporter

several times until the compass
tells you that you are at location

7:01. This is the city of Gaea, so

find the sideboard and collect the

Nova Trigger that is hidden in it.

Then make your way back the

way you came.
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GAEA
Head for Chaldea Metropolis on

Gaea, and make your way to 6:06.

Take the gold from the basement
there, and fly to 5:08 and sell it.

Now shoot off to 5:06 and tae the

Hi-Fi which has another Trigger in

it. Alll that remains now is to collect

the Nova Bomb. Head for location

09:02 and you will find it in the

basement now prepare to meet—

i-en,

DAMOCLES
Head for the deadly comet
and land on it. Drop the

Nova Bomb and retreat to a

safe distance. Switch on the

collected Nova Triggers one

by one and the comet will

eventually explode and the

reward will be yours!

This is, of course, only

one way of completing the

game, and D.G. reckons it

can be done in an hour He
also mentions that if you
want to open the Novagen
safe at 02:11 in Birmingham
Island on Dion, just placre

some explosie on the top to

detonate it.

w



CASTLE MASTER
Jules Davis, of High Wycombe, has sent in a complete

solution for Domark s brilliant Freescape romp.

KEYS:
1 Kitchen;- on left of door as you

enter

2. Igor's chamber:- m chest.

3 Vault Vesibule:- on north wall

4. In stable- on horse, under it's

chest.

5 Hay barn;- behind hay stack

immediately to righl of door

(NE corner)

6. Well -at top of well shaft,

7. Chapel roof;- on chapel roof,

get by standing on drawbridge

and closing it

8. Shrine;- on top of gold nugget

Get into shrine by activating

book on far leii of top shelf in

library, then stand on chair

revealed.

9 Wizard's hut- on top of chair

back, stand on table to reach.

10 Pentacle vault;- north wall. Get

all Pentacles.

PENTACLE
1 Bell tower- Pull rope until

pentacle appears directly under

bell pull

2 Gatehouse- enter from k
ledge, immediately on right of

entrance.

3 Dragon's hoard;- on crv

all treasure, pentacle appears.

replacing lock

4 Junk room;- crawl onto bottom

shelf, go to the back, then

stand up.

5. Display room;- enter from

granary by climbing into chest

then closing it.

- Rest of Pentacles are in

catacomb caverns

RIDDLES/MESSAGES/CLUES
bid thee welcome stranger

To Castle Master s realm:

Thine own twtnself in danger

To fail or overwhelm

2 Be foot loose and fancy free

To weave thine way without

gloss

3 When my face is drained

I stare down open mouthed
4 The place of the word of the

lord must truly be understood

5. A needle in a sneezling stack

Is silver within gold

6. A louse crawls faster

A mole crawls deeper

Bui very well

*dab atwtiich

Is the qc

8

Sees all once overtooked

9 To stand on high ce

First leap off hinge an :

10 Inside the blerr >es

Within the heart

Below the neck

Above the gut

t l.What ails or ales one thing is

clear Spirits are not served here

12.With all spirits unemployed
Magister maybe then destroyed

13.Would a sore throat from

Greece Free an emperor from

Rome When one is born every

minute

14.The final gaurdian waits within

Magister is his name
But thou shalt not proceed to

win Whilst spirits do remain

15.When feeling not sick

Look to liquid assets

16 A well placed rock is all you
need To make the drawbridge fall

wdh speed

ENTRANCES TO
CATACOMBS

1 Well;- crawl into well

2. Hot baths- enter hot baths,

empty entrance at bottom of pool

3. Wizard's hut:- under rug.

4. Under large rock;- push rock

after drinking strength potion.

5. Chapel - oehina pulpit.

- These lead to catacomb caverns

where pentacles are located, Final

entrance from NW tower

POSIONS
1. Strength potion - Inn, on table.

Required to open pottery and
move large rock.

2. Rock travel- in pottery, throw

rock at door, and normally you

will beteleported.

3. Recuperation:- under barrier m
display chamber



NOTES AND HINTS

- There are 27 sprites including

the dragon. These must be
destroyed before the Magister can

be killed.

- Maximum health is 12 weights (6

on each side) = Herculean

- To get onto chapel roof, stand on

the darwbrmge then close

Note- do not do this u^ I
ou

have the key from the wizara s hut

and have entered the catacombs

from under the large rock, and

ihen under the rug in the wizard's

hut.

- Lifting weights In the gymnasium

increases your health.

- Standing in hospital cures you

upto normal health

- The spirit in the courtyard will

only appear when a rock is thrown

at the flag.

- To enter the junk room, fire at the

plate (on the left of the door), until

it disappears, enabling the door to

i
.
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BE FOOTLOOSE
AND FANCY FREE

TO WEAVE THXNE MAY
MXTHOU* GtOSS

be open*

- T_ - :*ragc -cot e

tee ey

disappear

- To kill the Magister shoot s

nead (not eyes)

- To confront the dragon, star* on

level 4 in the SW tower. Enter onto

the ballroom balcony, there is a

break next to the last door, drop

down, and commence along the

south passage.
- To find the Magister, go to the SE
tower and press the button in the

king's solar on level 4 Then reach

accross the second barrier in the

corridor, and activate the crank

B B
GREAT HAX»X>

Go round to the south passage
(the long way) and you will be
able to enter the Magister" s room.

- A final piece of treasure appears

on the table in the wizard's hut

after the key has been colleced

from the chape; roof Use rock

travel lo transport yourself from

the window in the gymnasium to

the wizard's hut. then collect

treasure and transport back.



17 Bit Software
Tttat Bit Better Than The Rest!!

PO Box 97, Wakefield WF1 1XX, England. Tel: 0924 366982
The UK's Largest Amiga Only PD User Group, over 650 Top Quality Domain Disks and over 13,500 members in our friendly club!!

PD PACKS ! ! PD PACKS ! I PD PACKS ! !

GRAPHICS PACK!!
Over 90 Brilliant screens

featuring some of the best in

Amiga Art. Features Many
artistic styles: Fantasy, Hand-
draw, Ray-Traced, Colour-
Cycling, Digitised etc..

7 Disk Pack - £11.00

GAMES PACK!!
Sick of paying over the odds for the

same old games - try our games
pack, seven disks crammed with

loads of popular PD games; shoot-

em-ups, puzzle games, RPG's etc!

Brilliant value.

7 Disk Pack - £11.00

MUSIC PACK!!
These disks really show off the

Amiga's sonix capabilities. Loads
of tunes covering just about the

best in Amiga music! Remember,
they sound even better blasting

through your hi-fi!!

7 Disk Pack - £11.00

FREE LIFE MEMBERSHIP WITH ANY OF THESE PACKS!!

DEMO PACK!!
Some amazing examples of

Amiga coding at it's best!

Various demos, intros,

megodemos and animations. All

go to show why the Amiga is the

number ONE home computer!

7 Disk Pack - £11.00

ONE MEG PACK!!
A pack of disks for Expanded
Amiga's only. Featured here are

some of the greatest Amiga demos
ever. Some awesome animations
that'll leave you speechless!

7 Disk Pack - £11.00

ADULT PACK
Seven disks for the more mature
Amiga owner (i.e. OVER 18's

ONLY!!) Featuring slideshows of

lovely ladies in various states of

undress and an animation!

7 Disk Pack - £11.00

MEMBERSHIP - Are YOU a member of 17 Bit Software? The UK's largest, friendliest AMIGA club going? NO?
Why not? We offer THE BEST service, THE BEST PD, THE BEST prices. Join today with the mind blowing

QUICKSTART PLUS PACK. 2 newly updated Disks of Various PD Programs/Demos, a Catalogue Disk and the

latest issue of our popular Disk Update!

ALL 4 DISKS PLUS LIFE MEMBERSHIP - JUST £6.50!!!

PD DISCS JUST £2.00 TO CLUB MEMBERS

MEGADOS
Megados is an AM1GADOS Manual-

on-Disk designed to be an easy to use

Self Help reference and tutorial for

understanding the CLI and the

WORKBENCH, and the background

to AM1GADOS.

MEGADOS
THE AMIGADOS MANUAL ON
DISK-FOR LEARNING HOW TO
REALLY USE YOUR AMIGA!!

AVAILABLE NOW
ONLY £6.95

Please send me the following goods (tick the packs you require):

C GRAPHICS PACK ADULT PACK MUSIC PACK

C DEMO PACK — 1MEG PACK _ GAMES PACK

MEGADOS QUICKSTART PLUS PACK.

Already a 17 Bit member? Please quote your membership
number here:-

Name:

Address:

Total money enclosed: £ . - Method of payment:
Don't forget to enclose your Cheque/Postal Order or Credit Card Details!!

Visa/access orders welcome over the phone. Telephones manned until 8PM
Monday To Friday.



Anyone familiar with the 64 version of this

disappointing conversion shouldn't have any
trouble completing it as there don't seem to

be any differences in the solution. However,
the first person to swend in the solution is

Clywd s very own Phil Thompson, so here it is

in all its glory.

THE SEWERS
Walk through the first three rooms,

then go right and collecl the key.

Go back into the last room ana
jump over the gap. Walk forward

until falls and then follow it Use
the key you found and on the

grate and drop down into

nole When you come up to the

three doors, go through the one
that is furthest away Jump over

the scurrying rats and keep going

until you come up against more
doors. This time, go through the

nearest one Hold the dfunl

bottle and walk into the torch until

the bottle glows red When the

Alligator attacks, throw the bottle

at it and exit through the door it

was guarding

THE PARK
From the opening screen, go
through the curtain and avoid the

bloke m the next room so that you
can punch the box on the right-

hand wall. Go back outside, and

a trap door wiull have opened.

drop through it and lake the key

that is m the bottom left-hand part

of the screen. Exit * ,s
is room, and

head for the screens thai have
got public loos m them Within

each of the ladies loos, you will

find the two pieces neccessary to

making the nunckaaka. Once you

have collected both parts, you

will have your first weapon.Make
your way to the food stand and

take the burger you find there for

an extra life. Continuing, take the

map which is located near the

gate, and then collect the

shurikens which are hidden in a

bin in the screen just before you
meet the deadly juggler Once
you've got them, somersault past

the juggler and collect the map
that you find on the next screen.

Climb up the gate and somersault

into the next screen to find the

staff Climb down, and head for

the gate which is opened using

the key Somersault on to the boat

as it floats past, and then

straight off on to the other sioe

Head for the small s crz .

the boat will hav«r- go:

prod it with the staff. Return to the

bee screen and then to the other

screen. Jump on the boat and on

to the other side -

THE STREETS
Enter the workmans hut and pick

up the manhole key On the

screen with the flasnmg door,

take the sword that is located on

the wall after kicking the door
down Find the drunk and n.ck his

bottle, then take the hotdog for

the stand for another life, and use
use the key on the manhole and
drop down the opened hole.

THE OFFICE
Go through the blue door and
touch the computer. Make a note

of ; ; gives you and
'oMowmg the path

> - come across two doors

Go ' e top one a r

pick up control to operate the

button Climb the ladder to the

: screen and go into the room
with the tan. Pick up the grate

and exit on to the ledge Now
carefully make your way along

the ledge and climb up the

ladder. As the helicopter pulls

away, somersault onto landing

skids.

* •

THE HOUSE
Pull down on the joystick when
going past the turret Go from the

turret on the left and walk to the

window along the grey strip

Somersault through the window
and walk down the corridor to the

big door Take the rope and go
down, turn off the alarm and go
through the entrance behind the

plant. Punch the wall switches

and make your way through the

maze towards the steam engine

Touch the right-hand switch to

redirect the steam jet and go
through the door.

r-^
THE

BASEMENT
Go thro 'he p * bo-es,

• :e
r and the go lei

•-
.

- the credit card and go
.;: -ne door at tne end. Tak^

the chicken, go back qnd use thl

ladder to go down. Go right to

find some rail cars, but be sure to

somersault over the dangerous
hnes and repeat this process with

the next set of lines. Grab th$

hamburger and head for the
stacked crates Somersault over

them (you may have to z;gzag
over them) and head fo r 'he room
full of bottles and go down Hold

the chicken to fend off the

panther, and use the credit card

on the box to enter the lit:

THE FINAL
BATTLE

Head for the pentacle. and go to

the tapestry to reveal a safe.

Using the number you got off the

computer, unlock the safe. Take

|he orb and, as you do this.

Bjunitoki will appear. Kill htm so
that he falls inside the points of

the pentacle and before he gets

up lighi each of the candles He
will now be powerless, allowing

you to put the orb back in the

safe and complete the game.



HESSCHAMPIO,
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0NLYC18.99
IN STOCK NOW
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DATA DISC

OTH ONLY 1,2 99

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS
Out Angels £1699
European Superleague £13 99
Pool of Radiance £1999
Adidas Gotten Shoe £16 99
U.M S II £15.99
Myth. £16 99

TOP 50 CHART

Meg>

Blade Warrior

Liverpool - The Game
The Puntsher

Chaos Strikes Back

.

Starilight ....

Star Trek V
Tusker
Vermmator
Barbarian II (Psynosis)
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£1699
£1699
£1699
£1699
£16.99
£1699
£1699
£1599
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DtHaArmaryte £1399 P'pe Mama
Bombe* Misskw Disc

Dynamic Debugger
Final Battle

Sly Spy
Back 10 the Future 2
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£1399
£1699
£1699
£1699
£16 99

£12 99
E1699
£1899
£1699
£16 99
£23 99
£1999
£1999
£1799
£13 99
£1799
£1499
£16 99
£12 99
£1699

Escape from the Planet of the

Robot Monsters
Roto*
DragonfligW
1 1© orcoK *..*..

Samt Dragon
Codename k»man
Uttima V
»f i riy ti ..*, « ..»*...

Vendetta
Falcon Mission Disc 2
Snowstnke
Welltns

GokJ of the Aztecs
Ooops Up!
The Keep ..

Midnight Resistance £16.99
Combo Racer £13 99
Unreal * ....£

Battlemaster £1699
Beast 2 £2199
Oriental Games £16.99

ACCESSORIES
Mouse Mat 6mm £3 99
Mouse House £3 99
Amiga 500 Dust Cover £4 99
Amiga 4 Player Adaptor £7 99
Disc Cleaning Kit £3.99
NAKSHA Mouse £2999
Contriver Mouse £19 99
40 Lockable Disc Box £5.99
BO Lockable Disc Box £7.99

Bo* 10 Sony branded £9.99

Box 10 Bulk Disc £6.99
Cheetah 125* £7.99

Quick Joy Jettighler £12.99
Navigator with A/Fire £10.99

Speeding with Autofire £9.99
Pro 5000 £12 99
Cumana External Drive £69 99
Star LC 10 Printer £16999
Star LClO Colour Printer £21999
Commodore 1084S Stereo Monitor £249 99
Batman or Fantasy Amiga 500 Packs £369 99

....£16 99

....£1699

....£1999

£1699
.£26 99

....£1999

...£1499

.£16.99

£11 99
....£1699

....£13.99

... £14.99

Escape from Smges Castle £22 99

Super Cars (Gremlin) £16.99

Klax

Midwinter

The»r Finest Hour
ivanhoe

Leisuresud Larry 3

Pirates

Castie Master

Operation Thunderbolt

Chase HQ
tt Came From The Desefl (1

Turbo Outrun

Space Ace

T.V. Sports Basketball

Manchester United

Rainbow Islands

Player Manager
Conqueror

X-Out . i „ , -

Sherman M4

.£9 99
£18.99

£19 99
£16.99

E26.99

£16.99

£1499
£1699

Ultimate Golf

Manhunter in San Francisco (1 Meg)
Hero's Quest (1 Meg)
Hammerfist

War Head .

Dynasty Wars
Emtyn Hughes Soccer

Rourke's Drift

Resolution 101

Last Ntnja 2

Flood
.

Neuromancer (1 Meg
Lost Patrol

Red Storm Rising

Shadow Wamor..
Kick Off 2..

Projectyle .

Thunderstrike

Colonels Bequest

Conquest of Cameiot

Impenum
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Jumping Jackson £16.99

Tumcan £13.99

F29 Retaliate* £16.99

Damocles £14.99

Space Quest 2(1 Meg)
Kings Quest 4

International 3D Tennis .,....—.,

£16 99
£19 99

£23 99
£16 99
£1699
£1699
£1299
£1499
£1499
£1699
£16 99
£16.99

£1699
£1699
£1699
£1299
£16 99
£1499
£26 99
£26 99
£1699
£1499
£22 99
£22 99
£13.99

£1599

STAR WARS TRILOGY - ONLY C9.99

StW Ware. EmprB Stnkes Back. Return of the Jedi

MAGNUM 4 ONLY £18.99
Double Oagon. Batman Capec Crusade.

Operation Wo*> AJloftwmer

COMPUTER HITS II-0NLY £8 99
Tetns. Black Shadow, GoWen Path, Joe Blade

WORLD CUP COMPILATION-ONLY £14.99
Tfacksurt Manager. Kick Off,

International Soccer,

HEROES-ONLY £17,99
Barbarian 2 Rynn-ng Man, Licence to KM.

Return of jett

LMiHT FORCE-ONLY £16.99
Bio Challenge. Ik*, R Type. V oyager

SUPHIME CHALLENGE FLIGHT C0MMAKD ONLY €14 9S

Ehmnatofp S^ychase Stnke Force Hamer.

Lancaster. Sfcyfox II

TRIA0 3 -ONLY £19-99
rocket Ranger. SpeedbaH. Blood Money

PREMIER COLLECTION 2- ONLY £9.99
Mercenary. Custodian,

Eliminator. Backlash

WICKED GAMES PACK - ONLY £7,99
Bouncer. Pacoe. Backgammon. Invaders. Ball Raider II,

Swooper. Spacebaiier Dtablo Zpirai Othello

SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS J
Leaderboard £6.99

Rocket Ranger £6.99
Marble Madness £7.99

.....
.
>--.<

i
i

'/.Meo. Upgrade £44.99

V, Meg Upgrade win C*or> £49 99

'', Meg • Dungeon Master £59 99

V Meg • Dragons La* £69 99
V.Meg*.. £59 99

7 Meg Ooid o' the Realm £49 99

V. Meg Space Ace £99 99

V, Meg Hero's Oueat £0699
V, Meg * It Came From The Dessert £09 99
'/. Meg • Lost Dulchmans Mines £54 99

NB. If any of the above games are required

with v Meg and Clock add £5

Bards Tale I

Dragon Spirit

ShufflepacK Cafe
T.V. Sports Football

Galaxy Force
Brian dough's Football

Eliminator
r"i5>'» i. <mt *

Knstal

Emmanuelle

..£7.99

£4.99
..£4.99

£12.99
.£2.99
£6.99

..£4.99

..£7.99

.£9.99
..£7.99
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Lords of the Rising Sun £t t .99

Fernandez Must Die
Hunt for Red October
Paciand
Contact m Europe
Joan o' At
Que*] »or trw Time Brd

TneiPbrsuts
CyoemodM

£3 99
£9 99
£7 99
£7 99
£7 99
£9 99
£4 99
E9JS
£4 99
£*99

Baal „..„

Menace
Ballistix

Beast + T. Shirt..

Laser Squad
Passing Shot
3 Stooges
Tank Attack
Bioodwych
Interphase
Treasure Island Dizzy

Gauntlet II

Spy Vs Spy
Spy Vs Spy II

Spy Vs Spy III

Thunderbirds
F bail Manager II *
Exp Kn
Dairy Double Horse
Raong
SanMDM Soared

..£4.99

..£4.99

..£4.99

£10.99
..£6.99

..£4.99

..£7.99

,..£7.99

...£9.99

..£7.99

..£4.99

.£7 99
..£4.99
..£4.99

£499
£4 99

. Li £ sy

Sim City £14 99
Drakken £14.99
North and South £9.99
Millenium 2.2 £9.99
Blood Money £6.99
Boulderdash Const. Kit £4.99
Dynamite Dux £7.99
Gold of the Realm (1M) .£4.99
Lombard RAC Rally £9.99
Art of Chess £4 99
Manic Miner £7 99
Oil Impenum £7 99
Tower of Babel £8 99
Weird Dreams £8 99
MrHeli £899

Hotywood Poker Pm £7J0
Dn>n SbjrJo

I

£9 99
£~99
£4 99
£6 99
£4 99

Toobm..
Hard Drivin

Infestation

GaWegons Domain
Time 4 Mage
Question of Sport

Commando
Turn It

£4 99
£8 99
£9 99
£5 99
£7 99
£3 99
£4 99
£9 99
£7 99

ART & SOUND
StuflioMagik £52 99
Faravrsion £2499
AMOS £3299
Photon Paint II £14 99
Deluxe Video III £5999

Deluxe Music Cons. Set . £49 99
Deluxe Pamt II £9 99
Mastersound £32 99
Can Do £6999
Quarrel £34 99

5c*"

UTILITIES & BUSINESS

SIM CITY*
TERRAIN EDITOR
BOTH ONLY E22.

9

*¥T^

F19
STEALTH FIGHTER

ONLY £18 99
IN STOCK NOW.

CLASSIC COLLECTION

Dungeon Master 11 Meg) £16.99
Dungeon Master Editor £7 99
Batllechess £16.99
3D Pool .. £1399
Colossus Chess X £1 2 99
Steve Davis Snooker £999
Kings Ouesl Tnple Pack £24 99
Falcon £1999
FUght Simulator II £24 99
Scenery Disc 7. 9 or 11 £10 99
Scenery Disc Japan or Europe £10 99
War in Middle Earth £ 13 99
Airborne Ranger £1599
Robocop £1699

Twin World £16 99
Wayne Gretzky's Hockey £1599
Deluxe Scrabble £13 99
Dragons Lair (1 Megl £26 99
Bards Tale il £1699
Ferrari Formula 1 £16 99
Grand Pru Circuit £16 99
Ultima IV £16 99
ZakMcKraken £16 99
Forgotten Wortdt £13 99
Test Drive II £16 99
Snoot em Up Construction Kit £19.99
Balance o' Power 1990 £19 99
R.VF Honda £16 99
Indy Jones The Adventure £16 99
KtckOfl £9 99
Falcon Mission Disc £13 99
Populous . £16 99
Populous Promised Lande £7 99
Super Cars (T.D II Disc[ £8 99
California Challenge (T.D II Disci £8 99
688 AttackSub £1699

Gunshtp £12.99
Microprose Soccer £8 99
Carrier Command £10.99
Dragons Flame £16.99
Borodino £19.99
Demons Tomb £12 99
Hillsfar £16.99
Gold of the Americas £16 99
Leisuresuit Larry I £1699
Leisuresuit Larry II £1999
Space Rogue £18 99
Heroes of the Lance £16 99
Manhunter of New York £19 99
p icliOnrtry ,,,.,<-.,<* ,n*»,**i. , * Ho yy
Posirnan Pal * Co 99
V< (VI H tf.

.

t* n IHtMfl.ll IIMMill L*J

7

J

Virus Killer £7.99
Red Lightning £19.99
Tracksult Manager £13 99
European Space Shuttle £24 99
The Cycles £16 99
Bridge Player 2150 £1999
Ktck Off Extra Time £5 99
Manic Mansions £1699
Keef the Thief £16.99
Austerlitt £16.99
Full Melal Planet £1699
Gazzas Soccer £14 99
F16 Combal Pilot £16.99
Untouchables £16.99
Hound of Shadow £16.99
European Challenge (TD II Disc) £8.99
Muscle Cars (TD IIDiSC) £8 99
*****

- L I v 3U
C> w 1 ±^r . . . . . . .... . H ....... . L ' J jZf

''C" Lrs

+

F

1 *

I

* 4 -

14

I £16.99
Stunt Car Racer £16.99
Krtqjns 0' Crysyallon £20 99
ProTeon* Tour £16 99
Dragons Breath £19 99
Cyberbai £11 99

A-ita MtTi 128M
DevPacii
Dig»calc —.
Hisoft Baste

mm
Maws

u *

£44 99
£27 99
£59 99

.-t

£164 99

£599*

Fan Pal £9999
£2199

Please note that not all forthcoming attractions are released at the scheduled time.

These will be despatched within 24 hours of release, subject to availability.

Discover r^emjstry

Otscover wen*

Fun SchOOJ ii (under 6

1

Foa School nM
For School il 6*

fcdTa*
Talk

EDUCATIONAL
£13 99 Discovery Maths
£13 99 My Paint

£13 99 Discovery Spelling

£13 99 First Letters . Words
£12 99 First Shapes
£12 99 Dinosaur Dtscovery Kit ..

£12 99 Punie Storybook
£19 99 Rhyming Notebook
£19 99 Discovery f up Discs

*

£1999
£24 99
£19 99
£19 99
£1999
£1999
£19 99
.£1999
..£999

41 SOUTH STREET, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8NT TEL: 0525 377974 FAX: 0525 852278

rORDER FORM ¥S50

'

Please supply me with the following for

Computer

Titles Price

* *< AMIGA ACTION SEPT

Date:

.

Name:

Address:

Postcode

Tel

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

-I

Please make cheques

& PO payable to

Turbosoft

Orders under £5 please add

50p per item. Over £5 p&p
in UK. Elsewhere please add

£1 .50 per item.

N.B. Please state clearly

mode of computer & also

cassette or disc when ordering



Greetings,

welcome to

pokes corner.

Once again, the
response has been

overwhelming.
Maybe some of you out

there could write in with

suggestions on games that

w YOU would like to have Mark
' hack. Let's have a delve deep
into this months bag of goodies

and see what we can come up
with.This month. Crackdown, Dan Dare

III, Escape From The Planet Of The Robot
/ Monsters, and Castle Master all fall foul of

Mark's disassembler, allowing us to

Ais months batch of type ins.,.

ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET OF THE ROBOT M0NSTER5
Pokes zcm
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63 Bridge Street
Ev»»hom

Worcs WR1 1 4SF
IT 0386-765180
lax: 0386- 49761

Open Men - Sat. 9. 00 - 5 30

RETAIL SHOWROOMS
6 Glliion Rood

CCambridge CBl 2HA
tT 0223-323898
tax: 0223-322863

Opan Mon - Sal. 9 30 • 6 00
Sp90***t Education Cmntrv

1762 Per.hore Rood
Cotteridoe

Birmingham B30 3BH9 021-458 4564
lax: 021-433 3625

Opan Mon -Sal. 9.00- ISO

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY
Same day despatch whenever possible. Express Courier delivery £5.00 extra.

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
Unit 9 St Richards Rd, Evesham, Worcs WR11 6XJ

Call us now on <D 0386-765500
Sines. OpanMon-Sal. 9 00-5 30

Tachrwcal support (opan Mon-Fn. 9.30

Fax:0386-765354
5 30) : 0386-40303

IS Send off Order with Cheque, Postal

Order or ACCESS/VISA <ard details

Government. Educiuon A PLC order? welcome
All products covered by 12 Months Wumtty
All foodi tutyco to svaiUbtlHY, E.AOE.

Buy with confidence Irom one ol Ihe longest established companies in their field, with a reputation tor good service and prices. We have invested heavily

in a computer system to enable our Telesales staff lo provide up-to-the-minute stock information, coupled with highly efficient order processing. Our fully

equipped Workshop enables us to carry out almost any repair on our premises. We leet sure that you won t be disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros,

All A500 PaCktlQGS alSO
K *" fc,rf ^ ,(J '• J>iws Wordwnqht iw processor)

Leatherneck Dclcon 5 Ntqcl Manbdl s Grand Prix
include the tOMOWing : B.itile Squadron High Steel Bctior Dead th;m Alien

bupcr Hucy
Goldrunnrr
Niqhl Walk

Amiga 500 51 2K Flight of Fantasy pack includes 4 software titles and TV modulator £379.00

Amiga 500 512K Batpack includes 4 software titles and TV modulator £379.00

Amiga 500 1Mb Batpack {OR F.O.F. Pack) features our 1Mb RAM Upgrade fitted £415.00
Amiga 500 Batpack (OR F.O.F. Pack) with Drive includes our 3.5" External Drive £435.00

Amiga 500 1Mb Batpack (OR F.O.F. Pack) with Drive

AMIGA
SPECIAL
DEALS

features our 1Mb RAM Upgrade plus 2nd 3.5" External Drive .... ""MMtlH flftfff* ... £470.00

VkS-Amtga vkJeo dignisef packaoa . C 95.00
Vki-Chrome colour accessory tor Viol-Amiga £ 16.00
MmlGEN Genkx* Adaptor ™».™™™™ £95 X
Contriver Hi-Has roplaoomani Mouse packaoa £22.95
Nafcaha Hi-Res replacement Mouaa psefcaos — - £28 95

PhiKps CM8833 colour montior inc.cable C 259 00
A Max Mac Emulator wrth 2 1 Mac ROMS £249 00
AMOS Game Creator £37.50
Music-X IneredtWy powerful music package £129 00
Home Accounts (Dtgrta) — £18 95

Krafl TracKoaM (plugs into mouse
/
joystick port) .. £44.95 Amiga 500 dust cover ....£4.99

CBM A590 HARD DRIVE
Good quality Commodore 20Mb Hard
Disk, indudinp us own PSU and built-in

cooling Ian. Features sockets for up to
2Mb ol RAM expansion (see below).
Auioboots when used with Kickstan 1.3.

A590 (20Mb) only C379.00
40Mb version only E499.00

A590 512K RAM Upgrade tot £36.00
A590 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit £70.00
AS90 2Mb RAM Upgrade kit £135.00
RAU upgraOM tiled iret «*en bought w«i A590

d

Genuine replacement
Commodore Amiga PSU .. E39.95

A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES

MM - - * v - 4 »

*

MEMORY
UPGRADE

«ai ONLY £39.95
_j includinq VAT &

delivery

51 2K RAM/CLOCK EXPANSION FEATURES :

,Y Direct replacement for the A501 expansion
:< Convenient On / Off Memory Switch
..v Auto-recharging battery backed Real-time Clock
vV Compact unit size : Ultra-neat design
vV Only 4 low power consumption FASTRAMs

512K RAM expansion without clock only £34.95

NEW! 1.5MB RAM BOARD
:< Fully populated board increases total RAM to 2MB !

,Y Plugs into the trapdoor expansion (as with 512K unit)

•> Auto-recharglng Battery Backed Real-Time Clock
,v Socketed FASTRAM ICs lor accommodation up to 1.5M8
Note : whan installing over 512K. an internal connection to the GARY chip is required

Unpopulated RAM Expansion Board with Clock— £39.95

RAM Board with Clock, with 512K FASTRAM Installed C 69.95

RAM Board with Clock, with 1 Mb FASTRAM Installed £94.95

RAM Board with Clock, with full 1.5Mb FASTRAM Installed .. £119.95,

PHILIPS 15" FST

TV/ Monitor
(MODEL 2530)

With Its dedicated monitor
Input, this model combines
the advantages of a high
quality medium resolution

monitor with the convenience
of remote control Teletext TV -

at an excellent low price I

£269.00
Includes VAT, delivery

and computer
connection lead

3.5" EXTERNAL DRIVES

Slimline design
Suits any Amiga
Quality Citizen mechanism
Very quiet; does not 'click'

On / Off switch on rear of drive

Throughport connector
8S0K Formatted capacity

Long connection cable for location

either side of computer
Full 12 months guarantee

5.25" External 40 80 Track Drive also available, only £99.00

Superb low price!

£59.95
including VAT
and delivery

SPECIAL NEW PRODUCTS
- -ir%i GET CONNECTED 1

lS/1 • I
0u' new fuflv compatible. high quality

MIDI Interface connects directly with the

MTPDPA^P Ami^a serial P°rt and provides IN. OUTIINII-lvr/AN^U and THRU ports for good flexibility.

#*N 1 a ia r\r Features LED Indicators on each port to

t/f IV 5fc 1 T •VJj asslst eosG °' use and also 'or diagnostic
* purposes. Superb compact design.

*m*m«* m. .
HEAR THAT STEREO

!

k5SA\ Vouf AmiQa Produces excellent quality hi-fi

" *"»**^^»» stereo sound Enjoy Ngh auotty. stereo sound

*», .1*^. *..***«-««. reproduction to the ful wtth our great new

SP6CIK6I SVSTSr tw1n ****«' 5vst©rn. TESSA (twin ergonornkc

' stereo speokers, amptfted). Incorporates a

/"Xatlw CIA AC spectoty designed, auatty 2.5 watt per

V^l V % 04i70 ! channel ampMer. including volume control.
* to obtain the best sound.

•vrni-A «Aii^iK S-S-SAMPLE THIS !

S> rtfrC 1 Si IM 1 O"*** W ccrnpatbiTy wfh c#nc*t any AmigaVllilXkV %P^^\Zl^la* ouOto dO^ae* sonwora. 01* Soirt3 Sorrvjtsr (ecitu-01

- A _ --»- -»_. eicsssnt cscutry. ysriahg cCesaona resutv The

NA ft/iPi CD rrt°fy A/D convener qn*s q dkjmaro reaoutton or up
%jr\IVir LCIx 10 SOXtft. wtho lost slaw rote Two phono sockaftare

provided for stereo lw npui pU on option for

/"Nn |w k^ OO OC mfctopnor* Aojuttoole qot- B ochieved wfrh putl-tn

\Jl V J> aC7«7V control knob. Compteie wftn pubsc oomoln dsk
*

i
contain*^) sound somoi^o opottcations / urtrlev



DEMONWARE £24.95

Final Countdown is a cross

between Impossible Mission and
Hacker, combining the use of a
joystick with the intelligence of

using DOS You control a

scantily-clad girl who runs about

the apparently deserted ship, Kl

GENYUS The female is the only

Although the graphics
are not that colourful,
they are brilliantly
drawn. The animation of

the girl is good, but the
backdrops are far

one that can end the nuclear

threat that the vessel is taking to

Earth, and this can only be done

by conquering each deck - not

an easy task Each level is

littered wilh a numerous items

that can seriously injure the

player. These can range from

electro bars that block the

passage ways and electrocute

on contact, or maybe patrol

robots that either alert the mam
computer (therefore making the

inevitable happen even quicker)

or they may even shoot on sight!

As each deck is explored,

you will undoubtedly uncover
useful items such as mines and
extra fuel for your jet-pack. The
mines can be placed on the

ground and after a while they will

be activayted. These means that

anything that crosses over the

top will be instantly destroyed,

and that means you too! There

are also computers that can be

used. By using the keyboard,

you operate the doors and
robots providing you have
certain codes, as well as
gaining information on anything

thai lakes your fancy The status

of the ships systems can be
called up, allowing you to see
the state of the ship With oxygen
supply running, the Final

Countdown is agamst ihe clock,

Final Countdown, while
borrowing ideas from
Impossible Mission and
Hacker, doesn't do It

very well, and the result
is a slow and tedious
platform romp which
didn't hold my interest
for long. If the platform
section had been livened
up the game would have
been more bearable, but
the controls often let me
down due to slow
controls, dampening any
enthusiasm I had. Final
Countdown had all the
makings of a good game,
It's just a shame that
they weren't realised.

Once again, the sound is

brilliant, with most of the
effects being whipped
straight out of the film,

Alien.

so what are you hanging around
reaamg this for, get to tl!

ALEX
I think that the Final Countdown is a simple idea that
has been brilliantly implemented and is therefore a joy
to play. The sound effects suit the game down to the
ground, and the graphics are equally stunning. My only
gripe is the fact that it may become a little tiresome as
the game is basically the same throughout all of the
action. Overall, a good game that I thoroughly enjoyed.

Each deck holds yet more
deadly items that will more

often than not destroy the player
unless great care is taken. Mines
are placed all over the floor
making walking a rather
dangerous option.

rm

Lett} Ah, this Is

more like it. Why
walk when you can
fly? You can explore
the maze of pathways
using your jet-puck to
propel you, but watch
out for the fuel gauge
otherwise you'll find
yourself plummeting
to the ground.

tH ,1

I

(Right) If you find

yourself out of
mines and in front is a
robot charging
towards you, there is

only one option left •

hide in a nearby
alcove.

(Left) Each area Is

patrolled by one or more
robots that just stroll around
the decks looking for action,

you can either choose to
avoid them (it that Is

possible) or destroy them.
Obviously, the latter is more
permanent, but you only get
limited supplies of mines so
be careful.

frnwBTn i^A OVERALL RATING

'-" Amiga Action



ELECTRONIC ARTS £24.99

(Above A below) It seems the lew Is very tough these days
end you can be booked or fined for virtually anything. As you

stroll the dank streets, a law hot may pass. Make sure you're on
your best behavior otherwise you'll be brought up on charges and
another wad of your ever-depleting cash flow will disappear.

(Right) A
Cyberpunk

isn't complete
without hi*
deck. Thank-
fully, Shin has
been looking
after yours and
as long as you
can find him,
you'll be able to

have it back.

Shin's Pawn Shop
is f 1 1

1
•'« «#i tti

odd looking Junk
that nobody
wants, crlued to
th«ir rtiptotive

(Left) Buying
moftware for

your deck is

essential, as you
can't run your
machine If It has
nothing to use.
However, this

costs money and
the more
sophisticated you
want the program,
the more it is

going to cost you.

ff'\'f*t

The year is 2058. and quite a

few things have changed.
Computers have taken over the

menial tasks of man, and
everyday life is now computer-

orientated. The world is a harsh

place, stripped of all emotion by

the micro-chip invasion, and
everyone is out for themselves.

No longer can you just amble

down the street, chatting to

friends, these days, if you have

any friends at all. your meetings

would probably take place in

secret, away from prying eyes.

Not that you'd really want to

hang around outside - in this

city, the name of the game is

survival.

Neuromancer is a science-

Neuromancer was a big

hit on the C64, and it

looks to be just as hot
on the Amiga. The game
is very similar to the
role-playing game
Cyberpunk, and any of

you who have played
Cyberpunk will un-
doubtecly be itching to

get your hands on it.

The controls were a bit

awkward, but it doesn't
affect the game to

much, and you can get
use to them.
Neuromancer is a great
game and one you
should consider buying.

fiction adventure, based on the

book by William Gibson, who
also had a hand in the writing of

Robocop II. The game starts off

in the real world", Chiba City,

located near Tokyo Bay in

Japan. The city is cordened off -

the boundaries being the high-

tech zone at one end, with Fuji

Electric dominating the sky-line,

and the Chiba Spaceport,

gateway to orbital colonies, at

the other It is the techno-
criminals kingdom, a

dangerous place full of

corruption and fear

You are one of many
'cyberspace cowboys', who
survive by hacking their way
through life, and gathering
valuable information via pirating

Recently, you you have heard

ALEX
Neuromancer is a deep
game that certainly
appeals to me. Having
read the book and
played the role-playing
game, Cyberpunk I

could relate to what
was happening. The
atmosphere set by
Neuromancer Is

brilliant. I thought the
control system was a
little dodgy, and I often
found myself walking
off-screen instead of up
to a PAX machine.
However, a joy to play.

ULl£ I L I

(Right)

Although
the Law Bots
do most of

the patrolling

on the

streets, there

Is still the

occasional
cop that you
may well

bump into.

For some
reason, this

unfriendly

chap thinks

the Donut
shop is for

the police

only, so get
out!

C ZlU '_ Amiga Action



that several cowboys have
mysteriously disappeared, and

suspect the answer lies

somewhere in cyberspace. It's

your job to find out what's going

on, but it's not an easy task.

Your luck seems to have run out

- having pawned your hacking

deck and only having a limited

amount of cash in the bank You

have to discover ways of

making money and finding

information to help you on your

way,

To begin with, you must
scour the streets, looking for the

answers to your dilemma Along

the way you will meet various

characters who will either be
helpful. or down-right
unfriendly! You must also find a

way of building up a

cyberspace deck to enable you

to lock into major computer
networks and hopefully discover

the fate of your friends Keep an

eye out for passwords and
keywords for when you have

your kit. Most of these can be

uncovered by asking the right

questions, but not every clue is

valid so beware, as getting on

the wrong side of some people

can land you in court.

There are useful items, such

as the PAX (public access
booths), which provides access

to your bank, news report. ts and
bulletin boards for personal

messages. To help

communicate, there are skill

chips' available. These can be
bought around the city and are

implanted into the brain to give

quick access to a particular

knowledge If you run short of

money, visit the Body Shop, and
sell a part of yourself, or maybe
blackmail some poor soul!

There are many ways to reach

your goal, so experiment and

never be afraid of going too far.

Finally, there is little chance of

getting killed in the real world,

but take care out there in the

depths of cyberspace, as
anything can happen.

MICHELLE
Neuromancer is a vary deep game, with lots of

lasting appeal. As there are so many things to

discover throughout, it makes it extremely varied and
totally addictive, I only have two qualms: the
character was not easy to manoeuver all of the time,

and the playing guide was not clear enough as to

what the final objective was, or how to reach it.

On some screens it was
difficult to locate the
actual positions of
certain items, as the 3D
effects weren't really up
to scratch.

There is an Intro
sequence at the
beginning and a small
burst of rhythm on
entering one particular

shop, but other than
that not a lot.

47°/<
J: This Lmrry chap seems a bit odd, what with reflective lights

on the side of his head! However, he seems friendly enough,
that is If you stay on the right side of him.

(Right) This Im a

strange place
indeed. The House of
Pong is an ancient
monastery where the
monks gather and
worship the holy
Joystick!?! It seems
you must study the
almighty computer
game of Pong for

twenty years before
you may start
attending the rituals!

So get studying.

OVERALL RATING

X.

i:
3 .

4.

PAX - Publ ic

Exit S

Access Systei

H. teM
First tine PAX Us.
Access Banking Int
Niffht City News
Bulletin B

Info
1 ink

oard

Choose a Function

OIOIQ 11/ 16/58

lllL

His teeth are a
webv/ork of East
European steel
and brown decay

To gain access to your cash and messages that have been
left for you, you simply jack Into a PAX system. Providing you

know the correct code, all of your money can be withdrawn and
information can be reviewed.

./v//'.v^/i•//>.-

Some parts of the city are not open to the public, and this

high-security gate bars the way tor you. Unless you can bluff

your way past, you'll have to turn back.

"ulIiiAjU

68

5 d!ll

This is tti
busy Chiba
Spaceport

.

JAL shuttle
wai t i n& on
launch g>3tds

After a few hours on this hell hole, you'll want to escape
from It all. Push down to the space-port, buy a ticket and

hopefully you can escape whilst watching the In-flight movie,
Aliens III!
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OFTWARE CITY
UNIT 4 BDC 21 TEMPLE STREET WOLVERHAMPTON WV2 2AN

TELEPHONE:- 0902 25304

£3 CALL US ON: 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0902 25304

AMIGA SELLERS SIXTEEN BIT COMPILATIONS
6M ATTACK SU6 16 99
ADIDAS CHAMPIONSHIP KJOT1ALL 1 6.99
AWBAIL _ 3.99

AM S THt CBEATC* WW
ANT MIAOS <TT CAME (OOM TH( OfSWI ADD-0N).9.99
BALANCE OF POWER 1990 16.99
MNCKOK KNIGHTS SPECIAL OKER 9.99
BARBAH IAN (PALACE) _ 6.99
BARBARIAN (PSYGNOSlS) 6.99
BARDS TALE 6.99

BATMAN THE MOV* SPtCIAl 0"ER 9.99
BATTLESHIPS 6.99
BATTLE CHESS 16.99
BATTLE OF AUSTERUTZ 16 99
BATTLE OF BRITAIN (THltR FINEST HOU«) . 19.99

BOOND THE Kl PALACE NEW PRICE 6 99
BIOODWYCH PLUS BlOOOWYCH DATA DISC 1699
BlOOOWYCH DATA DISC 9 99
BOMBIACR NEW PRICE 6.99

BOULDERDASH NEW PRICE 4.W
BREACH 2 NEW 16 99
BRIDGE PLAYER 21 SO 1999
BUDOKAN .16.99

BUGGY BOY NEW PRICE .6 99
CARRIER COMMAND
CASTLE MASTER
CENTREFOLD SQUARES
CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN (1

CHASE HQ
CHESS CHAMPIONS 21 7S
CHRONOQUEST II

CLOUD KINGDOMS
COLORADO
COMBO RACER

1699
1699

MEG) 1999
1699

..NEW 19.99
SPECIAL OFFER 14 99
SPECIAL OFFER 9 99

16 99
.1 7.99IHlHtPI

CONFUCTS EUROPE
CVBERBAU-
CYCLES

OFFER 9.99

f«****tii i f i 1 J.7-*

16.99
13.99
.16.99

DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING
DAMOCLES
Dt-LUM SCRABBLE 13.99

DELUXE STRIP POKER 13.99
DCVPAC2 39 99
DOUBLE DRAGON2 ...13.99

DRAGON FORCE (1 MEG) 19.99

DRAGON NWJA 1699
DRAGON S BREATH 19 99
DRAMHEN . 19.99
DUNGEON MASTER .16.99
DUNGEON MASTER EOfTOR 6 99
DYNAMfTE DUX SPECIAL OFFER. 9.99
DVNASTYWARS 16.99

DtTW 0/ ui 1 3,99

t*TlT\J J (UN
i .

. . .... x i **», I.** , < * I 0. rw
ELECTRON< POOL 399
ELITE 16.99

B4LYU MUGHtS INT SOCCER 1699
ESCAPE ROBOT MONSTERS 13 99
ESCAPE TOM SfftGE'S CASTLE J9.99
F16 COMSAT PlOT 16 99
F16 FALCON - MISSION DISC J4.99
F29RnAUATOR 1699
FALCON MKSJON DISK 13 99
FEDERATION Of FRH TRADERS NEW PRICE 9 99
FIGHTER BOMBER .19 99
FIGHTING SOCCER SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
F IRE AND BRJMSTONl . . 1 6.99
FIRE BRIGADE (I MEG AMIGA) 19.99

F LIMBO S QUEST 16 99
FLOOD 16 99
FOOTBALL MANAGER 4 99
FOOTBALL MANAGER WORLD CUP EDITION 16 99
FOOTBALL DRttCTOR 2 1 3 99
FOOTBAU MANAGER 2 E"P*NSiON KJT 13.99
FOOTBALL» Of THE *IAR 2 9 99
FRONTLINE Nl "99
FULL METAL PLANET
FUTURE WARS
GALDREGONS DOMAIN SPECIAL OCTB
GARRISON I OR 2
GAUNTLET 2
GHOSTS AND GOBLINS <1 MEG) ._

GHOSTBUSTERS 2

- n
16*9
999
699
I n• n

21 »»

(I
"i ***-

HW
6.99

1*99
999
16.99
24.99
16.99

GINANDCRIBBAGE
GOLDRUNNER 1 OR 2.

GRAND NATIONAL
GUNSHIP
KAMMERFIST
HARD DRJV1N SPECIAL OFFER
MiAVY METAL
HEROES QUEST NEW
HULSfAR
HOLLVWOOD PCWER PRO ...

HONDA RVF 750 „.16.99
HORSE RACING 16.99
HORSE RACING STABLE OWNERS MODULE 9.99
IKKARI WARRIORS _,_ _™™~ 6 99
IMPOSSAMOU 13.99
INDIANA (ONES LAST CRUSADE 13.99
INDIANA JONE5 THE ADVENTURE 16.99
INFESTATION 16.99
INTERNATIONAL 3-D TENNIS NEW 16.99
INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING 1 6 99
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER 3.99
H CAME FROM THE DESERT (1MEC) 19 99
IVANHOE 16.99
iACK NtCKLAUS GOLF 16 99
JACK NICKLAUS INT COURSES-ADO ON 8 99
(ACK NOCLAUS EXT COURSES VOL 1 899
fOAN OF ARC m ..„**~_***,6.99

KARATE KID 2 .... 3.99
MNNYDALGLISH SOCCER MANAGER 13.99
RENNY DALGUSH SOCCER MATCH 13.99
KKALAAN NEW 17.99
P\ *^» T\ vir iiiiiiiiMi'iiiiKiii i)(iHftiiitittt4ttt*t4titit I Ji7r
KICK OFF 2 (WORLD CUP ED.) NEW 16.99

KICK OFF EXTRA TME (ADD ON) 6 99
MNDWORDS 2 (WORD PROCESSOR) 34 99
UNGSQUEST4 2499
KLAX 13.99
KNIGHTS OF CRYSTALLION 19.99

LASTNINJA2 NEW 16.99
LA/ER SQUAD SPECIAL OFFER. .9.99

LEATHERNECK 3.99
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 , 26.99
LOST PATROL NEW
MAlOR MOTION
MANHUNTER IN SAN FRANCISCO NEW
MAN UNITEO
MANIC MINER
MARBLE MADNESS.
MAZEMANIA ._..

1699
3 99
1999
16 99
6.99
.6.99
13 99
999

19.99
MKRORBOSE SOCCER SPECIAL OFFER
MCRMNTER
M»GMT AND MAGIC 2 NEW 19 99
MOONWALKER SPECIAL OFFER 6 99
NfUROMANCER (> MEG ONLY) 1 7 99
NEW ZEALAND STOR> 1 6.99

MNIASPWTS 1699
MNIA WARRIOR ... U 99
NLMflEARWAR 17.99

OPERATION THUNDERBOLT .16.99

OUTRUN 699
OVERLANOER 1199
PAC MANIA NEW PRJd 6 99
PAPERBOY 13.W

1699
h . h h - + i i i * I \rw W r

1699
16 99

, 13.99"'*"""

PAUL GASGOINE SUPER SOCCER
PtNBALL MAGIC ,..

P#«MANIA
PIRATES

PLAYER MANAGER.
POLICE QUEST 2 NEW 24.99
POPULOUS 16.99
POPULOUS NEW WORLDS „ 6.99
POWERBOAT U.S

A

16 99
POWER UP (COMPILATION) 13.99
PROIECTllE . 16.99

PRO TENNIS (CODEMASTERS) NEW 4 99
.16.99

4 99
16 99

16 99
IttH 'TT^TtH ' " ' '

ttttiMiiaitu ' r,rr

PRO TENNIS TOUR

.

PUB TRIVIA

RAINBOW ISLAND ...

RED STORM RISING
RINAISSANCE
RESOLUTION 101 .

RICK DANGEROUS
RINGS OF MEDUSA

.

RISK 13.99
ROADBLASTERS NEW PRICE 6.99
ROBOCOP 16.99

ROCK STAR ATE MY HAMSTER 4.99
RORKES DRIFT ..._ 16.99
ROTOX NEW 16.99

SHADOW OF THE BEAST NEW PRICE 16 99
SHADOW WARRIOR NEW _ 1699
SHERMAN M4 16 99
SMINOBI 13.99
SHOOT (M UP CONSTRUCTION wr 19 99
SRMCITY 1999
SIM CITY EDITOR 9.99
SIR FRED ._ 16.99

SKIDZ ...- 13.99
jL^f WVyTRl

. »*. ., »»*»,***»*****.•*»»**••tn»««>a i|tit*i* »* ******** Jh'7
JwHlK^ BVV^Vf mHtHMIimMMMU lMHMNMUlHlMHlti lO-W
SPACE ACE m Z9.99
SPACE HARRIER 1 OR 2 13.99

SPACE QUEST 3 24 99
SPACE ROGUE _ 19.99

SPY V SPY 1 OR 2 OR 3 NEW PRICE 4.99

STAR RAr , , —NEW PRICE 4.99
JTARGUDM 2 SPECIAL OFFER
STRtfTflGHTER
STUNT CAR
SUPER CARS (GREMLIN)
SWORDS OF ARAGON,

—

,

6.«
6 99
1*99
13.99

19.99
.1999
14.99

TV SPOITTS BASKETBALL
T V SPORTS FOOTBALL SPECIAL OFFER
TANGUWOOO ADVENTURE 3.99
TEENAGE MUTANT NINjA TURTLES 19.99
TENNIS CUP 16.99
TEST DRIVE 2 (THE DUEL) 16.99
THEME PARK MVSTIRY 16.99

NEW PRICE 6.99
NEW 16 99

TIM* SOLDRtRS NEW 16.99
TKMSOfLORC 1699
TOWER Of BABEL SPECIAL OFFER 9 99
TRACKS4JTT MANAGER 13 99
TREBLE CHAMPIONS - I 3 99
TU6»OOUTRUN 1699
TURN IT NEW 13.99
TURRlCAN 1J.99
U.M.S. : NEW 19 99
ULTIMAS 19 99
ULTIMATE DARTS-OHN LOWE 1 1.99
ULTIMATE GOLF-GREG NORMAN 16 99
UNREAL NfW1999
THE UNTOUCHABLES
VCBANTE
VULCAN __
WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH
WARHEAD
WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY
WATERLOO
WILD STREETS

WIPtOUT ........,-„..

1699
999
1399
1199
1699
1699
1699
1699
15.99

WORLD BOXING MANAGER 13.99
WORLD CLASS LLADERBOARD 6.99

X-OUT 1 3.99

XENOMORPH 16 99
ZOMBIE NEW tttitttitt**fiTi4vu 1 p 99

ALL TIME FAVOURTTES £19,99

TEST DRIVE, MEAN 18, FAMOUS

COURSES 1 & 2 AND HARDBALL.

AMEIICAN DRLAMS £16.99

HOSTAGES, BUBBLE GHOST & SUPER SKI

TRIAD VOL 3 £19.99

ROCKET RANGER, BlOOD MONEY b SPEEDBALl

WORLD CIP COMPILATION £16.99

KICK OFF, TRACKSUtT MANAGER Si INT. SOCCER

EDITION Ott £16.99

DOUBLE DRAGON, XENON, GEMINI

WING & SILK WORM

MAGM^J FOUR £19.99

ftADOUtt DRAGON. OPERATION WOLF.

iWM*^:TOoiusra

POWER IP £13.99

KENNY DALGUSH SOCCER MANAGER,

CHARIOTS OF WRATH & COSMIC PIRATE

THE STORY SO FAR VOL 1

ST £13.99 AG £13.99

IKARI WARRIORS, BUGGY BOY, BEYOND THE ICE

PALACE, & BATTLESHIPS.

THRILiTIML PLAT1GM"M Vol 2 £16.99

KM WARRIORS, BUGGY BOY, B0M6HCX SPACE

HARRIER, LIVEAND LET DS, THLJNDERCATS,

& BEYOND THE ICE PALACE AND BATTLESHIPS

THE STORY SO FAR VOL 3 £13.99

SPACE HARRIER, LIVE AND LET DIE,

!_
BOMBIACK, & THUNDERCATS.

LIGHT FORCE £16.99

R- TYPE. I.K.+, VOYAGER,*

BATMAN, THE CAPED CRUSADER.

PRECIOUS METAL £16.99

CAPTAIN BLOOD, XENON, ARKANOID 2

AND CRAZY CARS

WIWERS £19.99

THUNDERBIADE.LE.D. STORM, BLASTEROIDS,

& IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2

3.5" DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE

DENSITY, WITH LABLES.

I <MM

.....')..<

llt.ll...i»..l.u . #...Xv.'7

1 «««.«« * £6.99

hV »tt-ttH(TttfHT»HIH(«lltlMtttitTtlt»ii«utiitX I 0*77

GLAVR £19.99

GAUNTLET 2, STREET FIGHTER,

W3&0UTM

ST a AC EXTENSION LEADS £5.99

*W Witt ON EXPANSIONS

AWGA1/2MKEXMNSI0N £49.00

AMoimExiwsiON.aoa -£59-99

AHGA T2 ICC EXMNSON DUNOON IttSTBiSM*

AMU 11 MK -QOa t DUNOON IWST9 £69.99

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION
All orders sent FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fill in the coupon and send

it to:- Software City, Unit 4 BDC. 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton, WV2 2AN

------- ORDER FORM (Block Capitals)

Name
Address

Postcode. Tel no.

Name ot game computer

postage

TOTAL

value

POSTAGE RATES - Ptease add 50p tor post & packaging on all orders under £5.

EEC Countries add £1 .00 per item. Non EEC Countries add £2.00 per item

PAYING BY CHEQUE - Cheques payable to Software City F^
Card Type Expiry Date

E

Signature

Date

EUROPEAN ORDERS

MASTERCARD

EUR0CARD ACCEPTED
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OVERALL RATING
(Lett) Have a
good long look

at these amazing
graphics, because
It'* the only ones
you're going to see.
For some reason
apart from the tanks
(and the bubble)
there's nothing else
In the game, apart
from some very poor
backdrops.

(Right) The energy
bubbles are important If

you want to stay alive and
complete yout mission. I'm not
quite sure whether they're ray-

traced or not, but if they are
then that effectively doubles
the amount of ray-traced
graphics within the game.

Using the control over the tank is achieved using the
high-tech control panel. Movement, firing, and nuclear
bs can all be accessed from here.

At last, with a numerous amount of successful hits one of

the enemy tanks explodes making one less prisoner to
contend with. But be careful, because he wasn t the only one to

take some damage.

(Right) The
only good

thing this game
has to offer is it's

two player mode,
and even that
becomes monotonous,
tedious and very boring
after a very short time.

TITUS £19.95

Somehow the impossible has
happened A gang of four

deadly criminals has escaped
from the high security Sideral

prison planet Fortunately, they

haven't yet had time to get off of

*ne planet and complete their

escape, giving you a chance to

put them back where they

belong - in their detention cells

Your mission will be codenamed
"Survival Edge" and above
everything else your utmost
priority is to recapture the

prisoners - whatever the cost At

the moment, each of the

prisoners have a sophisticated

tank which they stole while they

made their escape from the

prison, similar to your own. but

with your skill and judgement
you should have the edge on
them.

As of yet, perpetual motion

is still undiscovered So every

now and then you will have to

restock on energy to power your

tank Luckily, there's a near-

constant supply of bubbles
atmg around the planet that,

when collected, can be turned

into the energy your tank

requires However, its not only

your tank that needs the energy,

but the enemy s. so don t

hesitate In taking it. or there

might t>e nothing left to take.

The game screen is divided

into two halves - the viewing

screen at the top to allow you 10

see what s going on m front of

you, and the control panel,

which can be used to control the

tank There is also a radar

located on the control panel that

indicates what is m the localised

area with srmpte coloured dots

JH;MJ!lt4.-l
Ray-traced graphics are
certainly something to

look at, and the tanks
look really good in Dark
Century. However, that's

all that there is to the
games credit, because
there's not a lot else.

The main asspect of the game is

the fact that it is the first game to

use the process know as ray-

tracing, a very sophisticated way
of producing high quality

graphics in 3-D

Dark Century is probably
one of the worst games
I've played this year. The
only salvation I could
find within the game was
the fact that there's a
two-player mode that
expands the lasting
appeal for a few
minutes. The graphics of
the tanks are very good,
but I can't understand
why they didn't design
anything else. I certainly
don't recommend it as a
good buy.

When a game's greatest
boast is that it features
revolutionary graphics, I

start to wonder what the

gameplay will be like.

With Dark Century, I was
right to be concerned.
Initial impressions are
promising with some
neat use of the much-
touted ray-tracing, but
the gameplay is so
repetitive that even
these cannot redeem it.

Consisting of dull
blasting action there is

virtually no excitement,
making the game one of

the biggest toadies I've

seen.

A piece of music on the
title screen, and the
same similar revs, zaps
and explosions that are
in most other games.

SS



(Below) You are greeted by the news that Bains ha* come up
for retrial. Captain Fletcher assigns Keith to be your partner

and together you must solve the mystery of the vengeance of the

Death Angel.

(Right) Police
Quest I had

Sonny Bonds
driving his car
manually around
Lytton. Many
crashes resulted In

this, and now all

that is required of

you Is to type In
your destination
and the rest is

down for you!

(Above A below) You find you Scuba diving certificate useful

when Officer Moore is brought onto the scene of the crime in

search of clues. Once you have thrown on your wet suit and the

like, you can jump in and begin to explore. Before long, you have
revealed a few ob/ects that may be useful and your air supply is

running low so you decide to surface. But wait a minute • lent that

a human hand hidden under those rocks?

(Above) Before you start showing off your skills, it is best to

first zero the sight. By spending time down at the practice
booths, you can make sure each shot is spot on every time.

SIERRA £24.95

It has been just over a year since

you, Sonny Bonds, arrested

Jessie Bains AKA 'The Death
Angel' With the success of that

case, you have been promoted to

a detective in the Homicidal
division Apparently, Bains has

been brought up for retrial, and it

is your job to once again find the

Death Angel guilty for the crimes

committed He has numerous
charges to be put up against him.

such as murder and drug-dealing.

so you think that this should be a

walk in the park You are assigned

Regaining your composure, you
take a closer look. It appears a body
is vedged into the rocks.

The programmers have
wisely elected to leave
out the tedious car
driving sequence, thus
making gameplay less
frustrating. All the events
in the game are logical

and this really helps
when trying to solve the
various crimes. As usual
the disk swapping
becomes an integral part
of the game. Baronial
hard drive owners will be
pleased to know that
they can install the game.
In the meantime, the rest

of us will have to suffer •

still, it's worth it.

to your fellow partner, Keith, and

told that Bains busted out of jail

and taken one of the prison

officers as hostage. Captain
Fletcher tells you get on the case

immediately so you pick up your

gear from you locker and pick up
the trail from the last obvious point

- the jail. When you arrive, you see
that the story is in fact true, and
he has made his escape In a blue

Corvette

-

A quick search of the jail

reveals nothing - you are stuck for

a lead and decide to return to the

ALEX
Sierra must be one of the
best software houses
around at the moment If

their games are anything
to go by. Their quests are
guaranteed to keep you
amused for hours. Police
Quest II is no exception
to this rule. Everything
about it is highly polished
and of the highest
standards. It Is a definite

improvement over the
first, and follows nicely
on, and being equally
easy for newcomers to
start playing. Overall, m
must for adventurers
everywhere.

88 Amiga Action



Although shaking from surprise,

confusion, and fear, you somehow
manage to return fire!

Bftfr s OVERALL RATING

>*P

t>

.' i

-**<*

Good use of the Amiga'*
sound chip, with some
decent atmosphere sound
effects and music. Being
compatible with the
MT32, the sound can be
stunning.

80%
HO. However, you are redirected

when over the radio come the

position of the stolen car. It has

been spotted at the mall so off

you race. It's true, the car is there,

but a nearby citizen explains that

her car has been stolen by
someone matching the same
description as Bains himself

After the success of the first.

Police Quest 2 has been changed

in a number of ways. For instance.

the graphics have been improved

to that equal of other Sierra

classics such as Larry III and
Kings Quest IV There is more of a

sense of humour too, especially

when you fall across Larry Laffer

at the airport 1 Not only has the

game improved. Sonny has
dropped the attire of an on-ihe-

beat cop in favour of a plain

clothes detective Once again the

adventure takes place in Lytton.

Being based around an American

town, there some minor

differences that us British players

might not realise Did you know
that directory inquiries is available

on 411 instead of 192? Also.

finding the correct words might

prove a little difficult such as

using the work trunk for a car

boot. Apart from that, the game is

played as with any other Sierra

quest - input is through the

Jessie Bains, or the Death Angel, was
imprisoned by you just over a year ago. Mow he

has escaped and is wreaking havoc in the once-
quite town of Lytton. Whilst investigating the pleas
of a young jogger. Bains jumps out from behind the
bushes and opens fire. Using the skills you learnt at

the firing range, you return his gesture.
Unfortunately, you aim was off and Bains lives to
screech of in the stolen station wagon narrowly
missing you and Keith as he goes.

(Above) The humour In Police Quest II

Is not as fast-flowing as It Is In other
Sierra quest. However, It takes a while to

recognized that shady character clad In a
white leisure suit, who Is at the airport.

IH;MJ!I(»H
Police Quest II uses the
Improved graphics to
great effects, and each
screen Is beautifully
drawn. The attention to

detail is second to none,
and the animation effects

all add to make a brilliant

game.

keyboard and any other action

can be executed via the mouse
The option to use the Roland

MT32 or other compatible sound

card has been included, making

the already good sound effects

stunning! Apart from the point

and click adventure game, there

are several sub-games that

involve you to deal with Bams with

your trusty revolver and even dive

under water in search of another

piece of the Death Angel's trap.

The way in which Sierra

have improved their
graphics is amazing,
while the sound effects

and theme music are top-

class. The storyline
flowed nicely and all the
puzzles seemed logical.

Police Quest II is an ideal

Sierra adventure for
beginners, the game
offers a real challenge
whilst not being too
difficult. The disk
swapping, did become
somewhat tiresome. All

In all, a must for
adventure fans.

(Above) A detectives work Is never done, and all the dirty job
are usually given to you. This time, you are only required to

search the Blue Corvette that Bains stole earlier that day. Mot
much here, apart from a bullet and an empty holster. Wait a minute,
who's registration card is that?

(Above) You're going to have to get up early to fool this officer!

You know that old tricks and shoving a murder weapon down
the toilet doesn't surprise you. The only thing Is, you don't really

want to put your hand in there to get It!

Amiga Action Q I



The graphics are very
similar to that of Its

predecessor. Breach. But
there are quite a tew
new baddies and items
to collect.

When you're dealing with a

bunch of deadly space
terrorists, there's only one thing

you can do - call in the marines!

And that's where you come You

control a squad of marines (and

more importantly, the squad
leader) as they attempt to

overcome various Daddies in a

selection of different scenarios,

each with their own special

objectives The various missions

you will be sent on will require

you to fulfill certain objectives.

whether it's rescuing prisoners,

destroying top secret

information, or simply clearing

the area of all enemy presence,

but whatever the task, the mam
rule is to stay alive, and to

improve the skills of your squad
leader as he makes his way up
the ranks The game can be
controlled by either mouse or

keyboard and both are very user

friendly and can be picked up in

no time When using mouse, the

game is controlled via icons

displayed around the edges of

the playing area. For those of

you who had the chance to play

the original Breach you'll

recogn^e me way in which the

game d 3'0 out. and although

the game s Quite similar to

Breac* a great deal has been

changed within the game itself

so t
n a; Ihere s still a little bit of

ongmaiity Sauad readers from

the first Breac car. oe Doneo
across to the sec-e \

can continue tner cc-ca'

ALEX
After the highly
successful Breach, I

was a little wary of the
sequel and now that it

has finally arrived I am
happy to say that it is

even better than its

predecessor. The
graphic representation
of Breach 2 has been
kept the same and there
are plenty of different
scenarios to choose,
ranging from easy to

very hard. You can even
port over old squad
leaders from the
original. Well done
Impressions.

career There s also a scenario

builder included, so that when
you've beaten all the other

missions you can design you're

own Good eh? Unfortunately,

you need to own a memory

expansion to play the game, but

with the amount of games that

require this these days it would

certainly be a worth while

investment

For those of you have had the chance to see what
Breach or Paladin was like, then the coming of Breach
II is going to be a pleasant surprise. The gameplay is

virtually identical with all the playablllty of its

predecessor. The option to port across a commander
you might have made in Breach is also very useful.

Whether your interest be in arcade or strategy games
Breach II is a must

Screams, lasers,
explosions, and a simple
tune on the loading
screen, but not much
else. However, the sound
effects are totally
adequate for this type of

game and don't detract
from the game in any
way.

OVERALL RATING

(Left) Depending on how may
movement points you have, you can

accomplish only a certain amount of
tasks. However, not everything requires

the same amount of movement points,
and you will want to make sure that you
end up in a safe place.

(Right) Things get a little bit out of control

and there's fust to many enemies for you to

shoot. So, when the going gets tough you get out
your hand grenades.

" yWW&M *'>An'

»

ft
Smoke grcnade
Smokc Grenade
G«m*5wocs
L*SE» PlSTOC
Mmadc

use CHNCH
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fflLTH 100X
BtCUHft 10
VICCUR 35V.
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BMCK sx
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(Left) There are several different types of
marines, each with his own specialities,

but after your squad leader the most important
ones are those with the psionic talents who
have the ability to stun an intelligent creature
with their brain waves.

(Below) There's quite a selection of
scenarios to choose from, ranging In

difficulty. But if you don t like these ones you
can always make your own with the builder

supplied.
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(Above) Using a detection device, one of

your men scans the surrounding landscape
for any llfeforms. Get your guns ready as you
might be in for quite a surprise.
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GAME
OFFER
STRICTLY 1 GAME PER READER

QAHB

50,000 GAMES
MUST BE

GIVEN AWAY
THATS RIGHT. YOU ARE NOT IN A
DREAM. YOU MAY CHOOSE ONE
OF THE TITLES OPPOSITE FOR THE
ST OR AMIGA FREE.ALL WE ASK IS

THE POSTAGE AND PACKING
CHARGE OF £1.99 PAYABLE
TO.FREE GAME OFFER

REMEMBER IF YOU PONT SEND
OUR P&P

CHARGE WE CANNOT SEND
YOU THE GAME,

THIS OFFER IS LIMITED
STRICTLY TO 1 GAME PER
ST OR AMIGA USER.SEND
TO.FREE GAME OFFER.

MAYFAIR HOUSE. HILLCREST.

TADLEY. HANTS. RG26 6JB
PHASE STATE WHICH COMPUTER YOU HAVE
AND WHICH FREE GAME YOU WOULD LIKE

WHEN YOU ORDER
AND DON'T FORGET THE £1.99 Pfcr

Unit 27/28 Trent Business Centre, Canal Street, Long Eaton, Notts, NG10 4GA
Telephone (0602) 460760

\ MEG (AMIGA) UPGRADES ONLY £35.00
(WITHOUT CLOCK/WITH SWITCH)

DISK BOXES
3.5 inch 40 Cap £3.95

3.5 inch 80 Cap £5.95

5.25 inch 100 Cap £5.95

ALL LOCKABLE
WITH DIVIDERS

SPECTRUM P.S.V.s

ONLY £5.95

I MICE & MATS I

Amiga Mouse £19.95

Atari ST Mouse £19.95

IBM Compat £29.95

Mouse Mats £1.95

DISKS
3.5DS/DD135TPI

only 39p each
5.25 DS/DD 48 TPI

only 25p each
5.25 DS/DD 96 TPI

only 29p each

ALL 100% ERROR
FREE PIN No.

JOYSTICKS

Quickshot I £5.95

Quicksho! II £6.95

Quickshot Turbo £7.95

OTHERS FROM
£2.95

All products carry an unconditional 3 month money back guarantee

AMIGA + ST EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE only £59.95 each
ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKAGING & VAT

FOR FAST AND FRIENDLY SERVICE PHONE
DELTA LEISURE (UK) Ltd

on 0602 460760 VISA

I



SIERRA £24.99

A! last It's lime for all macho
adventurers to remove their smelly

boots, squeeze hairy toes into

golden sandals, and solve the

Penis of Roseila' Travel to a
magical land where creatures from

ancient legend still wander
through enchanted forests and
unicorns graze in the meadows
This adventure combines
magnificent graphics with superb

animation to bring you a

Disneyesque world of fairytale

characters and magic Here amid

the witches and ghosts you must

guide the footsteps of Princess

Roseila as she seeks the magic
fruit which alone can save her

dying father

The songs of the seven
dwarves drift up from the depths

of the nearby diamond mine while

Cupid bathes in a woodland
glade It's difficult to imagine that

any danger could befall you in this

idyllic setting, but keep an eye on

the sundial as time plays its part

in this game With the coming of

night, creatures of the darkness

will stir their bones and rise from

their resting places to chase the

hapless Roseila to her doom
Somewhere in this enchanted

land is a tree which bears a magic
apple Legend has it that eating

the fruit will cure you of all ills In

the far-off Kingdom of Daventry

King Graham is near to death and
only the return of his daughter
Roseila with the apple can save
him With a haunted Mansion, an

Ogre's house plus an enchanted
forest and a scary cave to

investigate, you'll have lots to do

(Below & right) As you can expect, fair Roseila comes up
against more than a fair share ot adversarys in her quest, and

death comes In the form of falling too far or having any other sort

of accident, or even getting eaten by a hungry giant!

(Above) Entering an apparently deserted house,
Roseila searches the gloomy rooms. However, not

only does she find a secret passage there, but home*
owners of the ectoplasmic kind.

rvrir
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A small army of artists
must have been employed
to produce such an epic.

Rosella's golden pigtails

bob realistically and little

animals scurry about as
she treks around this
fairytale landscape.

ANDY

and see before it's time to head

lor home with your fruity solution.

The Mansion's graveyard with its

locked tomb seems peaceful

enough during the daytime, but

should you return later things look

like an scene from a Zombie

Once again, Sierra has
excelled with some really

nice tunes which suit the
action perfectly.

74°X
Movie On a mountain top,

overlooking the kingdom, is the

castle of the witch queen and
sooner or later your unwilling

footsteps must lead you upwards
into the lair You needn't worry

about making the perilous journey

along the mountain path as the

winged, castle guards will soon
solve your transport problems.

Sierra continues to sweep the competition before it with
these top-class games. Grizzled adventurers may find It

hard to feel at home in Rosella's dainty shoes, but the
puzzles are just as hard as those in the earlier Quest
adventures. As usual It is possible to complete the game
without maximum points, allowing you to return to the
hard bits later, but as a whole the game is great quality.

{Below) A graveyard, and not a Romero zombie in sight. Sierra

have excellec themselves in the graphics department, and you
can even glimpse Rosella's skirt through the hole in the tree when
she passes

With the aid of a good fairy

(no. I don't mean you). Rosella

must solve multiple quests before

she can finally defeat the evil

queen who rules this land.

Although Rosella is a good girl,

she must carry out some of the

queen's wishes as the good
fairy's power is too weak to risk an

early confrontation As a twist to

the old fairy story, the evil Queen

OVERALL
RATING

(Right A below) A girl sure has to kiss a lot of frogs around here
before she ever meets a prince! But, ugly as they are, make sure

you kiss the small reptile, as its help comes In useful when It comes
to getting past the waterfall.

has offered her son m marriage

should our heroine bring back all

the objects of her desire Which is

pretty rich considering that her

gruesome, green-faced, son
could beat the Hunchback of

Notre Dame into second place in

the 'Ugly Bugly Competition'! On
the other hand if you fail, her
flying monkey guards have got a

torture chamber ready and
waiting for you. Sounds like a nice

deal doesn't it? With a bit of luck a

house will fall on the old bat!

Another offering from
Sierra, now I'm in trouble.

Mot so much with the
game as what to say
about it. It's just that with
so many Sierra games
you start repeating
yourself in these
comment slots. Like all of
the Sierra games this one
has excellent animated
graphics, arguably the
best yet, and as usual the
gameplay is enjoyable. I

was slightly miffed at
having to play the part of
a Princess, but I suppose
female game players will

be happy. For those of us
who like Sierra games
this is another to enjoy.

ALEX
With so many Sierra
games appearing over the
last two months, it's

getting hard to choose
which ones are the best.
With Larry III, Manhunter
SF, The Colonel's Bequest
and now King's Quest IV,

they go from from
strength to strength. With
KQ IV, they have gone
back to the dull hands off

sequences, but the
involving and varied
gameplay more than
makes up for this. The
puzzles aren't too tricky,

and there is plenty to see
and do, making KQ IV
another classic from
Sierra.

n i
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MD PRODUCTIONS £19.95

Being an international animal

reporter, on an assignment for a

leading current affairs magazine.

It's your job to travel the seven

seas in search of three species

of animal to photograph Your

treacherous journey takes you to

Wild Life sutlers from too

many gameplay faults to

be enjoyable. There
doesn't seem to be any
indication to whether
you have taken the
correct shot and the
collision detection Is

awful, making a dull task
more difficult thmn
neccessary. Likewise,
the graphics and sound
come across as dull, too,

rounding off m below
average game perfectly.

the far corners of the planet - to

the freezing wastes of the Arctic,

dusty plains of America, wild

jungles of India, and the hot,

lonely outbacks of Australia.

This assignment is not easy

though Firstly, you are given

your three targets, but. not only

must you try and capture the

true surroundings of these

creatures on film, you have first

to recognize them You are

partially assisted by having

Each region has It's own
particular sound, which
adds variety and helps
set the scene. The
animal fx are also well
done, but do tend to be
repetative, which does
make them grate on the

old nerves after a bit.

GRAPHICS
Having to recognize each
animal, is one of the
most important factors
of the game, but not all

the characters are very
well animated. Overall,
not bad, as each region
is quite well depicted,
and fairly realistic.

'animal cards', - a list of names
and descriptions of the assorted

wildlife - but not all of your

subjects are listed Secondly,

you are not alone out there In

the wilderness. There are

hunters about, who do not take

too kindly to your invasion on

their privacy They are not

interested in shooting animals

with a camera, and these are not

At first this game appears to be fairly easy to

complete. However, not only is it genuinely tricky, but
certain aspects of the programming make it very
difficult to realize what you are actually doing. Therm
Is no Indication as to whether the correct shot was
taken and how many times, and the sprite detection is

not as precise as it should be. Overall, Wild Life did
not really appeal to me as, after a while, it got rather

tedious and was not particually varied or interesting.

their only prey! Luckily, being a

quick-thinking reporter, you do
happen to be armed with a rifle.

You must photograph each
animal three times, and in order

to do this, you require an
eighteen exposure film, a

telephoto lens (for small

creatures or from a distance), a

50 mm lens, and of course, a
camera All these items must be
gathered by hand at the
beginning of each level, before

you can start. If, during the

game, you have the misfortune

of under-estimatmg one of the

aforementioned hunters, you do
have the opportunity of healing

a little, with the help of first-aid

kits, which are scattered along

the way. All that's left, is to

complete your assignment, and
return home, so, good luck.

The options menu enables you to choose on which continent you
wish to start, all of which vary In difficulty, the artlc being the

easiest to complete. You are then given your list of the three animals
you have to photograph.

ARC/IC

(Above & right) Watch out for the baddies - they

can creep up and catch you totally unawares at

any second, sometimes, almost impossible to see
before It's too late; so be on your gaurd. (Inset • from

a distance)

America

*.v >

V

The creatures
you are trying

to photograph
can take you by
surprise and turn

up in the most
unexpected of
places, some
obvious and
some, partially
camouflage.
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LONDON
081 882 4942

PETERBOROUGH
0733 49696

CHESHUNT
0992 25323

Full ranQe of AMIGA, ST, SEGA, 64, SPEC, AMSTRAD, PC, PCW, 2600, XL/XE, BBC

Summer Specials
second drives

for £69.95

TOP QUALITY CHINON DRIVE (same as fitted to Amiga)

ENABLE/DISABLE SWITCH
SLIM CASING

EXTRA LONG DRIVE CABLE

1 MEG UNFORMATTED CAPACITY

SIMPLE TO USE, JUST PLUG IN

EDUCATIONAL

Fun School II under 6's .£9.95

Fun School II 6-8 years .£9.95

Fun School II over 8's ...£9.95

AMIGA UTILITIES

Graphics Starter Kit £29.95

K Words 2 £29.95

Aegis Sonix £29.95

1084S MONITORS

RRP £299

LOGIC PRICE

£259.95

NEW
• Top quality 500K

Ram expansions

• Battery backed up

clock

• Enable disable

switch

• Fast Rams

• 1 year guarantee

£59.95
inc VAT & P&P

Monitor Swivel Stands, Disc Boxes,
Fastrack Boxes, Monitor Bridges,
Copy Holders, 24 Pin Printers -

All Reduced

AMIGA SOFTWARE
Barbarian II £3.95

Blood Money £9.35

Arena £9.95

old I lay LH,90

Obliterator £6.95

Fighting Soccer £7,95

Bad Company £4.95

Ballistyx £7.95

Stryx £7.95

Warp £4.99

Track Suit Manager £7.95

Power Drift £7.95

Kid Gloves £6.95

Cloud Kingdoms £6.95

Battle Valley £4.95

Slayer £4.95

Zynaps £4.95

Carrier Command £14.95

Triad Vol 2 £11.95

Amiga Action £8.95

Persian Gulf Inferno £6.95

Capone £5.95

POW £5.95

I Ludicrous £5.95

Galaxy Force £5.95

Eco £4.95

Star Blaze £4.95

Altered Beast £7.95

Global Commander £4 99

Sorcerer Lord £4.99

Universal Military Simulator .£9.95

Eye of Horus £4.95

Lombard Rally £8.95

Archipelegos £4.95

Lords of the Rising Sun ....£11.95

Cybernoid II £4.95

Total Eclipse £4.95

Exolon £4.95

Captain Fizz £6.95

Baal £7.95

Prospector £4.95

Star Goose £4.95

Quadralien £4.95

Dragons Spirit £7.95

Steel £4.95

Shadow of the Beast £14.95

5th Gear £4.95

Prison III £4.95

Take Em Out £9.95

Chambers Shoalin £9.95

Conflict Europe £8.55

Terrys Big Adventure £5.95

Menace £6.95

Solitare Royale £7.95

The Cycles £8.95

Grand Prix Circuit £8.95

Hollywood Poker £2.99

Extensor £2.99

Joe Blade £2.99

Action Service £2.99

Eagles Nest £2.99

LOGIC - Everlhing for the home computer
DISCS e RIBBONS e BOXES e PRINTERS e CABLES e PAPER e LEADS e BOOKS e SOFTWAREe COMPUTERS

MONITORS e DUST COVERS 9 JOYSTICKS e MICE e POWER SUPPLIES e SURGE PROTECTORS

WHERE TO BUY:

Either at - 19 The Broadway

The Bourne

Southgate

London

N14 6PH

Peterborough

Cambs
PE1 1TN

5 Lynton Parade

Cheshunt

Or Mail Order

Logic Sales

5 Lynton Parade,

Chestnut, Herts EN8 8LF

Tel: 0992 640050

Postage + Packing - 1-3 items 75p, 4 or more £1.00
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(Left) Before you can guide your
team to victory, you must become

their manager and select a side. From
this main menu, players can be
dropped or selected, with your ultimate

aim being to create a well-balanced
team.

(Above) At first, it is best to leave the goalies as
computer-controlled, but as proficiency is gained • not

to mention confidence • there's nothing like taking control

of him and performing saves Billy The Fish would be proud
of.

AUDIOGENIC £19.99

(Above A left) The actual match is

viewed from the stands, and you
re given control over the player
earest the ball. Using simple joystick
controls, a whole host of shots can
be performed, along with some
oixel-pertect passes, but most
impressive of all are the sly
backheels.

Your role of

manager
not only
involves
presenting a
balanced team,
but also means
that you have
to take stock of
your kick.
Hmmm, would
Gascoigne look
better In pink?

A best seller on the 8-bits. Emlyn

Hughes International Soccer

has finally made 't to the Amiga

Endorsed by Crazy Horse
himself, the game combines
managerial skills with arcade
action, with you not only

selecting your side, but guiding

them to victory, too. The game
opens with an impressive array

ol options, from which you can

select your team, design their

strip, and make your choice from

a selection of in-game attributes

- extra time, back heels, and
computer-controlled goalies, for

instance Once selected, the

game itself can begin as either

a tournament or an international

fnendiy

As Emiyn himself would say.

the actual game »s a r -- of

two halves which can go either

way. and assuming control of the

player nearest the bail, you must

use all your skills to weave the

To top Kick Off II, EHIS
would have to be simply
brilliant and while it is a
playable little game,
there are just too many
annoying faults. For a
start, when you just want
to set up a twO'player
match you have to go
through the rigamarole of
managing a side. It

should have had a one or

two-player mode which
allowed you to skip the
surrounding options?
Overall, EHIS is a

playable little number,
buried under too many
options.

The sprites are large and
relatively well animated
with a full range of
moves • more im-
portantly, they move fast,

allowing some furious
goalmouth scrambles.

The main problem with EHIS is that the game can be
fairly awkward to get into. My first attempts were
spent wrestling with the menu screen trying to gain
some control over the teams. Unfortunately, this

proves more of a pain than neccessary, and may put
people off - a pity, as the actual football element of

EHIS is quite playable. The full range of shots are easy
to use and, whilst not as addictive as, say, Kick Off II, I

found myself fairly engrossed. Not bad, but it should
have been easier to get into.

ball past your opponents
defence and slam it into the

goal To aid you EHIS features

more styles of shot than any
other footy sim. and with deft

joystick manipulation you can
perform stunning long shots,

steal the ball from an attacker s

feet with a sliding tackle, and
trick .the defenders with a sly

backheel In addition, for the

more confident of players,

control over the goalkeeper can

be swapped between computer

or manual controlled - but for the

novice, the former is most

Some thought has gone
into the sound, and each
match is accompanied by
klaxons, crowd songs,
and various chants. The
in-game tune, leaves a
lot to be desired.

certanly recommended With the

exception of the offside rule, a

full complement of rules is

present, including extra time

should the outcome of an
important game be undecided

Likewise, the game also

supports throw-ins and corners

whenever the ball goes out of

play

mi
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NEW DEAL £19.95

In a strange and far away place.

somewhere between Heaven
and Hell, there is a mental battle

being fought, between two of the

most unhkeliest opponents Tl

battle of wits is called Antago

The two arch-nvals are the

Devtl and an Ang.:

stratagy game, whicn is ve'y

simular to Noughts and Crosses

and Othello It consists of a
draught-boara with squares of

five Dy five, upon which, pawns
must be placed to try and
acheive a vertical, horizontal or

diagonal line of five Each player

takes it m turn to place his pawn
- either a fluffy white cloud for

the Angel, or a large red fire-ball

for the Devil • on one of the I

screens chosen by

computer The pawns can be
placed on all sides of the board,

and then can be moved inwards

by placing another on the same
spot, moving all other pawns
along that line This eventually

forms a pattern, from which, you

can plot your opponents aefeat

Tne rr screen a

beginning of ine game
seve'

yOti to cnoose to : a zne <y

iwo oiayer ga^
/el. If it

attempt, yc

for a while, or if y l -

be really adventure ou ccu*o

go straight into play ng an

already prepared board All of

these options are simply

activated by use of the

keyboard, but the rest of the

game is played with the joys:

with whicn you must v. -ee

consecutive games to oe trie

victor and return triumphantly to

the heave or the red-hot

depths of the underworld

A basic variant on the
age-old tic-tac-toe
theme, Antago'*
simplistic gameplay and
pretty graphics makes it

the perfect game for the
younger games player.
There are a number of
difficulty levels, allowing

you to pit your wits
against a number of
better players as you
progress, but I can't see
it appealing to older,
more experienced
gamesters. For all its

cute touches, though,
there just isn't enough in

Antago to warrant the
price tag.

M;M;J!I[*H
These are very clear and
well animated, which is

essential to this type of

game, and in some
places, quite amusing,
when watching the facial

expressions of the
characters.

Apart from the opening
music, the only other
sounds occur when
placing a pawn, and
winning the game. Not
terribly impressive or
imaginative.

MICHELLE
f found this to be very addictive and amusing. Having
the choice between a plain board or one prepared, is a
handy option, as otherwise, the game would become
too tedious. There could have been a bit more thought
put into the sound department, as this makes the
game seem quite dull when playing, although some
poeple may be put off thinking, with music playing
throughout. Definately not the most varied and
imaginative game ever, but something I will play time

and time again.

(Below) The aim of the
game is to get five pawns

in a row to win, but this is not
always easy, and not everyone
is pleased with the outcome.

(Below) Not having an
awful lot of room, and

these two not being the
best of friends, one does
sometimes just have to

shove the other out of the
way!

(Below) During the game, your opponent can get very cocky
• but can you wipe the smile off their face?



MICROPROSE £24.99

RED STORM

Based on the successful novel

by Tom Clancy, Red Storm
Rising is situated around the

goings on of a nuclear

submarine. You must pilot this

craft and its crew to safety, along

the way destroying any vessels

that get in your way. Alternatively

you can choose to avoid them.

There are many different

scenarios, all of which require

you to use your sub to the best

of its abilities. That means you
must try and move along silently

tar underwater in the murky
depths The missions are set

over different time periods.

ranging Afrom the early eighties

Rather simplistic
graphics, most of which
use the bare minimum of

the Amiga's palette.
However, who needs
brilliant graphics for a
game of this genre?

right up until the late 1990*s.

With a selection of either

proper battle scenarios or maybe
training mission to start with, you
must first decide which
submarine to choose from. You
can only be American, although

they have a large array to

choose from. As well as this, you
must select the torpedoes or

missiles that are to be put in the

tubes of your submarine

You have the full

complement of Sonar and radar

at your fingertips, as well as the

ability to view various maps,
such as the tactical screen
which allows you to view of the

immediate area. This reveals the

position of other vessels, as well

as the torpedoes they have
launched Decoys can be
launched to increase the chance

of your survival, but if all else

fails, you'll have to go for the life

jackets!

Microprose's Silent
Service used to be my
favourite Submarine
game. However, since
that game was released,
technology has in-

creased at a rate of
knots. Red Storm Rising
brings us right up-to-date
and puts you In control of
a multi-million dollar
ship. The game is very
complex and those of
you who enjoyed the
simplicity of Silent
Service will probably feel

a little uneasy with all of
the controls. However, it

you want an real
challenge, this is it. Be
warned, Red Storm
Rising is real tough!

Nothing special, just the
usually sonar bleeps and
other small spot sound
effects. The hum of the
engine is present, but it

sound very similar to the
sound of a hair-dryer!

ALEX
I think that Microprose's other Submarine Simulation,
Silent Service is an excellent piece of software, so I

was naturally looking forward to Red Storm Rising.
However, I think that Silent Service's simplicity and
playabilty make it a great game have been lost and
replaced with realism. I think that Red Storm Rising is

probably the sub sim if you are looking for something
realistic, but 111 be sticking to their previous attempt.

(Below) Enemy target dead ahead, Sir. That's what your
crew reported so you rush to the periscope to view your

prey. It turns out to be a destroyer floating like a sitting duck. As
you edge forward, you are obviously detected as the ship starts

to pivot and turn to face you. You arm tubes one and two and
launch a couple of Mk. 48 torpedoes at the target. The ships
bursts into flames and only requires a single shot to finish off.
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(Left) The tactical
map displays the

position of both friendly

and enemy units. A trail

is left by incoming
torpedoes and your
launched missiles,
allowing you to disperse
your decoys if needs be.
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(Right) Red Storm Rising Is a very comprehensive
submarine simulation that allows you to play

virtually every aspect of underwater combat.
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(Left) Under your
control is the

entire crew of a nuclear
submarine. You must
pilot the craft through
hostile waters In

scenarios ranging from
simple training
missions to a near-
impossible World War
III mission!



TORVAK THE WARRIOR - CORE
We wanted a hack'n'slay game
that had the graphics of. say.

Rastan Saga, but the addictive

payability of Legendary Axe
says Core's Jeremy Smith m
summing up Torvak The Warrior

Set over five levels, and spanning

no less than one hundred and
twenty screens, Torvak is a

combination of the best elements

of the two. and also draws
elements from Golden Axe To be

released after Corporation.

Torvak is being written by Andy

Green, from an original

storyboard by Terry Lloyd, and

the Rastanesque graphics are

the work of ex-Skidz graphic

artist, Lee Pullen • incidentally,

Skidz was Lees first foray into

the world of game graphics, a

promising start for a beginner!

Donning the loin cloth of the

game's titular hero, you must
traverse the danger-filled levels,

using one of the four weapons
you are carrying to protect you

from harm Accessed via the F

keys, Torval is armed with a

mace, an axe. a Thor-style

hammer, and a massive
broadsword, all of which dispose

of the enemy in a matter of

swings. The game s scenario

tells of an evil necromancer who
has plagued your land with

pestilence and the

aforementioned mutants, and as

your peoples' last remaining hero

you have been sent to end his

menace However, standing

between a final confrontation are

literally hundreds of nasties,

along with other natural pitfalls,

such as stretches of water (our

hero cannot swim), and
poisonous plantlife Not

(Lift & below) The mighty warrior of the title

can perform all manner of offensive move*,
including Jumping whilst simultaneously
whirling Ma axe above hit head, and low chops
which will see off any of the smaller nasties. In

all, it takes thirty frames of animation to make
our hero the man he I*.

everything is agamst you, though,

and dotted throughout each level

are a number of milestones which

reveal a useful enhancement
potion when demolished - the

effect of these is only limited,

though, and the loss of a life once

again renders you more
vulnerable.

Unfortunately, a lot of the

original sotryboard's ideas had to

be dropped due to memory
restrictions - larger, superbly

animated nasties and parallax

scolling, for instance - but Jeremy

feels that this isn t a major

problem as the variety of the

enemy sprites, along with the

sprawling map that each level

takes, more than makes up for

the toss of depth from parallax -

however, to recreate the depth

parallax gives, a faint mountain

backdrop has been added to

compensate Torvak s journey is

very similar to that of the one
Rastan took m the Taito com-op

As well as making his way along

the surface, he can leap into

wells and explore the catacombs

below, or explore the caverns that

were previously hidden behind a

waterfall - all of which house more

terrors.

So far, the graphics for each

of the levels are complete, and
the lads are currently working on
refining the controls and adding

the patrol patterns of the

creatures. Likewise, the sound is

very much up in the air at the

moment, with nobody actually

pencilled in to write it. Hopefully,

this problem will be rectified by

September, when Torvak The
Warrior makes his Amiga debut.

(Left £ below)
Core's graphical
style la apparent
In the wide range
of nasties thatTorvak
encounters. As
well as the usual
zombies and bats
that you
associate with
the genre, you
also battle
against buxom
women and stone
ogres.
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GOLDEN AXE - VIRGIN GAMES
A favourite in both the arcades

and on the Sega Master System,

the Amiga version of Golden Axe

is being programmed by Kevin

Bulmer and the Dementia team

In case you haven't seen it, the

Golden Axe com-op is a

horizontally-scrolling hack n slay

romp, full to the brim with strange

creatures, devious spells and - as

can be expected - violence The

team began work five months

ago. and the first job was to play

the coin-op to death and make
notes of all the finer details of the

graphics and sound Spanning

five levels. Golden Axe is a one

or two-player game m which you

must destroy an evil warlock At

the start of the game, you are

given the option of which warrior

you wish to control and these

range from elves to bronzed
female warriors, and each has

their own advantage In a

particular department - strength,

for instance Once chosen, you

are then thrown m at the deep
and and must hack your way
through the multitude of enemy
characters, whilst avoiding

contact with their deadly

weapons.

Having made sketches of the

graphics and taken reams of

notes, the team then prepared

the bulk of the game. The game's
coding fell to Richard Costello,

evin s long-term partner In

Dementia, and the co-writer of

Galaxy Force and Hot Rod.

Meanwhile. Kevin started

preparing the graphics using

DPaint The impressive graphics

of Golden Axe are what raise the

game above most others in the

genre, and Kevin wanted to

recreate them perfectly but

doubted whether there would be

enough memory in the humble

Amiga. However, with a bit of a

snip here and there, all of Golden

Axe has been recreated, and the

only difference between the com-

op and the conversion is that the

Amiga game now spans six

stages rather than five. The
reason for this was the final level

in which you encounter your

nemesis, with so many sprues

and different backdrops
accompanyirg this stage,

something either had to go or be
split up Rather than lose a

whole key segment, we decided

that we would rather have a

complete game, hence the

decision to split the stage into

two . Kevin says. Similarly, the

game is a multi-load which

accesses each stage individually,

in the gaps between levels.

At the time of writing, the

game is virtually complete, with

the only thing missing being

David Whittaker's music and FX.

These are being taken directly

from the coin-op. with David first

(Right A below)
Before the game
begins, you are
requested to select
your characters. Full

details are given on
each, including your
arch enemy - Death
Adder.

GILIUS=THUNDERHEAD
TMt OWAMP

taping the game s soundtrack

and then rewriting it on his

impressive set-up. However, the

FX aren't going to be as simple,

meaning that each grunt and
swiping noise will have to be
written from scratch. Golden Axe

will, all things going to plan, out in

September, expect a review then.

(Right) All of the game's
backdrops were drawn
pixel by pixel by a team
of three people. Since
March, they have
beavered away, copying
everything from the coin-

op. The team decided to

avoid digitising at an
early stage as a lot of

detail would have been
lost, and, as a result, the

conversion s backdrops
are even more detailed

than those on the
MegaDrive version, a fact

which Kevin is

understandably proud of.

(Below) This parchment is shown between each level and your

path is drawn in red Ink (blood?) by an animated quill.

Meanwhile, any useful text messages are shown to the right of

the map.

(Above) Kevin and Co. wanted
to keep the conversion as
true as polssible, but as it

features such large sprites,
this wasn t going to be easy.
However, by breaking up each
sprite into several sections,
and animating them once they
have been pieced together,
the task was made easier and
more memory was available.

(Above) In all, the game features some 2290 sprites, 1352 of

which are the main character sprites. Each main sprite took up
64K when compressed, and the remaining enemy sprites took
up a further 32K each. Similarly, the magic spells took up
another 64K, whilst each of the six maps were 3SK long • no
wonder loads in each section individually!

i-fi'i
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(Right A below) Their are a selection
of different maps to look at so you can

get an accurate idea of what's happening.
The strategic map lets you see the whole
game area and how the wars are
progressing, while on the other hand,
another map will show how industrial a

certain area is.

(Below) There are quite a few air bases
under your command, and with the click

of a button they will all be shown on the map
that you are currently viewing.

Denosrraph ics
DenogrAph

8-9
38-59 §

f I

i c
or Popul At ion
co 1 or key

18-29
68-99

Gernany Fall 1941

(Right & below) The game is divided
Into phases, with combat playing a

major part. Once you have chosen which
units you wish to move, you can then plan a
route to the target and attack. As soon as
you have chosen all the battles for that
round you can commence combat and see
how well you did. Afterwards a sheet with
details, Including how long the battle took,

and what damage was inflicted to both you
and your enemy will be displayed.

f p»poi« r to »»»• FuJti'*>*

0*rtt*n Casualty K»»>ort Suitn*i<

+
1941
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SSI/US GOLD £24.99

Very basic graphics that
look as if they were
simply ported from an 8-

bit computer. The
colours are very gaudy,
and the definition not up
to Amiga standards, but
when it comes down to

it, a game such as this

doesn't require advanced
graphics.

Storm Across Europe is

obviously a strategy
game, and it's a very in

depth one at that. One
look at the instructions
shows how much
research has gone into
It, and the scenario
builders increase the
games overall lasting
appeal. Whether you
choose to be Hitler or
Churchill, Storm Across
Europe will keep the
strategic buffs among
you occupied for hours.
One of the better
strategy games on the
market, and well worth
every well earned penny.

SSI gives you the chance to see
how the Second World War
probably one of the worst

catastrophes in world history

would have ended if you (win

two friends if you wish) were in

control of the various forces At

the start you choose which
forces you would like to control -

the Germans, the Allies or the

Soviet Union - with the computer

(or another player) controlling

the others. Once you've chosen

a stde you will then have total

control over those countries

De
rega'dmg tne ope-

air. land, and sea forces, as

as navmg to Keep a oeady eye
on the economy of the cc es

Before you actually s:

playmg the game you will be
asked if you want to use the

scenario builder. There are two

parts to the builder, the first part

contains six historical scenarios

from World War Two. and the

second allows you to choose^ at

which level the three major
powers strengths will be, so that

oe a

e ame will

cc ce and you will be able

to move your units and attack

the enemy at will Different

colours inform you as to who is

presently in control of the various

strategic areas, and also what

type of terrain is m that area. But

whoever you choose, the

outcome is up to you and how
you play the game, so some
tactical play is going lo be
needed.

Storm Across Europe is

yet another classic
strategy game to come
from those experts at
SSI. There's quite a few
options, including a
three player option, with
varying difficulty levels.

As you would expect in a
strategy game the
graphics are nothing
spectacular to look at,

and there is no sound
what so ever, but like all

SSI games the gameplay
will keep you enthralled
for many an hour. Don't
waste a single moment,
rush a grab a copy as
soon as you can.

no
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You manage to find a piece or the
statue, but there s still quite a bit left

to find. But the other pieces aren't going to

be as easy as the first.

OVERALL
RATING

(Right)

Using/the
scanner you find

out that there's

some sort of

object in this

location, and
with a little bit

of patience you
manage to find

out its precise
position. With a
quick tap of the
pick-axe you
should have in

out in the open
in no time. But
once you've dug
it up will it be of

any use?

(Left) Once
inside one of

the buildings you
only have a certain
amount of time to
find the object
hidden within, or
you will find
yourself dead, and
your mission
brought to an
abrupt end.

(Above) At certain points in

the game you are whisked
away to a dark room where you
avoid contact with some rather
weird-looking things that drop
from the top of the screen. God
knows what they're meant to be.

NEW DEAL PRODUCTIONS £19.99 IH;RJ!I[*H
The backdrops are very
pretty, but there isn't a
lot going on or a lot to do
in them.

Somewhere in the principality of

Astate there is a lost golden

statue just waiting to be found,

and you're the archeologtst to

do It. You know that the statue

has been broken up into several

pieces, but where they have

been hidden no-one knows.

- .... .... .-
e ^ 3

"-
e g cjone

via :ne mouse ana a selection of

icons ;an a .-. th a

dick o* the mouse tx/ I are

iare six different contra <cons to

start with the mam <con is a pair

of boots which can be moved
around the screen to indicate

ANDY
Graphically, Astate really Impresses, Likewise, the
unique control system makes the game really easy to

get into. However, there is so little to see or do that

boredom soon creeps In. With only a handful of icons

to control the game with, playing it is a matter of

trying each one every time you enter a fresh screen -

hardly awe-inspiring, though. Thus, the game soon lost

my attention and there is nothing there to warrant me
going back to It.

which direction you wish to go A
hand icon is also available and
this is used to collect objects

once they have been found, but,

unfortunately, only one objecl

can be held at a time (unless

you can wear it) The drill and
pick-axe come into action when

you need to find an oDjects that

.e deen hiaaen in the ground

or m the wans of buildings But

se objects could not oe found
•

I wasn i for the help of your

useful scanner, pressing the

mouse button while the scanner

icon is chosen will tell you
whether there is an object on the

screen, and where it's

positioned

Mysterious dungeons and
ghostly churches are just a

couple of the places you will

have to explore in your quest to

find the statue, and only a

Astate is very slow and
in some places pretty
pointless. If there's any
animation in a screen,
you usually have to wait
until it's finished before
you can do anything. The
idea of using a grav
metre to find the various
objects is pretty stupid
when you relalise that
every object is hidden,
and by simply clicking
the mouse button when
you enter the screen
tells you whether there's

an object or not. Astate
Is not a game I would
rush out and buy.

couple of the dangers There are

over fifty locations to see in all.

each with a well-drawn
backdrop to accompany it

rimUUAmiga Action



29A Bell Street, Reigate, Surrey RH2 7AD.
Tel: 0737 223869. Fax: 0737 246733

COMPILATION BONANZA!

MAGNUM 4

ONLY £20,99
Batman - Caped Crusader,

Afterburner, Operation Wolf,

Double Dragon

COMPUTER HITS VOL 2

ONLY £8.99

Tetris, Tau Ceti, Tracker,

Joe Blade

PRECIOUS METAL
ONLY £16.99

Captain Blood,

Xenon,

Crazy Cars, Arkanoid II

LIGHT FORCE
ONLY £16.99

R-Type, IK+, Voyager,

Batman The Caped
Crusader

FLIGHT COMMAND ONLY £19.99

Eliminator, Strike Force Hamer. Skylox II. Lancaster. Skychase

FASTMOVERS
Emryn Hughes Soccer 1699

Kick 0« 2 1699
Resolution 101 16.99

Their Finest Hour 16.99

Haly 1990 1699
Turncan 14.99

Rorkes Drift 1699
688 Sub Sim 14.99

Might & Magic 2199
Escape FfT/PRobots 14.99

Damocles 16.99

Champions of Kryn 21.99

Italy 1990 Winners 14.99

Oriental Games 16.99

Necromancer 16.99

Anarchy n ys

Bamemasto 16.99

Herewith The Clues 1699
Hero's Quest 26 99

Last Ninia 2 1699

Leisure Suit Larry Ml 31 99

Work3Cup90 1699

Int 3D Tenn*

Lost Patrol _
Shadow Warnort

,

Ifl H
1699

16 99

JOYSTICKS
Comp Pro 5000 1299
Hand Blaster 12.99

Phantom 13.99

Quickshot Digital 6.99

Quickshol Turbo 3 9.99

Sureshot Supreme 14.99

Speedking Standard 9.99

BLANK DISCS
3.5"DSDD (Fully Guaranteed)

10 7.99

tv MitiiimmnifTi !*•* * l^JJ
JV ,,,,... '*'<'* 1**"' "*J* -*^J

'

W - MMMHmHlfllnlii VJ.^rf

500 304 99

LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX 3.5" DATAFILE 40 £6.99

NEW RELEASES

Harley Davidson 21.99
Starblade 16.99
I nO r IBQUQ iHitHiiMitfi >M*M<m«*H«**J w^"*?

Blade Warrior „.... 16.99
Codename Iceman TBA
Falcon Mission Disc 2 14.99

rirosion# . .. -iH.w
' lw» W<7^ * • *

' * -
* * 1 ' »

»

'^ * *w rf

Kitsno Game Show 16.99

Lite 4 Death 16 99
Necronom ... 16-99

Nitro 1499

\ flG r\6©p * o **••**„<•*,.**.. io.ytf

Tusker TBA
Web of Terror 14.99

Wings 21 .99

Fl 9 Stealth Fighter .
21

Pius Many More

SPECIALS
Sp»derironic 3 99
Warlocks Ou«*t 3 99
own o Jry ri^.^ra

16 BIT FULL PRICE
3D Pool 14 99
688 Submanne Sim 16.99
Ane* ine war ....—n 33
A<rboume Ranger 15 99
Balance of Power 1990 16.99
Barbanan 2 (Psygnosts) 16 99
Beach Volley .16 99
BiacK Tiger

. 16 99
Blood Money 16.99
Bloodwych 13.99
Bomber 19 99
Cabal 1699
Carrier Command 14.99

Castle Master 16.99

Chess Player 2 150 16 99
Continental Circus 14 99
Cyberball 14 99
Daily D Horse/Race 14 99
Dan Dare 3 14.99

Double Dragon II 13.99
Dr Dooms Revenge 16.99
Dungeon Master 16 99
Emlyn Hughes Soccer 13.99
F-16 Combat Pilot 16.99
-to *"3icon 10.99

ratcci ~
Falcon Mission Disc 1 14.99
Ferran Formula 1 16.99
FSght Simulator 2 26 99
FootbaH Director 2 15 99
Football Manager 2 15 99
Full Metal Planet 16 99
Games Summer Ed 16 99
Gazzas Supe* Soccer 14 99
Ghouts & Ghosts 16 99

I hghway Pstrot 2 IB n
H(XS6 hac***q

,
1 6*99

t5iil*'0 ,
i fiw. ........ ........... .... .. Q (fif

intemattonai Champ Wrestling 16.99
Ivanhoe .

16.99
Jack Nickiaus Goi» 16 99

KanWamors 7.99
f\iCK \Jti ..*...„„.,..„..* 14 99
King Arthur 1699
Lazer Squad 14 99
Lombard RAC Rally 16 99
Manchester United 16 99
Microprose Soccer 16.99
Moonwakof 16 99
Nevermind 14 99
Ninia Spirit 1699
Nmja Warrior 14.99
Operation Thunderbolt 16.99
Operation Wolf 16.99

*-*Ul riUn / .53

Pacmama 899
Paris Dakar 1699
Pinbali Magic 16.99
Pipemanla 16.99
Pirates 16.99
Player Manager 13.99
Populous 16.99
Powerdnft 16 99
Pro Tennis Tour 16.99
Rainbow Islands 16.99
Rtck Dangerous 14 99
Robocop 14.99
Scrambled Spirits 14.99
Shadow of the Beast 24 99
Shinobi 14 99
Sflkwofm 14.99
Son»c Boom 1699
Space Harrier 2 14.99
Stnder 14.99
Stryx 14.99
Super Wonder Boy 16.99
lank Attack 16.99
Tennis Cup 16.99
Test Dnve 2-Duel 1699
The Untouchables . 1699
900 '

** j j

Turbo Outrun 16 99
Wa- m M.date Earth 1399

LOOK AT THESE SPECIAL OFFERS
A.P.B 9.99
Action Service ....3.99

Alien Legion 3 99
Altered Beast 9.99
Archipelagos 4 99

7.99
799

Batman The Movie 999
&lkards Simulator 4 99
Bicod Money 9.99
BouWerdash Construction KH 4.99
Chariots of Wrath 599
Conflict of Europe 7.99
De Lux Paint 2 7.99
Dragon Spirit 7.99
Drakhen 14.99
Dynamite Dux 9.99
Emmanuelle 9.99
Empire Strikes Back 4.99
Espionage 4.99
F/A 18 Interceptor 7.99
r~35l L3n& tH**H*M*+H***V*v9

Fighting Soccer 9.99
Flight Path 737 6.99
Full Metal Planet 14.99
Galaxy Force 8 99
Gold Runner 2 6.96

Human Killing Machine
Ifcari Wamors
Insanity Fight

Jump Jet
Kick Offs Extra Tune
Kristal

Laser Squad..
License to Kill

B 99
099
-3 99
699
599
1099
1099
9 99
3 99

IM*tltt*t|ltMMM' 'iM*enium2 2
New Zealand Story 7 99
Photon Pamt 7.99
rOwGrofin Hf*mm i**Hm*HH t»H"mH y.yy
Prison 4 99
Prospector 4 99
Purple Saturn Days 6.99
Road Blasters 7 99
Running Man 7.99
Safari Guns 7 99
Saint & Greavsie 7.99
Shuffle Puck Cafe 9.99

Star Glider II 9.99
Olai riajr ni4«iui«i • M*BM*u4*uaftM*>f4 »0.ify

our wfaZY,... ******* » ,„.*>*. f yy
Super Wonderboy 9.99
Thundercats 6 99
Xybots 6 99

Please note not all games are released on time and
may be unavailable at time of going to press

TITLE SYSTEM PRICE

SECOND CHOICE SYSTEM PRICE

Total cost £
|

Name....

Address,

Postcode

Payment: Please indicate method (/)

Cheque/PO made payable to Star

Software ~7~
Access/Visa Expiry Date

No. I I I I I I 1 I I I I

P&P £1 .00 Overseas orders



In case you hadn't noticed, Amiga Action has been around for a
whole twelve issues and, unlike many other mags, we haven't been
particularly egotistical. On the whole, the line up hasn't changed a

great deal, Whitey has gone over to ST Action, our sister mag, and as

a swap we've gained Alex. Likewise, this issue sees the introduction

of another new reviewer, Michelle. So, just to refresh your memories,
we thought we'd rectify the situation and introduce ourselves.

in

:r% "* e

Position. The all-important Ed.

-••sponsible (or dishing out

ig reviews and
oversee : *ie smooth running of

he also chekks the

Favourite Games. Kick Ott II.

DO* "3S Terms Cup. Stunt

Ca* P in, Skid z, Rick

Dang- om T

Deser: Rc-c«e« Ranger and Great

Giana S s-e-s Ov any Le*ue Suit

La^y ga^es
Worst Games.

Forget Ho: Rod. Peter Beards

Soccer. The R^ning M
Fighting Soccer

Favourite TV Progs. Do
Who. Trap Door. The New
Statesman. Coronation Street, ano

Black Adder

Most Hated TV Progs.
Anything with Brucie. Tarby. Tom

Connor, and Kenny Lynch in it.

Pro-Celebrity golf, thai music
programme that was on in the

afternoon with some guy called

Bobby Crush presenting it. Cannon

and Balls Casino, Neighbours,

Home And Away, and Praise Be 1

Favourite Films. Any George
Romero Zombie films (especially

Day and Dawn Of The Dead).

Basket Case. Re-Animator. The
Burning, the original Friday The
13th, and the re-makes of The Fly

and The Blob In fact, any horror film

with tons of blood and guts in them -

not that you can get hold of them

any more thanks to the censors

(ooh. ohh. Dit of moantn'

)

I Hobbies. Collecting hooror

films. read;ng Shaun Hutson books.

beating everyone at Kick Off II I

also like reading Viz. Fangona and

Gorezone

Likes. Sleeping in, playable

ga^es sunny weather, Coke,
Donalds, beans and burger

ig the mick out of ST

Ac" .ODortmg West Ham
Dislikes. P< Dple who wear

james ooy

be e 'a est

three

pre as:

sena Mil ...... copies

because are

crap

Ambitions. For Amiga -

to win Magazine Of The Year

award.

Claim To Fame. When I used

to manage a computer shop. Brian

Cant opened it' Oh. and when I was

at school. I got a lift to the school

fete by the two Southampton
players who were going to open it -

1

can t remember their names,
though'

hi

//

lit UG JOHNS
Position. Mr GTGA himself

As well as writing reviews for

RPGs and Dram games , Doug
is the mam man behind GTGA

Favourite Games. Any
RPG especially the Bard s Tale

mes Arcnon, Faery Tale

now Islands,

BuDD'e Bodd e

Worst Games. D
,

Dark Dungeons by

*og. Shmob'. Double Dragon
II Crazy Cars. Fire And Forget,

and Offshore Warnor

Favourite Films. Blade
Runner, the Star Wars trilogy,

both Alien and Aliens, any Clint

Eastwood film, Highlander, any

Schwarzennegger movie

Favourite TV Progs.
Black Adder, MTV, Naked Video.

Star Trek, Easterners

Most Hated TV Progs.
•os. That s Life. Blue

' ry And June. The
:-..;' gramme
Hobbies. Role Playing,

)l. collecting comics.

: . imazmg car

Likes. American cars.

. indie music, curries,

'•'
.. .:>. and going to the

Dislikes. Diego Cheating
Git Maradona. speeding fines,

the Batman movie, rave music.

Any Escort car.

Ambitions. To have lots of

money, and to eventually get a

Chevrolet Corvette Stingray

Claim To Fame. I had my
name primed in Zzap's high-

score table years ago



ALEX SIMMONS
Position. Our golden boy

-." writer, Alex puis together the

gallery and is responsible for most

the reviews per issue - especially

dire games nobody else wants

30!

Favourite Games. The
:bu!ous Dungeon Master, The
_eisure Sun Larry trilogy, F-19

: alth on the ST, Speedball. Stunt

- Racer. Falcon and the mission

ks TMNT coin-op Tennis Cup
d Battiehawks 1942

Worst Games. Galaxy Force

Peter Beardsiey's Soccer.

lactic Conquerer, Knight Force,

eiiy X, Passing Shot and Wipe Out

rghl).

Favourite TV Progs.

Neighbours. The Wonder Years.

The Cosby show, The Chart Show,

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles and
most other cartoons

Most Hated TV Progs. Any

American soap (i.e. Dallas). Joe 90.

Emmerdale Farm, Cannon and
Ball's Casino, Going for Gold and
Opportunity Knocks.

Favourite Films.
Beetlejuice. Robocop and Predator,

Batman, the Terminator. Aliens. The

Untouchables, and the Fly II

Hobbies. Pamtball. playing

footie. squash, reading Garfield

books and the TMNT comics
(Eastman and Laird's version

ONLY) and playing Tennis

Likes. Cats (Especially

Position.]
• eld. Miche • m our new reviewer

vtth a joystick, she

kes <; : nat are sickeningly

lute and on. . that require a III

rey matter

Favourite Games. Skwe
3ubble Bot Ghostsbusiers.

/ersion of Pustop.
- - wv Islands, and N-

Story ^^^^^^^^^H
Worst Games. Ikari Warriors,

i

:orgotten Worlds.

Favourite TV Progs.
Black Adder,

agpuss, Trap Door.

d Going LiveB

Most Hated TV Progs.
-c-:.\ .'.xld, Panorama, any

rgional ws programme,
/ Sunday religious

v c Reeve's Big Night

:-tr.a
, kids" programme

ney aren't as good as old stuff

<e The Clangers and Hector's

:>use!)

favourite Films. Watership

Dowa Batteries Not Included,

Gremlns. No Way out, the original

Ghowsbusters. An Officer And A
Gentltman. and Quadrophema.

Likes. McDonalds, Wine,

Bleepi ; in late, driving, talking.

tennit Mum and Dad, and
spend ey

Dislikes. People who burp,

^^ft up in the mornings, curnes,

ignor$' I people, and not finishing

somefr ng I start.

Hobbies. Tennis, squash,
sleeping, reading, music, and
singing in the bath,

Ambition. To be really n<

famous and not have to workH Claim To Fame. When I was
a mere babe m arms, I starred m a

film A Day In The Death Of Joe Egg
(ten seconds screen time - beat

that Joi.n Wayne'), and I won a

beautiful baby contest whilst on

holiday m the Isle Of Wight

Barney and my other favourite.

Garfield ), chips, salad cream,
loads of chocolate. Coke, loud
music, lying in, Suzuki Vitaras and
walkmans

Dislikes. Bogeys, the smell

from Doug's socks, buses, the

Northern weather, train-spotting,

reviewing crap software (Cheers.

Steve!) people calling me either

Sandy. Gary, Gazza. Andy, and, for

my last dislike. Phil'

Ambitions To collect enough
money to buy a Suzuki Vitara or

maybe an expensive red sports

car.

Claim To Fame. Haven't

really got one. apart from being

myself

10 GAMES WE'VE PLAYED SO MUCH

WE'VE KNACKERED THE DISKS!

ONE GAME THAI STEVE NICKED

AND WE'VE NEVER SEEN SINCE!

1. KICK OFF II

2. BATTLE OF BRITAIN

3. DUNGEON MASTER

4. BLOOD MONEY

5. STUNT CAR RACER

6. FALCON (PLUS MISSION DISKS)

7. SPEEDBALL

8. IT CAME FROM THE DESERT

9. RAINBOW ISLANDS

10. SIM CITY

Position. )ur ouse art

production/ design bod wno
basically takes alt of our lovely text

and plonks it into the mag you see
before you now - a feat

responsible for her large collection

of grey hairs

Favourite Games. None at

all - I don't play games Oh, I did

play Colorado once, does that

count?

Worst Games. Colorado.

Favourite TV Progs.
Wildlife On One, Victoria Wood,
Miami Vice, anything that's got
anything to do with Ben Elton.

Rowan Atkinson or Rik Mayall

Most Hated TV Progs.
Eastenders, Top Of The Pops, and

Open University

Favourite Films. One Flew

Over The Cuckoo s Nest, anything

with Jack Nicholson in, Jerry Lewis

in The Mad Professor. Flashdance.

and any Michael Douglas film

Hobbies. [the
DDhone. r

ishmg ou
•

Ikes. i not

:es

(esni Ronr ii s).

Islikes. Working lato, '

1.1 1 1 (I disliked it so mu
dually wrote it of 1 mpt- -'

.' crash rain, and men 'h.r

ten their bits m public

Ambitions. To work abt

nuch as possible, and t(

' and famous I wouldn t r :

imbourghmt. black with

«r interior off course

Claim To Fame. I

ikfast with Bobby Ball c <

(o<> er) 1 And I designed r
i :ulette for a whole Ita ian

nent



READER 'S GALLERY
Well, here we are again and what a month it has been. I think the heat may be stopping you from beavering away at

the various art packages you own as the Gallery was a littel short of entries. However, we managed to sort out the

best of the bunch and here they are. Remember to keep your efforts coming in to our plush Macclesfield offices to me
at: Alex Simmons. Europa House. Adlington Park. Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 4NP.

Oice again me radical awesome of Mutant turtles have appeared
thanks to someone who prefers to remain anonymous Anyway the

picture is actually an auto boot disk and along with the picture came
a music sample from the TV show - totally rao. dudes*

Tw j entries have been sent m oy Andy Archer, and n

the look of *•« p-eces he likes to df3w a i me b<t o' oiood

and c-'3' His hrst pccy <s of Gtrt a strange loo*-

creaiu'e The second s of some poor chap wno has had
his guts blown apart and is teft there to die horribly -

tovery.

Gavm Hanss has sent m this picture of a Castle on the landscape along

with some other examples of his work That's the last one this month
Keep cool and send in your efforts

'.' I Amiga Action



ANDREW & COWAN
UNITS 18-19

GT YARMOUTH
BUSINESS PARK
SUFFOLK ROAD
GT YARMOUTH

NR31 OER
TEL: (0493)441194

FAST DELIVERY SERVICE

HISANCE AVAILABLE

AMIGA FLIGHT OF FANTASY PACK
INCLUDES:- F29, RAINBOW ISLANDS, ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET OF THE

ROBOT MONSTERS , MOGSE, MODdLATOR, WORKBENCH, MANOALS,

PLUS ONE YEAR GdARANTEE

£359.99 (INCL)

BATMAN PACK
INCLUDES:- BATMAN MOVIE F18 AND NEW ZEALAND STORY, MOUSE, MODULATOR, WORKBENCH,

MANUALS. PLUS ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

£359.99 (INCL)

EXTERNAL DRIVE AND

SHADOW OF THE BEAST

£99.99

1 MEG RAM UPGRADE

£69.99

1084S COLOUR STEREO
MONITOR
£249.99

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE AT FANTASTIC PRICES, IF IT'S OUT WE'LL GET IT!

24 H0C1R ORDERING LINE

All prices include V.A.T + Delivery. To order please send cheques or postal orders, made payable

-M-, to ANDREW & COWAN. Note all titles released at time of going to press. —

,

(0493) 441 194 24 HOCJR ORDERING LINE

DSDD
DISKS
100% CERTIFIED
ERROR FREE

PRICE INCLUDES
VAT & LABELS

ALL OUR DISKS
ARE FULLY

GUARANTEED

100 Capacity Disk Box £5.50: With Disks £4.50
12 Capacity Boxes 95p each £7.50 for 10

Quality mouse mats £2.50

All our disks are of the highest quality and are
made by leading manufacturers

PLEASE ADD £2.95 P+P PER ORDER
Cheques PO's to:-

MEDIA DIRECT- DEPT AMC
11 SAGE CLOSE, HANLEY,
STOKE ON TRENT, ST1 3SF

TELESALES HOTLINE:
0782-208228E3

NEWSAGENT ORDER
Please reserve a copy of Amiga Action

every month until further notice

1 |
I will collect

I |
I would like it delivered to my home

Name....

ddress

Postcode

Note to Newsagent: Amiga Action should be

available from your local wholesaler. If not contact

Carolvn Wood on 0625 878888



ISSUE 1 Our very first issue brought you a

magazine that was 100% colour, 100%
Amiga and 100% action which

combined to make the

worlds number one Amiga

games mag! Containing

six classic games that

were given the prestigious

AA award. Amiga Action's

premier edition was a force to be reckoned with.

ISSUE 3 Infogrames set the standard

of issue 3 with their excellent North

and South. Powerdrift also saw its

release on to the Amiga and won an

AA award. A fantastic competition was
launched where the lucky winner would earn

himself a Double Dragon 2 coin-op and this

was only a taste of things to come.

ISSUE 4

\^^M Although

^^ / the cover

^^J^p concentrated mainly on the

release of the long awaited
Ghouls 'N' Ghosts, it was

LucasMm's Indiana Jones and the Last

crusade that really snatched the limelight.

The programmers behind Rick dangerous

also made a welcome return with the

excellent Switchblade. To coincide with

the release of Ghouls 'N' Ghosts. U.S.

Gold offered a selection of horror videos

and a TV and Video to play them on in this

months competition.

ISSUE 2 With the great success
and standard set by the first Amiga
Action, issue 2 hit the newstands.

Dynamite Dux adorned the cover

and achieved itself the now coveted
Amiga Action award. The flashy

cover designs made Amiga Action

a real eye catcher and no sooner
were the shop shelves filled, the

readers would rush in and
completely clear them.

ISSUE 5 U.S. Gold managed to snatch the cover

this time with their sequel to Outrun entitled

Turbo Outrun. Car games were very much a

common occurance throughout issue 5, with

the release of Hard Drivin' and the

excellent Stunt Car Racer.

Cinemaware also pulled of their

greatest game to date in the

shape of It Came From
The Desert.

Ocean made a storming entrance onto the

Amiga scene in March with their much waited sequel to Operation Wulf.

Operation Thunderbolt and the film licence - The Untouchables. R-Types

crown was knocked off by Rainbow Art's X-Out and dissapointment came
in Kick Off:Extra Time. Readysoft also continued their run of Don Bluth

cartoon conversions with the visually stunning Space Ace that,

unfortunately, was let down by poor gameplay.

^ ISSUE 7

Ocean's first serious

flight simulator - F-29
Retaliator - earned itself a

place on the Amiga Action

cover and was warmly

y recieved by all of us. Coming
I very close to F-29 was

Activision's Bomber. The long awaited Cabal from

Ocean came as a bit of a dissapointment. scoring

only 74%.



5SUE 8 Martial Art games have always been a firm

ourite among Amiga gamers and Budokan continued
- s trend. Puzzle games were the major force in issue 8

ft th Pipemania and E-Motion. Pipemania was an
-^credible success and is still played feverishly in the

:'tice. Lost Patrol caused quite a stir among us and its

-riease confirmed thai Ocean were one of the leading

•ware houses.

o

3SUE 10 U.S. Gold's Dynasty Wars
a as the subject of this months

-~iiga Action while Freescape
- ade a comeback with the

..oerbly presented Castle Master

ke Singleton also made a

zmeback with the fantastic

'

' dwinter from Microprose which
- ad you traypsing all over the

: 3iar caps while trying to defeat

e bad guys. The tennis bug
* as also back and Tennis

: jp had us reaching tor the

-awberries and cream,

--casfilm continued

eir taste for

;-?rfection with the

= jperbly accurate Their
r nest Hour which

i-E-picted the Battle Of

5'itam.

ISSUE 9 Everyone rejoiced at the coming of

y computers. Monty had travelled far and come
through many scrapes before eventually making

it onto the Amiga and gaining an AA award. Also

from the 8-bits came Manic Miner which had been
converted perfectly to the 16-bit machines. The
excellent Colorado, in which you took the part of a
would-be Davey Crocket also impressed us all. The
Amiga games scene was looking up and
Cinemaware followed up their highly successful It

Came From The Desert with the sequel - Antheads.

!

I'm the chap responsible for the

cover electronic art you've seen

over the past year. When you've

been an electronic artist for as

long as I have, drone, witter,

waffle, etc. Seriously, though, having been totally amazed by the graphic

and sound capabilities of the Amiga since the early days. I went and bought
an Atari ST, which is now relegated to sucking up data from my SY77 synth

and HRl6b drum machine (which just about sums up the ST's graphics for

youl)

At risk of getting into another technosuperiority argument with Green
and AJ of Amiga Confusing, I still prefer using my Macintosh llci, running

Adobe Illustrator '88. which is my main tool (well, next-to-main tool),

although some of the stuff I see them put out using their Amigas does
amaze me (not so much what it does, just that it does!). Their efforts at

Amiga videodigitising. cheap and crappy though it is. shows that it is a
remarkably effective graphic implement.

One of the biggest thrills I still get is when readers send in their

renditions ot my Amiga Action logo. What a compliment! Not as good as 14

days of fun with three redheads in 7% gravity, but close nevertheless.

Obviously, this shows that Amiga owners are a more visually appreciative

lot. Though this doesn't explain why nobody's noticed that the boggit's tree

appears to be made of large bricks. Ian K Tindale, L, DL & D Ltd.

WWH

ISSUE 11 Everyone was really impressed

with lan's cover for issue 11 which depicted

Gremlin's long awaited Venus, an insectiod

shoot 'em-up. After waiting with baited

breath for Shadow Warriors, the release

was rather a dissapointment. Still. Kick Off

2 was excellent and Steve Merrett hardly

got any work done for all the days he spent

playing it. Combo Racer was also a hit for

Gremlin - not a bad issue for them in all.

ISSUE 12 With all of that behind us now,

Amiga Action hits the 1 2th issue and
promises to be even better in the next
twelve months. Things can only get better.

Before we go. a quick mention to all those

people most important of all who have made
Amiga Action's success possible - you, the

reader. Without you there would have been

no magazine, so thanks again and keep
reading.
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CHOOSE YOUR FREE GAME WHEN

As an extra special bonus this

month, when you subscribe to

Amiga Action you will receive

either one of these two
stunning packages from
Palace. Again - it's your
choice: Dragon's Breath was
reviewed in issue 6 and
received the coveted AA
Award, thanks to its novel and

lasting gameplay. Likewise,

SEUCK allows you to design

the shoot'em-up you have
always wanted to write, but

couldn't It's easy to use, and

well worth a look.

DRAGON'S BREATH

or SHOOT'EM-UP

CONSTRUCTION KIT

MAIL ORDER
The form below can be used to

order a subscription, Just fill in

your name, address and post
code, and send a cheque or
postal order made payable to
Interactive Publishing Ltd.

I would like to order (tick appropriate box) AA012

• 12 issue UK subscription (£24) PLUS FREE GAME! (8001).....

• 12 Issue European subscription (£34) PLUS FREE GAME! (8003) [_J

• 12 Issue overseas subscription (£40) PLUS FREE GAME! (8005)

Please tick which free game you would like with your subscription:

I I
FREE! DRAGON'S BREATH FREE! SHOOT EM-UP CONSTRUCTION KIT

(8204) (8205)

Name,

Post code

I wish to pay by: Visa / Access / Postal order / Cheque

Access/Visa Card No Expiry date

Send to: Database Direct,

FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,

South Wirral, L65 3EB.
(No stamp needed it posted m UK)

Order at any time of the day or night

Orders by phone: 051 -357 1 275
i

Orders by fax: 051-357 2813

I
Orders MicroLink: MAG001

Don't forget to give your name,

address and credit card number

General Enquiries:

051-357 2961

This order form is not valid after September 31st, 1990






